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Abstract

Abstract

Protein engineering and in vitro selection systems are powerful methods to generate binding proteins.
In nature, antibodies are the primary affinity proteins and their usefulness has led to a widespread use
both in basic and applied research. By means of combinatorial protein engineering and protein library
technology, smaller antibody fragments or alternative non-immunoglobulin protein scaffolds can be
engineered for various functions based on molecular recognition. In this thesis, a 46 amino acid small
albumin-binding domain derived from streptococcal protein G was evaluated as a scaffold for the
generation of affinity proteins. Using protein engineering, the albumin binding has been
complemented with a new binding interface localized to the opposite surface of this three-helical
bundle domain. By using in vitro selection from a combinatorial library, bispecific protein domains
with ability to recognize several different target proteins were generated. In paper I, a bispecific
albumin-binding domain was selected by phage display and utilized as a purification tag for highly
efficient affinity purification of fusion proteins. The results in paper II show how protein engineering,
in vitro display and multi-parameter fluorescence-activated cell sorting can be used to accomplish the
challenging task of incorporating two high affinity binding-sites, for albumin and tumor necrosis
factor-alpha, into this new bispecific protein scaffold. Moreover, the native ability of this domain to
bind serum albumin provides a useful characteristic that can be used to extend the plasma half-lives
of proteins fused to it or potentially of the domain itself. When combined with a second targeting
ability, a new molecular format with potential use in therapeutic applications is provided. The
engineered binding proteins generated against the epidermal growth factor receptors 2 and 3 in papers
III and IV are aimed in this direction. Over-expression of these receptors is associated with the
development and progression of various cancers, and both are well-validated targets for therapy.
Small bispecific binding proteins based on the albumin-binding domain could potentially contribute
to this field. The new alternative protein scaffold described in this thesis is one of the smallest
structured affinity proteins reported. The bispecific nature, with an inherent ability of the same
domain to bind to serum albumin, is unique for this scaffold. These non-immunoglobulin binding
proteins may provide several advantages as compared to antibodies in several applications,
particularly when a small size and an extended half-life are of key importance.
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INTRODUCTION

The aim of this thesis was to apply protein engineering approaches to develop bispecific binding proteins

The aim of this thesis was to apply protein engineering approaches to develop bispecific binding proteins

based on a small albumin-binding domain employed as a template. These efforts represent a field denoted

based on a small albumin-binding domain employed as a template. These efforts represent a field denoted

alternative scaffold engineering, in which non-immunoglobulin proteins are developed which may

alternative scaffold engineering, in which non-immunoglobulin proteins are developed which may

complement, or potentially outperform, antibodies in various applications based on molecular recognition.

complement, or potentially outperform, antibodies in various applications based on molecular recognition.

Correspondingly, the main focus of the introductory part of the thesis will be on protein engineering for

Correspondingly, the main focus of the introductory part of the thesis will be on protein engineering for

molecular recognition and generation of affinity proteins. To understand how the overall objective in this

molecular recognition and generation of affinity proteins. To understand how the overall objective in this

work was approached in principle and experimentally, a background is first given to protein engineering

work was approached in principle and experimentally, a background is first given to protein engineering

in general followed by an in-depth discussion of so-called in vitro display systems.

in general followed by an in-depth discussion of so-called in vitro display systems.

This thesis is focused on bacterial albumin-binding domains, which generally are small, chemically and

This thesis is focused on bacterial albumin-binding domains, which generally are small, chemically and

physically stable proteins with favorable properties for protein engineering, such as a high tolerance for

physically stable proteins with favorable properties for protein engineering, such as a high tolerance for

amino acid substitutions in surface exposed positions. To become familiar with these domains and the

amino acid substitutions in surface exposed positions. To become familiar with these domains and the

large number of alternative protein scaffolds that is available and used for affinity protein development,

large number of alternative protein scaffolds that is available and used for affinity protein development,

one introductory section is devoted to scaffold proteins. This section also contains a comparison of these

one introductory section is devoted to scaffold proteins. This section also contains a comparison of these

small scaffolds to conventional antibodies and their fragments. The albumin-binding domain and its

small scaffolds to conventional antibodies and their fragments. The albumin-binding domain and its

homologs are discussed in detail in a separate section, which includes a description of the specific

homologs are discussed in detail in a separate section, which includes a description of the specific

characteristic of this domain in its ability to associate with albumin, an abundant serum protein. This

characteristic of this domain in its ability to associate with albumin, an abundant serum protein. This

property can be used to extend the plasma half-lives of proteins fused to this domain or potentially of the

property can be used to extend the plasma half-lives of proteins fused to this domain or potentially of the

domain itself. The albumin-binding property is crucial for the scope of this thesis in which efforts have

domain itself. The albumin-binding property is crucial for the scope of this thesis in which efforts have

been devoted to develop variants of the domain that contain, in addition to the native albumin-binding

been devoted to develop variants of the domain that contain, in addition to the native albumin-binding

site, a second binding surface to make them bispecific. Small protein domains can be used as affinity tags

site, a second binding surface to make them bispecific. Small protein domains can be used as affinity tags

for protein purification and, when combined with albumin binding in a bispecific format, the second high

for protein purification and, when combined with albumin binding in a bispecific format, the second high

affinity targeting ability can provide a new molecular format with potential use in therapeutic

affinity targeting ability can provide a new molecular format with potential use in therapeutic

applications.

applications.
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1. PROTEIN ENGINEERING

1. PROTEIN ENGINEERING

Protein engineering includes methods to modify proteins, particularly by introducing mutations into a

Protein engineering includes methods to modify proteins, particularly by introducing mutations into a

parent sequence, followed by functional screening of the resulting variants (Figure 1A). This field is

parent sequence, followed by functional screening of the resulting variants (Figure 1A). This field is

commonly divided into rational- and combinatorial protein engineering, respectively. Rational protein

commonly divided into rational- and combinatorial protein engineering, respectively. Rational protein

engineering principles generally rely on hypotheses predicting how certain modifications may affect a

engineering principles generally rely on hypotheses predicting how certain modifications may affect a

trait of the protein, often its affinity for a specific target protein, but also for example folding, structural

trait of the protein, often its affinity for a specific target protein, but also for example folding, structural

stability or, for enzymes, catalytic properties. In contrast, combinatorial strategies rely on screening of

stability or, for enzymes, catalytic properties. In contrast, combinatorial strategies rely on screening of

larger collections of mutated proteins to select variants with the desired properties. In vitro selection

larger collections of mutated proteins to select variants with the desired properties. In vitro selection

methods are used to screen so-called libraries generated by mutagenesis of a parent protein sequence.

methods are used to screen so-called libraries generated by mutagenesis of a parent protein sequence.

They utilize a physical linkage between the genotype and the phenotype of each member in the sequence

They utilize a physical linkage between the genotype and the phenotype of each member in the sequence

library (Figure 1B) to select desired variants from such large collections, rather than to screen a more

library (Figure 1B) to select desired variants from such large collections, rather than to screen a more

limited number of variants generated by rational means.

limited number of variants generated by rational means.

A
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Figure 1. Strategies for protein engineering. A. Mutagenesis of a parental sequence and subsequent functional

Figure 1. Strategies for protein engineering. A. Mutagenesis of a parental sequence and subsequent functional

analysis is performed, in iterative cycles if desired, to modify a protein for an intended application. This is either done

analysis is performed, in iterative cycles if desired, to modify a protein for an intended application. This is either done

on individual, isolated variants one-by-one or in mixture (i.e. in a library format), which requires a methodology to

on individual, isolated variants one-by-one or in mixture (i.e. in a library format), which requires a methodology to

provide a physical link between the genotype (gene encoding the protein) and phenotype (protein) during the functional

provide a physical link between the genotype (gene encoding the protein) and phenotype (protein) during the functional

analysis, as illustrated in B. Many in vitro selection systems rely on such a genotype-phenotype link to display variants

analysis, as illustrated in B. Many in vitro selection systems rely on such a genotype-phenotype link to display variants

present in so-called sequence libraries. This facilitates selection and amplification of members with desired properties

present in so-called sequence libraries. This facilitates selection and amplification of members with desired properties

from a background on non-functional variants.

from a background on non-functional variants.
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Natural proteins consist of one or more polypeptides, which are polymers of amino acids of different

Natural proteins consist of one or more polypeptides, which are polymers of amino acids of different

length and combinations that fold into functional entities. There are 20 amino acids commonly found in

length and combinations that fold into functional entities. There are 20 amino acids commonly found in

proteins and the proteins are generally encoded by nucleic acids carried in the genomes of their host

proteins and the proteins are generally encoded by nucleic acids carried in the genomes of their host

organisms. Billions of years of evolution have produced an abundance of proteins in living systems with

organisms. Billions of years of evolution have produced an abundance of proteins in living systems with

highly specialized functions such as catalysis (e.g. enzymes), structural support (e.g. collagen), transport

highly specialized functions such as catalysis (e.g. enzymes), structural support (e.g. collagen), transport

(e.g. hemoglobin), motility (e.g. actin), electron transport (e.g. cytochromes) or defense against infection

(e.g. hemoglobin), motility (e.g. actin), electron transport (e.g. cytochromes) or defense against infection

(e.g. antibodies). The width in functional capacity displayed by proteins makes them attractive for many

(e.g. antibodies). The width in functional capacity displayed by proteins makes them attractive for many

applications in industry, as tools for research and diagnostics or as therapeutics. During the last decades,

applications in industry, as tools for research and diagnostics or as therapeutics. During the last decades,

progress in recombinant deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) technology such as the development of the

progress in recombinant deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) technology such as the development of the

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (Mullis 1986; Saiki 1985), methods for cutting and pasting genetic

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (Mullis 1986; Saiki 1985), methods for cutting and pasting genetic

elements (Arber 1969; Weiss 1967), methods for DNA sequencing like the Sanger chain terminating

elements (Arber 1969; Weiss 1967), methods for DNA sequencing like the Sanger chain terminating

method (Sanger 1977) and the use of various host cells as specialized production units, has facilitated the

method (Sanger 1977) and the use of various host cells as specialized production units, has facilitated the

expression and purification of exogenous proteins for detailed structural and functional characterization.

expression and purification of exogenous proteins for detailed structural and functional characterization.

Inspired by the functional diversity and ingenuity of natural proteins to engage in a wide range of tasks,

Inspired by the functional diversity and ingenuity of natural proteins to engage in a wide range of tasks,

the field of protein engineering emerged (Ulmer 1983). Protein engineers aim to modify or design

the field of protein engineering emerged (Ulmer 1983). Protein engineers aim to modify or design

proteins in order to improve their properties, to generate novel features or to better understand basic

proteins in order to improve their properties, to generate novel features or to better understand basic

principles of protein folding and function (Brannigan 2002).

principles of protein folding and function (Brannigan 2002).

Many traits of a protein can be addressed by sequence modification or by chemical manipulation. Some

Many traits of a protein can be addressed by sequence modification or by chemical manipulation. Some

examples

examples

include

stability,

solubility,

expression

level,

catalytic

activity,

immunogenicity,

include

stability,

solubility,

expression

level,

catalytic

activity,

immunogenicity,

pharmacokinetics or molecular recognition. The common feature of most of these strategies is to

pharmacokinetics or molecular recognition. The common feature of most of these strategies is to

introduce mutations (substitutions, insertions or deletions) in the amino acid sequence and analyze the

introduce mutations (substitutions, insertions or deletions) in the amino acid sequence and analyze the

influence on a specific property. Functions may also be added for example through genetic fusion of two

influence on a specific property. Functions may also be added for example through genetic fusion of two

or more proteins. The correlation between sequence and function is often illustrated as a protein fitness

or more proteins. The correlation between sequence and function is often illustrated as a protein fitness

landscape, where all possible protein sequences are represented as points on a two-dimensional grid where

landscape, where all possible protein sequences are represented as points on a two-dimensional grid where

neighboring sequences only differ by one substitution (Smith 1970). A simplified view of how single- or

neighboring sequences only differ by one substitution (Smith 1970). A simplified view of how single- or

combinations of substitutions may affect a trait is illustrated in figures 2A and B. Each protein can be

combinations of substitutions may affect a trait is illustrated in figures 2A and B. Each protein can be

assigned a fitness, which for natural evolution involving living organisms would be the individual’s

assigned a fitness, which for natural evolution involving living organisms would be the individual’s

ability to survive and reproduce, but in protein engineering rather could be defined by the objective of the

ability to survive and reproduce, but in protein engineering rather could be defined by the objective of the

experiment (the desired molecular trait). A simplified fitness landscape is illustrated in figure 2C. Many

experiment (the desired molecular trait). A simplified fitness landscape is illustrated in figure 2C. Many

protein engineering efforts can be viewed as optimization processes or “adaptive walks” to reach the

protein engineering efforts can be viewed as optimization processes or “adaptive walks” to reach the

highest possible fitness in a given sequence space (Romero 2009). Excitingly, since these processes can

highest possible fitness in a given sequence space (Romero 2009). Excitingly, since these processes can

be performed under controlled conditions in a laboratory, new and “non-natural” definitions of fitness can

be performed under controlled conditions in a laboratory, new and “non-natural” definitions of fitness can
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Figure 2. Substitutions, combinations of substitutions and protein fitness. A. Mutation, here represented by

Figure 2. Substitutions, combinations of substitutions and protein fitness. A. Mutation, here represented by

substitution of a single amino acid to other residues, may affect fitness to various extents (exemplified here by affinity

substitution of a single amino acid to other residues, may affect fitness to various extents (exemplified here by affinity

for a target protein). A high signal on the y-axis represents a beneficial sequence change. B. Simultaneous substitutions

for a target protein). A high signal on the y-axis represents a beneficial sequence change. B. Simultaneous substitutions

at several positions result in more complex patterns where some combinations may be beneficial and others cannot be

at several positions result in more complex patterns where some combinations may be beneficial and others cannot be

well tolerated. C. A schematic fitness landscape drawn in two dimensions to provide a simplified view. Candidate d,

well tolerated. C. A schematic fitness landscape drawn in two dimensions to provide a simplified view. Candidate d,

located at the highest possible fitness, contains an optimal combination of substitutions. Clones corresponding to this

located at the highest possible fitness, contains an optimal combination of substitutions. Clones corresponding to this

maximum or even to local maxima may not be represented in a library, as illustrated for example by the library

maximum or even to local maxima may not be represented in a library, as illustrated for example by the library

members h and j. The challenge for protein engineering is to identify fitness maxima and, ideally, find the global

members h and j. The challenge for protein engineering is to identify fitness maxima and, ideally, find the global

fitness maximum.

fitness maximum.

As mentioned above, many experimental strategies for protein engineering have been described and they

As mentioned above, many experimental strategies for protein engineering have been described and they

are often grouped into either rational or combinatorial methods. A clear distinction does not exist as

are often grouped into either rational or combinatorial methods. A clear distinction does not exist as

elements from both groups are often combined in library-based methods. Several methods have a random

elements from both groups are often combined in library-based methods. Several methods have a random

mutagenesis component and those techniques are commonly grouped together with the combinatorial

mutagenesis component and those techniques are commonly grouped together with the combinatorial

systems. Methods that expand the protein complexity beyond the naturally occurring set of 20 amino

systems. Methods that expand the protein complexity beyond the naturally occurring set of 20 amino

acids are also available, for example the recombinant incorporation of more than 40 different non-natural

acids are also available, for example the recombinant incorporation of more than 40 different non-natural
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amino acids by the use of designed orthogonal aminoacyl-tRNA-synthetase/tRNA pairs in several host

amino acids by the use of designed orthogonal aminoacyl-tRNA-synthetase/tRNA pairs in several host

organisms (Liu 2010), or methods that rely on chemical incorporation of non-natural characteristics by

organisms (Liu 2010), or methods that rely on chemical incorporation of non-natural characteristics by

solid phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) (Albericio 2004; Dawson 2000). Modifications at the sequence level

solid phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) (Albericio 2004; Dawson 2000). Modifications at the sequence level

of a protein rather than chemical or post-translational modifications will be discussed below.

of a protein rather than chemical or post-translational modifications will be discussed below.

1.1 Rational protein engineering

1.1 Rational protein engineering

Rational protein engineering can be regarded as hypothesis-driven and specified modification of proteins,

Rational protein engineering can be regarded as hypothesis-driven and specified modification of proteins,

i.e. defined positions are generally targeted to address a certain function or trait. It generally requires

i.e. defined positions are generally targeted to address a certain function or trait. It generally requires

detailed knowledge, preferably structural data, to provide assumptions about functional relationships.

detailed knowledge, preferably structural data, to provide assumptions about functional relationships.

Many of the rational strategies for protein modification were first applied to enzymes (Bloom 2005; Quin

Many of the rational strategies for protein modification were first applied to enzymes (Bloom 2005; Quin

2011), but the increasing number of solved structures of proteins and protein-protein complexes,

2011), but the increasing number of solved structures of proteins and protein-protein complexes,

especially during the last decade (www.rcsb.org, (Berman 2003; Berman 2007)), as well as advances in

especially during the last decade (www.rcsb.org, (Berman 2003; Berman 2007)), as well as advances in

DNA sequencing and characterization of newly identified genes (Mardis 2008) will facilitate exploitation

DNA sequencing and characterization of newly identified genes (Mardis 2008) will facilitate exploitation

of proteins where such information has been missing. Still, small changes in sequence or structure can

of proteins where such information has been missing. Still, small changes in sequence or structure can

have large effects on protein function. Thus, prediction of beneficial sequence alterations is a major

have large effects on protein function. Thus, prediction of beneficial sequence alterations is a major

challenge even with structural information available (Romero 2009).

challenge even with structural information available (Romero 2009).

Changes in the amino acid sequence of a protein are normally introduced on the genetic level by altering a
3

Changes in the amino acid sequence of a protein are normally introduced on the genetic level by altering a

codon to affect the corresponding amino acid after translation. The genetic code consists of 64 (4 )

codon to affect the corresponding amino acid after translation. The genetic code consists of 64 (43)

possible triplets corresponding to combinations of four different nucleotides: adenine (A), cytosine (C),

possible triplets corresponding to combinations of four different nucleotides: adenine (A), cytosine (C),

guanine (G) and thymine (T). In the genetic code, some amino acids are represented by several codons

guanine (G) and thymine (T). In the genetic code, some amino acids are represented by several codons

and two are represented only once. This redundancy influences the relative ability to modify different

and two are represented only once. This redundancy influences the relative ability to modify different

amino acids and may also cause mutational biases in some protein engineering experiments that rely on

amino acids and may also cause mutational biases in some protein engineering experiments that rely on

random mutagenesis (Wong 2007), as exemplified later in this section.

random mutagenesis (Wong 2007), as exemplified later in this section.

A straightforward strategy to elucidate the functional contributions of specific residues in a protein, for

A straightforward strategy to elucidate the functional contributions of specific residues in a protein, for

example in binding to another protein, is by site-directed mutagenesis (Hutchison 1978), a method where

example in binding to another protein, is by site-directed mutagenesis (Hutchison 1978), a method where

a gene is mutated to specifically alter a single or several amino acids in the encoded protein. All

a gene is mutated to specifically alter a single or several amino acids in the encoded protein. All

mutagenesis methods require a suitable assay to screen a desired function or property of the variants that

mutagenesis methods require a suitable assay to screen a desired function or property of the variants that

are generated. A common procedure to identify regions in the protein associated with the trait to be

are generated. A common procedure to identify regions in the protein associated with the trait to be

engineered is to substitute a chosen set of amino acids to alanine one at a time, a technique known as

engineered is to substitute a chosen set of amino acids to alanine one at a time, a technique known as

alanine-scanning (Cunningham 1989; Matouschek 1990; Schreiber 1993). By determining the function of

alanine-scanning (Cunningham 1989; Matouschek 1990; Schreiber 1993). By determining the function of
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the substituted proteins, compared to the wild type, the influence of each residue may be deduced.

the substituted proteins, compared to the wild type, the influence of each residue may be deduced.

However, in the interpretation, detrimental functional effects due to an overall loss of structure rather than

However, in the interpretation, detrimental functional effects due to an overall loss of structure rather than

alterations at, for example, a binding interface, need to be analyzed by complementary methods such as

alterations at, for example, a binding interface, need to be analyzed by complementary methods such as

circular dichroism spectroscopy to rule out such effects. Alanine is considered a rather neutral residue at a

circular dichroism spectroscopy to rule out such effects. Alanine is considered a rather neutral residue at a

functional interface due to the small size and non-polar nature of its methyl side chain. In contrast to the

functional interface due to the small size and non-polar nature of its methyl side chain. In contrast to the

smaller residue glycine, alanine is both chiral and rigid and therefore does not influence the backbone

smaller residue glycine, alanine is both chiral and rigid and therefore does not influence the backbone

structure to the same extent. A similar, but much more laborious method for a rational approach, is site-

structure to the same extent. A similar, but much more laborious method for a rational approach, is site-

saturation mutagenesis, where a targeted residue is substituted to all 19 alternative amino acids (Seeburg

saturation mutagenesis, where a targeted residue is substituted to all 19 alternative amino acids (Seeburg

1984; Wells 1985). To increase the throughput and make analysis of variants with multiple substitutions

1984; Wells 1985). To increase the throughput and make analysis of variants with multiple substitutions

possible, alanine scanning has been explored in a combinatorial fashion, similar to the methods described

possible, alanine scanning has been explored in a combinatorial fashion, similar to the methods described

in the following section (Gregoret 1993; Kouadio 2005; Morrison 2001; Weiss 2000). One of the most

in the following section (Gregoret 1993; Kouadio 2005; Morrison 2001; Weiss 2000). One of the most

comprehensive studies of a protein-protein interaction has been collected from mutant forms of human

comprehensive studies of a protein-protein interaction has been collected from mutant forms of human

growth hormone where 20 substitutions at each of 35 sites have been analyzed (Pal 2006). Interestingly,

growth hormone where 20 substitutions at each of 35 sites have been analyzed (Pal 2006). Interestingly,

this example indicates that sequence conservation across species may be a poor predictor of the actual

this example indicates that sequence conservation across species may be a poor predictor of the actual

importance of a residue at an interface and that many chemically conservative substitutions may not be

importance of a residue at an interface and that many chemically conservative substitutions may not be

tolerated.

tolerated.

Structural stability, for example to heat, represents a popular trait to address by rational engineering

Structural stability, for example to heat, represents a popular trait to address by rational engineering

approaches (O'Fagain 2011). Incorporation of disulfide bonds into a protein structure (Matsumura 1989),

approaches (O'Fagain 2011). Incorporation of disulfide bonds into a protein structure (Matsumura 1989),

modification of the hydrophobic core (Munson 1996), substitutions at the protein surface (Predki 1996) or

modification of the hydrophobic core (Munson 1996), substitutions at the protein surface (Predki 1996) or

exploration of consensus motifs derived from homologous sequences (Cole 2011) can improve stability.

exploration of consensus motifs derived from homologous sequences (Cole 2011) can improve stability.

For very stable proteins, an initial destabilization may be required to identify potentially stabilizing

For very stable proteins, an initial destabilization may be required to identify potentially stabilizing

modifications (Linhult 2004). Moreover, an interesting relationship between stability and evolvability has

modifications (Linhult 2004). Moreover, an interesting relationship between stability and evolvability has

been described. Introduction of stabilizing mutations can increase the robustness of the protein to

been described. Introduction of stabilizing mutations can increase the robustness of the protein to

accommodate additional functionally beneficial, yet destabilizing alterations, and thereby more changes

accommodate additional functionally beneficial, yet destabilizing alterations, and thereby more changes

can be tolerated (Bloom 2006; Tokuriki 2009). Many random mutations are destabilizing (Guo 2004;

can be tolerated (Bloom 2006; Tokuriki 2009). Many random mutations are destabilizing (Guo 2004;

Steipe 1999) and it is often assumed that a proper folding and a sufficient stability are required for

Steipe 1999) and it is often assumed that a proper folding and a sufficient stability are required for

function, especially for affinity proteins. As a consequence, the use of a stabilized protein as the starting

function, especially for affinity proteins. As a consequence, the use of a stabilized protein as the starting

point for engineering may open up new adaptive routes for improvement (Lappe 2009; Romero 2009).

point for engineering may open up new adaptive routes for improvement (Lappe 2009; Romero 2009).

Structural stability has also been related to better resistance to aggregation and tolerance to extended

Structural stability has also been related to better resistance to aggregation and tolerance to extended

periods of use or storage, which is preferred in many industrial and biomedical applications (Buchanan

periods of use or storage, which is preferred in many industrial and biomedical applications (Buchanan

2012; Cole 2011; Forrer 1999; O'Fagain 2011).

2012; Cole 2011; Forrer 1999; O'Fagain 2011).
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Additional approaches have been described to engineer protein function. Some examples from

Additional approaches have been described to engineer protein function. Some examples from

engineering of domains of staphylococcal protein A (SPA) and streptococcal protein G (SPG), two

engineering of domains of staphylococcal protein A (SPA) and streptococcal protein G (SPG), two

extensively studied proteins that will have a central part later in this thesis, are given below.

extensively studied proteins that will have a central part later in this thesis, are given below.

Transplantation of a function from one protein to another has been demonstrated by the grafting of an

Transplantation of a function from one protein to another has been demonstrated by the grafting of an

elastin-derived loop (Reiersen 2000) or a constrained protease inhibiting peptide (Bratkovic 2006) onto an

elastin-derived loop (Reiersen 2000) or a constrained protease inhibiting peptide (Bratkovic 2006) onto an

immunoglobulin-binding domain of SPA. Genetic fusion is another widespread way to modify a protein,

immunoglobulin-binding domain of SPA. Genetic fusion is another widespread way to modify a protein,

which is commonly performed to facilitate protein expression, purification, and to improve or add further

which is commonly performed to facilitate protein expression, purification, and to improve or add further

functions. Since the early examples of gene fusion for protein purification were reported (for example

functions. Since the early examples of gene fusion for protein purification were reported (for example

(Uhlen 1983)), several such systems have been described for domains of SPA and SPG (Boström 2012),

(Uhlen 1983)), several such systems have been described for domains of SPA and SPG (Boström 2012),

to complement other common gene fusion strategies for protein purification (Hedhammar 2005).

to complement other common gene fusion strategies for protein purification (Hedhammar 2005).

Some striking examples of how a few substitutions can have a profound impact on structure and function

Some striking examples of how a few substitutions can have a profound impact on structure and function

come from studies of domains of SPG as models for protein folding. It has for example been

come from studies of domains of SPG as models for protein folding. It has for example been

demonstrated that single substitutions can switch a protein domain from being an immunoglobulin-

demonstrated that single substitutions can switch a protein domain from being an immunoglobulin-

binding protein of a 4ß+α structure to an albumin-binding protein of a 3α structure (Figure 3, (Alexander

binding protein of a 4ß+α structure to an albumin-binding protein of a 3α structure (Figure 3, (Alexander

2009; He 2012)). Here, separate albumin binding- and immunoglobulin-binding domains of SPG with no

2009; He 2012)). Here, separate albumin binding- and immunoglobulin-binding domains of SPG with no

significant similarity were first engineered to show a high degree of sequence identity with retained

significant similarity were first engineered to show a high degree of sequence identity with retained

original functionalities (Alexander 2007). The mutational pathway between the two folds could be studied

original functionalities (Alexander 2007). The mutational pathway between the two folds could be studied

thanks to the reduced complexity of the sequence space that separated them. To move one substitution at a

thanks to the reduced complexity of the sequence space that separated them. To move one substitution at a

time requires that there are a continuous number of variant proteins that retain function (Smith 1970).

time requires that there are a continuous number of variant proteins that retain function (Smith 1970).

Despite the difficulty of rational protein engineering, several engineered proteins have gained a wide use,

Despite the difficulty of rational protein engineering, several engineered proteins have gained a wide use,

as exemplified by subtilisin and insulin. Subtilisin has been extensively modified to tolerate bleach in

as exemplified by subtilisin and insulin. Subtilisin has been extensively modified to tolerate bleach in

laundry detergents, for improved stability and catalysis (Bryan 2000). Modified analogs to human insulin

laundry detergents, for improved stability and catalysis (Bryan 2000). Modified analogs to human insulin

2+

with tailored pharmacokinetic profiles, as a result of engineered homo-oligomerization (Zn -

with tailored pharmacokinetic profiles, as a result of engineered homo-oligomerization (Zn2+-

coordination) and precipitation tendencies, have also been developed (Vajo 2000).

coordination) and precipitation tendencies, have also been developed (Vajo 2000).
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Figure 3. Examples of substitutions that switch protein folds. Substituted residues are highlighted in this very

Figure 3. Examples of substitutions that switch protein folds. Substituted residues are highlighted in this very

specific, and probably uncommon, example of fold switching. Reproduced from (He 2012) with permission from Cell

specific, and probably uncommon, example of fold switching. Reproduced from (He 2012) with permission from Cell

Press.

Press.

The ultimate challenge for rational protein engineering is de novo design of proteins. However, even for

The ultimate challenge for rational protein engineering is de novo design of proteins. However, even for

possible sequences, which is

the design of a relatively small protein of 100 amino acids, there are 20100 possible sequences, which is

more than there are atoms in the universe (Romero 2009) and the combined mass of one copy of each

more than there are atoms in the universe (Romero 2009) and the combined mass of one copy of each

variant would exceed the mass of the sun a trillion-fold (Magliery 2004). It has been suggested that

variant would exceed the mass of the sun a trillion-fold (Magliery 2004). It has been suggested that

evolution only has explored an infinitesimal fraction of this massive sequence space (Mandecki 1998)

evolution only has explored an infinitesimal fraction of this massive sequence space (Mandecki 1998)

and, even though the accuracy of the above statement has been argued (Dryden 2008), for an experimental

and, even though the accuracy of the above statement has been argued (Dryden 2008), for an experimental

approach to design a protein to be conceivable, even by computational means, the complexity needs to be

approach to design a protein to be conceivable, even by computational means, the complexity needs to be

reduced. Nevertheless, designed proteins that experimentally correspond to their designs have been

reduced. Nevertheless, designed proteins that experimentally correspond to their designs have been

reported, for example a zinc finger protein that was inspired by a natural fold (Dahiyat 1997). Several

reported, for example a zinc finger protein that was inspired by a natural fold (Dahiyat 1997). Several

achievements have followed (Floudas 2006; Pantazes 2011), including the popular designed four-helix

achievements have followed (Floudas 2006; Pantazes 2011), including the popular designed four-helix

bundle proteins (Hecht 2004; Kamtekar 1993; Regan 1988). Despite these accomplishments, protein

bundle proteins (Hecht 2004; Kamtekar 1993; Regan 1988). Despite these accomplishments, protein

design is still in its infancy and protein structure prediction constitutes a major part of the de novo design

design is still in its infancy and protein structure prediction constitutes a major part of the de novo design

problem (Floudas 2006). To form a protein for a practical application by de novo design still requires

problem (Floudas 2006). To form a protein for a practical application by de novo design still requires

much more work as compared to more conventional methods that start from a functional protein as a

much more work as compared to more conventional methods that start from a functional protein as a

template. However, a few astonishing examples of designed functionality into new, designed protein

template. However, a few astonishing examples of designed functionality into new, designed protein

frameworks have been reported (Fleishman 2011; Koder 2009). Yet, due to the inherent limitations in

frameworks have been reported (Fleishman 2011; Koder 2009). Yet, due to the inherent limitations in

rational protein engineering and design, combinatorial methods have emerged as powerful alternatives.

rational protein engineering and design, combinatorial methods have emerged as powerful alternatives.

the design of a relatively small protein of 100 amino acids, there are 20

100
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1.2 Combinatorial protein engineering

1.2 Combinatorial protein engineering

In contrast to the rational approach, combinatorial (library-based) methods rely on sequence libraries and

In contrast to the rational approach, combinatorial (library-based) methods rely on sequence libraries and

selection- or screening methods to find desired protein variants (Figure 4). These methods can mimic the

selection- or screening methods to find desired protein variants (Figure 4). These methods can mimic the

natural evolution process at increased speed, especially if mutations are gradually introduced during the

natural evolution process at increased speed, especially if mutations are gradually introduced during the

procedure, and are often referred to as directed evolution. Iterative rounds of selection and screening can

procedure, and are often referred to as directed evolution. Iterative rounds of selection and screening can

be applied to generate new proteins and select rare variants with increased fitness or a new desired

be applied to generate new proteins and select rare variants with increased fitness or a new desired

property. The selection methods are based on a physical link between the phenotype of the protein variant

property. The selection methods are based on a physical link between the phenotype of the protein variant

and the genetic information that encodes it during selection, which facilitates the identification of a

and the genetic information that encodes it during selection, which facilitates the identification of a

selected protein with a preferred characteristic. Experimental platforms handling such collections, denoted

selected protein with a preferred characteristic. Experimental platforms handling such collections, denoted

selection systems, will be covered in more detail in a later section. Common methods to generate diversity

selection systems, will be covered in more detail in a later section. Common methods to generate diversity

in sequence libraries and considerations related to this are discussed below.

in sequence libraries and considerations related to this are discussed below.

A

B
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Number of randomized positions

Mutations

Practical limit

Mutations

Fitness

Mutations

Practical limit

Diversity / Library size

Theoretical max

Fitness

Diversity / Library size

Theoretical max

Muta
tions

Number of randomized positions

Mutations

Figure 4. Library complexity and selection systems. A. Library complexity quickly increases as more positions are

Figure 4. Library complexity and selection systems. A. Library complexity quickly increases as more positions are

diversified simultaneously. Each selection system has a practical limit for the diversity it may be able to screen (see

diversified simultaneously. Each selection system has a practical limit for the diversity it may be able to screen (see

next section for examples). B. A library can be viewed as a volume of sequence variants of different fitness, but usually

next section for examples). B. A library can be viewed as a volume of sequence variants of different fitness, but usually

all theoretical variants are not present during the experiment. C. A selection system, illustrated as a float hooked up to a

all theoretical variants are not present during the experiment. C. A selection system, illustrated as a float hooked up to a

target protein, probes this sequence volume for variants with sought properties. Each protein variant in the library has a

target protein, probes this sequence volume for variants with sought properties. Each protein variant in the library has a

link to its corresponding genotype, the appearance of which depends on the choice of selection system (not shown in

link to its corresponding genotype, the appearance of which depends on the choice of selection system (not shown in

the picture).

the picture).

To construct gene pools that encode more than one amino acid in the same position, DNA synthesis can

To construct gene pools that encode more than one amino acid in the same position, DNA synthesis can

be applied to produce mixtures of oligonucleotides by means of so called degenerate codons. For example

be applied to produce mixtures of oligonucleotides by means of so called degenerate codons. For example

the codon NNN (where N represents an equal blend of A, T, C and G) includes all 64 codons whereas

the codon NNN (where N represents an equal blend of A, T, C and G) includes all 64 codons whereas

NNK (K = G or T) limits the diversity to 32 codons, which still represent all possible 20 amino acids at

NNK (K = G or T) limits the diversity to 32 codons, which still represent all possible 20 amino acids at
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least once. Combinatorial protein engineering allows exploration of structure-function relationships that

least once. Combinatorial protein engineering allows exploration of structure-function relationships that

are not easily approached by hypotheses or modeling, such as cooperative contributions of several

are not easily approached by hypotheses or modeling, such as cooperative contributions of several

residues to a trait (Brannigan 2002; Wells 1990). It can also facilitate a disconnection of a protein from its

residues to a trait (Brannigan 2002; Wells 1990). It can also facilitate a disconnection of a protein from its

in vivo function to be engineered for a new purpose (Shivange 2009). The principles behind the use of

in vivo function to be engineered for a new purpose (Shivange 2009). The principles behind the use of

sequence libraries used in combinatorial protein engineering are inspired by the natural diversity found for

sequence libraries used in combinatorial protein engineering are inspired by the natural diversity found for

example in the molecules of the adaptive immune systems of vertebrates, and in similar systems among

example in the molecules of the adaptive immune systems of vertebrates, and in similar systems among

invertebrates and certain types of peptide neurotoxins (Boehm 2011; Cole 2011; Danilova 2012; Olivera

invertebrates and certain types of peptide neurotoxins (Boehm 2011; Cole 2011; Danilova 2012; Olivera

1990; Pancer 2004; Sollod 2005; Vita 1995). A library is a collection of sequences and can be seen as the

1990; Pancer 2004; Sollod 2005; Vita 1995). A library is a collection of sequences and can be seen as the

volume surrounding a progenitor sequence in the protein fitness landscape (Steipe 1999). Random

volume surrounding a progenitor sequence in the protein fitness landscape (Steipe 1999). Random

changes spread out over the entire sequence can be introduced by different mutational strategies.

changes spread out over the entire sequence can be introduced by different mutational strategies.

Mutagenesis may also be targeted to specific regions or even particular positions in the protein. Libraries

Mutagenesis may also be targeted to specific regions or even particular positions in the protein. Libraries

are generally divided into natural or synthetic depending on their origin. In terms of antibody libraries

are generally divided into natural or synthetic depending on their origin. In terms of antibody libraries

derived from natural sources, they can either be naïve, i.e. not intentionally enriched for any specific

derived from natural sources, they can either be naïve, i.e. not intentionally enriched for any specific

binding property, or derived from hosts immunized with or exposed to a protein of interest. Synthetic

binding property, or derived from hosts immunized with or exposed to a protein of interest. Synthetic

libraries generally allow better control of the composition and diversity (Koide 2009b).

libraries generally allow better control of the composition and diversity (Koide 2009b).

Investigation involving multiple simultaneous mutations increases the library size exponentially and the

Investigation involving multiple simultaneous mutations increases the library size exponentially and the

likelihood of finding a desired variant increases with the library size since a larger range of adaptive

likelihood of finding a desired variant increases with the library size since a larger range of adaptive

scenarios can be explored (Romero 2009). However, the conceivable library size is limited by the

scenarios can be explored (Romero 2009). However, the conceivable library size is limited by the

selection or screening system, which is referred to as the “numbers problem” (Reetz 2008). For synthetic

selection or screening system, which is referred to as the “numbers problem” (Reetz 2008). For synthetic

libraries, a careful library design, which often incorporates rational considerations, is important to

libraries, a careful library design, which often incorporates rational considerations, is important to

generate a rich diversity that is enriched in potentially active variants to maximize the functionality in the

generate a rich diversity that is enriched in potentially active variants to maximize the functionality in the

limited sequence space that can be sampled experimentally (Shivange 2009; Wong 2007). A common way

limited sequence space that can be sampled experimentally (Shivange 2009; Wong 2007). A common way

to limit library size is by careful selection of degenerate codons at the sequence positions targeted for

to limit library size is by careful selection of degenerate codons at the sequence positions targeted for

randomization in the library using oligonucleotide directed mutagenesis (Dalbadie-McFarland 1982). As

randomization in the library using oligonucleotide directed mutagenesis (Dalbadie-McFarland 1982). As

mentioned earlier, NNK instead of NNN reduces the complexity on the nucleotide level by 50 % and

mentioned earlier, NNK instead of NNN reduces the complexity on the nucleotide level by 50 % and

removes two of three possible, and most often undesired, stop codons, but is still redundant because 32

removes two of three possible, and most often undesired, stop codons, but is still redundant because 32

possibilities encode 20 amino acids. Therefore, NNK is more widely used than NNN. Another popular

possibilities encode 20 amino acids. Therefore, NNK is more widely used than NNN. Another popular

codon to limit redundancy is NDT (D = A, G or T), which encodes 12 different amino acids with a

codon to limit redundancy is NDT (D = A, G or T), which encodes 12 different amino acids with a

balanced mix of properties in 12 possible codons (Reetz 2008). Unfortunately the KTH codon (H= A, C

balanced mix of properties in 12 possible codons (Reetz 2008). Unfortunately the KTH codon (H= A, C

or T) is not very useful in this context since it only encodes three amino acids by its six possible codons.

or T) is not very useful in this context since it only encodes three amino acids by its six possible codons.

More useful alternatives biased towards hydrophilic, hydrophobic, charged etc amino acids are available.

More useful alternatives biased towards hydrophilic, hydrophobic, charged etc amino acids are available.

Based on amino acid frequencies observed in the interfaces of protein-protein complexes, limited

Based on amino acid frequencies observed in the interfaces of protein-protein complexes, limited
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diversity strategies that include residues common at binding interfaces have been proposed, such as a 4-

diversity strategies that include residues common at binding interfaces have been proposed, such as a 4-

letter code (Tyr, Ser, Ala, Asp) (Fellouse 2004) and a binary code (Tyr and Ser) (Fellouse 2005),

letter code (Tyr, Ser, Ala, Asp) (Fellouse 2004) and a binary code (Tyr and Ser) (Fellouse 2005),

generally with an emphasis on tyrosine (Koide 2009b). Even though a limited diversity often is a practical

generally with an emphasis on tyrosine (Koide 2009b). Even though a limited diversity often is a practical

advantage and despite the fact that functional binding proteins have been selected from limited diversity

advantage and despite the fact that functional binding proteins have been selected from limited diversity

libraries, some reports imply that a richer amino acid diversity is superior and that, generally, a sparse

libraries, some reports imply that a richer amino acid diversity is superior and that, generally, a sparse

search of a large library may be better than a thorough exploration of a smaller one (Birtalan 2008;

search of a large library may be better than a thorough exploration of a smaller one (Birtalan 2008;

Gilbreth 2008; Hackel 2010; Munoz 2008; Nov 2011). Several computational tools have also been

Gilbreth 2008; Hackel 2010; Munoz 2008; Nov 2011). Several computational tools have also been

developed to aid library design, reduce redundancy and to optimize choices of degenerate codons (see

developed to aid library design, reduce redundancy and to optimize choices of degenerate codons (see

(Craig 2010; Firth 2008; Wong 2007) for examples). Methods based on mixtures of degenerate primers

(Craig 2010; Firth 2008; Wong 2007) for examples). Methods based on mixtures of degenerate primers

have been proposed to limit the redundancy (Tang 2012). However, a general consensus on a best design

have been proposed to limit the redundancy (Tang 2012). However, a general consensus on a best design

practice has not yet been reached. Full diversity is considered to enable better shape and chemical

practice has not yet been reached. Full diversity is considered to enable better shape and chemical

complementarity and may increase tolerance to alterations (Koide 2009b), but it may also include many

complementarity and may increase tolerance to alterations (Koide 2009b), but it may also include many

non-functional sequences. Well-designed libraries with reduced complexity can increase the frequency of

non-functional sequences. Well-designed libraries with reduced complexity can increase the frequency of

binders, but may be unable to provide equally high affinity binders as a full diversity library (Hackel

binders, but may be unable to provide equally high affinity binders as a full diversity library (Hackel

2010). A hybrid design biased towards some key amino acids is another interesting approach (Fellouse

2010). A hybrid design biased towards some key amino acids is another interesting approach (Fellouse

2007; Koide 2009b) and methods also exist to fully control the diversity using specified trinucleotide

2007; Koide 2009b) and methods also exist to fully control the diversity using specified trinucleotide

building blocks in the DNA-synthesis (Neylon 2004; Van der Brulle 2008; Virnekas 1994). However,

building blocks in the DNA-synthesis (Neylon 2004; Van der Brulle 2008; Virnekas 1994). However,

these methods have not yet become the general option due to the high cost associated with them. A similar

these methods have not yet become the general option due to the high cost associated with them. A similar

method to encode all amino acids at a specific position without redundancy bias is the so-called

method to encode all amino acids at a specific position without redundancy bias is the so-called

theoretical maximum efficiency (MAX) randomization (Hughes 2003). It is more complex than regular

theoretical maximum efficiency (MAX) randomization (Hughes 2003). It is more complex than regular

degenerate codons and relies on assembly and ligation of a mixture of primers onto a template

degenerate codons and relies on assembly and ligation of a mixture of primers onto a template

oligonucleotide (Hughes 2003; Tang 2012). Several alternative randomization methods have been

oligonucleotide (Hughes 2003; Tang 2012). Several alternative randomization methods have been

reported (Neylon 2004; Shivange 2009), one of the more straightforward options is split and mix

reported (Neylon 2004; Shivange 2009), one of the more straightforward options is split and mix

synthesis of oligonucleotides (Glaser 1992; Lahr 1999).

synthesis of oligonucleotides (Glaser 1992; Lahr 1999).

Another group of library construction strategies rely on mutagenesis of random sequence positions. The

Another group of library construction strategies rely on mutagenesis of random sequence positions. The

most common method to create diversity based on a single gene is error-prone PCR (Cadwell 1994;

most common method to create diversity based on a single gene is error-prone PCR (Cadwell 1994;

Leung 1989), because of its experimental simplicity (Kazlauskas 2009; McCullum 2010). Error-prone

Leung 1989), because of its experimental simplicity (Kazlauskas 2009; McCullum 2010). Error-prone

PCR is typically performed using conditions that reduce the fidelity of a DNA polymerase during DNA

PCR is typically performed using conditions that reduce the fidelity of a DNA polymerase during DNA

synthesis or by using low fidelity enzymes. The error rate is thereby enhanced and mutagenesis can be

synthesis or by using low fidelity enzymes. The error rate is thereby enhanced and mutagenesis can be

restricted to a region of interest in a template using specific primer pairs. It is generally considered best to

restricted to a region of interest in a template using specific primer pairs. It is generally considered best to

keep the mutation rate low to maintain function in mutated variants of a template, which is intended to be

keep the mutation rate low to maintain function in mutated variants of a template, which is intended to be

improved, and rather incorporate more mutations in successive cycles (Steipe 1999). The error-rate may

improved, and rather incorporate more mutations in successive cycles (Steipe 1999). The error-rate may
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be controlled by several factors such as the introduction of small amounts of Mn2+ instead of the natural

be controlled by several factors such as the introduction of small amounts of Mn2+ instead of the natural

cofactor Mg2+, by adjustment of the concentration of free nucleotides in the reaction and the number of

cofactor Mg2+, by adjustment of the concentration of free nucleotides in the reaction and the number of

amplification cycles (Cirino 2003; McCullum 2010). PCR-based mutagenesis is often limited, and

amplification cycles (Cirino 2003; McCullum 2010). PCR-based mutagenesis is often limited, and

sometimes biased, by the redundancy and organization of the genetic code and properties of the

sometimes biased, by the redundancy and organization of the genetic code and properties of the

polymerases (Neylon 2004). However, recent strategies using a mixture of enzymes have limited this bias

polymerases (Neylon 2004). However, recent strategies using a mixture of enzymes have limited this bias

(Cadwell 1994; Vanhercke 2005). The pool of mutated genes can be used as a library and undergo

(Cadwell 1994; Vanhercke 2005). The pool of mutated genes can be used as a library and undergo

selection, or the mutagenesis strategy may be used in consecutive cycles of mutation and selection.

selection, or the mutagenesis strategy may be used in consecutive cycles of mutation and selection.

Error-prone rolling-circle amplification has also been described as a simple mutagenesis technique that

Error-prone rolling-circle amplification has also been described as a simple mutagenesis technique that

circumvents the need for cloning steps (Fujii 2004, 2006). A related approach is to use mutator strains

circumvents the need for cloning steps (Fujii 2004, 2006). A related approach is to use mutator strains

with deficiencies in the DNA proofreading or editing machinery, which gives rise to unusually high rates

with deficiencies in the DNA proofreading or editing machinery, which gives rise to unusually high rates

of spontaneous DNA mutagenesis (Blagodatski 2012; Greener 1996; Low 1996; Nguyen 2012). A recent

of spontaneous DNA mutagenesis (Blagodatski 2012; Greener 1996; Low 1996; Nguyen 2012). A recent

development, which has not yet been used for directed evolution applications, is induced expression of

development, which has not yet been used for directed evolution applications, is induced expression of

antisense RNAs to silence genes involved in DNA repair (Nakashima 2009). A drawback with such in

antisense RNAs to silence genes involved in DNA repair (Nakashima 2009). A drawback with such in

vivo methods is that mutations are introduced throughout the entire plasmid, which may cause unexpected

vivo methods is that mutations are introduced throughout the entire plasmid, which may cause unexpected

effects that are not directly linked to mutations in the targeted gene, such as altered expression rate or

effects that are not directly linked to mutations in the targeted gene, such as altered expression rate or

unrelated advantages gained through some mutations. DNA shuffling (Stemmer 1994) is a popular

unrelated advantages gained through some mutations. DNA shuffling (Stemmer 1994) is a popular

technique to combine existing (or generated) diversity in new ways by randomly fragmenting and

technique to combine existing (or generated) diversity in new ways by randomly fragmenting and

recombining homologous sequences. This mix and match of successful variants, which may already have

recombining homologous sequences. This mix and match of successful variants, which may already have

been selected during evolution, may yield a higher ratio of functional sequences as compared to random

been selected during evolution, may yield a higher ratio of functional sequences as compared to random

mutagenesis of a single template (Harayama 1998; Joern 2003). Other examples based on recombination

mutagenesis of a single template (Harayama 1998; Joern 2003). Other examples based on recombination

(Voigt 2002), circular permutation (Neylon 2004; Qian 2005) or random insertion/deletion of sequences

(Voigt 2002), circular permutation (Neylon 2004; Qian 2005) or random insertion/deletion of sequences

of a defined length (Murakami 2002; Murakami 2012) are available. Several systems can be combined or

of a defined length (Murakami 2002; Murakami 2012) are available. Several systems can be combined or

alternated to incorporate additional diversity.

alternated to incorporate additional diversity.

Mutations and selections are powerful tools to explore the vast sequence space and complex nature of

Mutations and selections are powerful tools to explore the vast sequence space and complex nature of

protein function in order to generate proteins with new functions or modify existing proteins (Romero

protein function in order to generate proteins with new functions or modify existing proteins (Romero

2009). Although fully random mutagenesis methods face enormous library sizes and do not rely on a

2009). Although fully random mutagenesis methods face enormous library sizes and do not rely on a

starting structure or function (Golynskiy 2010; Kazlauskas 2009), a few amazing examples of new

starting structure or function (Golynskiy 2010; Kazlauskas 2009), a few amazing examples of new

functions identified from such libraries have been reported. For example, the continuous evolution or

functions identified from such libraries have been reported. For example, the continuous evolution or

selection of RNA-ligases (Seelig 2007; Wright 1997) and ATP-binding proteins (Keefe 2001). However,

selection of RNA-ligases (Seelig 2007; Wright 1997) and ATP-binding proteins (Keefe 2001). However,

a combination of a well designed combinatorial library and a suitable selection system has turned out to

a combination of a well designed combinatorial library and a suitable selection system has turned out to

be a more reliable means to generate affinity proteins or peptides.

be a more reliable means to generate affinity proteins or peptides.
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2. IN VITRO SELECTION SYSTEMS

2. IN VITRO SELECTION SYSTEMS

A number of in vitro selection systems have been developed to select peptides or proteins with desired

A number of in vitro selection systems have been developed to select peptides or proteins with desired

properties from large libraries of variants. The function of the selection system is to enable isolation of

properties from large libraries of variants. The function of the selection system is to enable isolation of

desired library members based on a specific trait, and thereby co-select the encoding DNA to facilitate

desired library members based on a specific trait, and thereby co-select the encoding DNA to facilitate

amplification and identification. Therefore, the most important property of all selection systems is a link

amplification and identification. Therefore, the most important property of all selection systems is a link

between the phenotype (displayed peptide/protein) and the corresponding genotype (DNA or RNA) and

between the phenotype (displayed peptide/protein) and the corresponding genotype (DNA or RNA) and

this link can be either physical or spatial. The emphasis in this introductory section is on selection of

this link can be either physical or spatial. The emphasis in this introductory section is on selection of

affinity proteins from combinatorial libraries for binding to a target protein. The development of selection

affinity proteins from combinatorial libraries for binding to a target protein. The development of selection

systems was epitomized by the invention of phage display almost 30 years ago (Smith 1985), which since

systems was epitomized by the invention of phage display almost 30 years ago (Smith 1985), which since

then has inspired the development of several clever linking- or encapsulation strategies to connect

then has inspired the development of several clever linking- or encapsulation strategies to connect

genotype and phenotype (see Figure 5 for examples). The systems are commonly divided into cell-

genotype and phenotype (see Figure 5 for examples). The systems are commonly divided into cell-

dependent (mainly phage- and cell-surface display), cell-independent (essentially mRNA and ribosomal

dependent (mainly phage- and cell-surface display), cell-independent (essentially mRNA and ribosomal

display) and non-display systems (including protein fragment complementation assays), examples of

display) and non-display systems (including protein fragment complementation assays), examples of

which are discussed below. This section discusses general advantages of selection systems as well as

which are discussed below. This section discusses general advantages of selection systems as well as

details of some selection systems for the interested reader. Phage display has been used in all papers of

details of some selection systems for the interested reader. Phage display has been used in all papers of

this thesis. Staphylococcal display was applied in papers II and III.

this thesis. Staphylococcal display was applied in papers II and III.
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Figure 5. Examples of in vitro selection systems. A. A protein complementation assay (PCA), which is an example of

Figure 5. Examples of in vitro selection systems. A. A protein complementation assay (PCA), which is an example of

a non-display system. B. Ribosome display, a cell-independent system. C. Phage display, the most common platform

a non-display system. B. Ribosome display, a cell-independent system. C. Phage display, the most common platform

that depends on the use of cells. All systems rely on a physical link between the genotype and the phenotype of each

that depends on the use of cells. All systems rely on a physical link between the genotype and the phenotype of each

protein variant. Functional library proteins, i.e. variants binding to a target protein (yellow), are indicated in red and

protein variant. Functional library proteins, i.e. variants binding to a target protein (yellow), are indicated in red and

non-functional variants in blue.

non-functional variants in blue.

There is a wide range of applications of display technologies (Hoess 2001; Li 2000; Li 2002; Pelletier

There is a wide range of applications of display technologies (Hoess 2001; Li 2000; Li 2002; Pelletier

2001; Sergeeva 2006) and for a long time the selection of antibodies or alternative protein binders from

2001; Sergeeva 2006) and for a long time the selection of antibodies or alternative protein binders from

combinatorial libraries, displayed on phages in particular, has successfully generated affinity proteins for

combinatorial libraries, displayed on phages in particular, has successfully generated affinity proteins for

research, diagnostics and therapeutics (Bradbury 2011; Lofblom 2011b; Rader 1997; Wurch 2012). All

research, diagnostics and therapeutics (Bradbury 2011; Lofblom 2011b; Rader 1997; Wurch 2012). All

methods have common steps based on diversification, functional expression and selection followed by

methods have common steps based on diversification, functional expression and selection followed by

amplification of positive clones (Figure 5). The selection of library candidates for binding to a target

amplification of positive clones (Figure 5). The selection of library candidates for binding to a target

protein is often performed in successive rounds in a process called biopanning. Different systems have

protein is often performed in successive rounds in a process called biopanning. Different systems have
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certain advantages and limitations, the most important of which are mentioned below, which may direct

certain advantages and limitations, the most important of which are mentioned below, which may direct

interest to a specific system depending on the task at hand. Direct access to the gene encoding the selected

interest to a specific system depending on the task at hand. Direct access to the gene encoding the selected

affinity protein, provided by the genotype-phenotype linkage, is a major advantage of all in vitro display

affinity protein, provided by the genotype-phenotype linkage, is a major advantage of all in vitro display

platforms. It does not only provide a renewable source of the affinity protein, but also means for

platforms. It does not only provide a renewable source of the affinity protein, but also means for

dimerization, tag-fusion or other desired manipulations (Bradbury 2011). Preferably, a selection system

dimerization, tag-fusion or other desired manipulations (Bradbury 2011). Preferably, a selection system

should not suffer from biases such as variation in amplification rate or expression level and have potential

should not suffer from biases such as variation in amplification rate or expression level and have potential

both for monitoring enrichment and for automation (Hoogenboom 2005). However, it is also an advantage

both for monitoring enrichment and for automation (Hoogenboom 2005). However, it is also an advantage

if selections can be performed without need for special resources, instrumentation or require complicated

if selections can be performed without need for special resources, instrumentation or require complicated

procedures (Geyer 2012). A large library is considered to give a higher chance of finding a high affinity

procedures (Geyer 2012). A large library is considered to give a higher chance of finding a high affinity

clone (Bradbury 2004; Gold 2001; Lancet 1993; Perelson 1979), and the ability to screen large

clone (Bradbury 2004; Gold 2001; Lancet 1993; Perelson 1979), and the ability to screen large

repertoires, or conveniently introduce mutations between selection rounds, is advantageous. On the other

repertoires, or conveniently introduce mutations between selection rounds, is advantageous. On the other

hand, systems with ability to manage the largest libraries, i.e. the cell-free methods discussed below, have

hand, systems with ability to manage the largest libraries, i.e. the cell-free methods discussed below, have

not become dominating since their introduction roughly 15 years ago. The challenge of handling large

not become dominating since their introduction roughly 15 years ago. The challenge of handling large

libraries and more demanding protocols often make other, complementary, methods more attractive. Wide

libraries and more demanding protocols often make other, complementary, methods more attractive. Wide

accessibility, low requirements for specific instrumentation and relative ease of use makes phage display

accessibility, low requirements for specific instrumentation and relative ease of use makes phage display

an established platform that often fulfill all requirements.

an established platform that often fulfill all requirements.

The focus in this section is on development of novel affinity proteins. Even though libraries of short

The focus in this section is on development of novel affinity proteins. Even though libraries of short

peptides are frequently used, this is not discussed here. There are also several examples where the affinity

peptides are frequently used, this is not discussed here. There are also several examples where the affinity

of a natural ligand for its receptor has been improved or analyzed using different selection systems (for

of a natural ligand for its receptor has been improved or analyzed using different selection systems (for

example phage display to study human growth hormone (Bass 1990; Lowman 1991), yeast display to

example phage display to study human growth hormone (Bass 1990; Lowman 1991), yeast display to

select high affinity variants of an epidermal growth factor (Cochran 2006) or ribosome display to map

select high affinity variants of an epidermal growth factor (Cochran 2006) or ribosome display to map

functional residues of the Nogo receptor (Schimmele 2005)). Initial validations of selection systems have

functional residues of the Nogo receptor (Schimmele 2005)). Initial validations of selection systems have

commonly been performed using peptides, various antibody fragments or libraries thereof. More recently,

commonly been performed using peptides, various antibody fragments or libraries thereof. More recently,

applications with alternative binding proteins have become more common. Scaffolds for molecular

applications with alternative binding proteins have become more common. Scaffolds for molecular

recognition, some of which are mentioned in examples in this section, are covered in more detail in

recognition, some of which are mentioned in examples in this section, are covered in more detail in

section 3. The current part will discuss selection systems with a primary focus on the cell-dependent

section 3. The current part will discuss selection systems with a primary focus on the cell-dependent

systems, which are the most extensively used systems and include the methods used in the work in this

systems, which are the most extensively used systems and include the methods used in the work in this

thesis. In general, the phenotype is represented by a peptide or protein and the genotype by a nucleic acid.

thesis. In general, the phenotype is represented by a peptide or protein and the genotype by a nucleic acid.

Nevertheless, systems exist where the genetic material itself constitutes the phenotype, such as the

Nevertheless, systems exist where the genetic material itself constitutes the phenotype, such as the

aptamers (Ellington 1990; Tuerk 1990), or where pure chemical diversity is bar-coded by DNA-tags

aptamers (Ellington 1990; Tuerk 1990), or where pure chemical diversity is bar-coded by DNA-tags

(Mannocci 2011).

(Mannocci 2011).
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A selection for affinity is generally based on an incubation of the library with the target molecule, where

A selection for affinity is generally based on an incubation of the library with the target molecule, where

high affinity clones will eventually outperform weaker binders and non-binders. Since affinity is a central

high affinity clones will eventually outperform weaker binders and non-binders. Since affinity is a central

concept in this thesis, it is explained in some detail here. Many biological functions of proteins and

concept in this thesis, it is explained in some detail here. Many biological functions of proteins and

applications of engineered proteins depend on their binding to other molecules, and in particular to other

applications of engineered proteins depend on their binding to other molecules, and in particular to other

proteins (Sidhu 2012; Uhlén 2008). Affinity is a measure of the strength of an interaction between two

proteins (Sidhu 2012; Uhlén 2008). Affinity is a measure of the strength of an interaction between two

molecules, for example the proteins A and B, and is expressed as the association equilibrium constant KA

molecules, for example the proteins A and B, and is expressed as the association equilibrium constant KA

-1

(M ) (Equation 1). [A], [B] and [AB] are the concentrations of the free proteins and the protein complex,

(M-1) (Equation 1). [A], [B] and [AB] are the concentrations of the free proteins and the protein complex,

respectively, at equilibrium under standard conditions and a 1:1 stoichiometry. Affinity between proteins

respectively, at equilibrium under standard conditions and a 1:1 stoichiometry. Affinity between proteins

is often expressed as the dissociation equilibrium constant KD (M), which is the inverse of KA (Equation

is often expressed as the dissociation equilibrium constant KD (M), which is the inverse of KA (Equation

-1

1). Furthermore, the equilibrium constants can be related to the dissociation rate constant (kd; s ) and the

1). Furthermore, the equilibrium constants can be related to the dissociation rate constant (kd; s-1) and the

association rate constant (ka; M-1s-1), which describe the kinetics of complex formation between A and B

association rate constant (ka; M-1s-1), which describe the kinetics of complex formation between A and B

(Equation 1). Affinities (KD) in natural systems range from the order of micromolar (major

(Equation 1). Affinities (KD) in natural systems range from the order of micromolar (major

histocompatibility complex-T-cell receptor complex), nanomolar (typical receptor-ligand interaction) to

histocompatibility complex-T-cell receptor complex), nanomolar (typical receptor-ligand interaction) to

femtomolar (biotin-streptavidin) (Wang 2004; Wilchek 2006). The sufficient or optimal affinity depends

femtomolar (biotin-streptavidin) (Wang 2004; Wilchek 2006). The sufficient or optimal affinity depends

-1

on the intended application of the affinity protein. The Gibbs free energy of reaction (∆G, Jmol ) between

on the intended application of the affinity protein. The Gibbs free energy of reaction (∆G, Jmol-1) between

the bound and free states is the driving force for binding of two proteins. It is related to KA according to

the bound and free states is the driving force for binding of two proteins. It is related to KA according to

-1

equation 2, where R is the general gas constant (JK mol ) and T is the absolute temperature (K).

equation 2, where R is the general gas constant (JK-1mol-1) and T is the absolute temperature (K).

Equation 3 describes the relation between ∆G, enthalpy (∆H), entropy (∆S) and temperature and may

Equation 3 describes the relation between ∆G, enthalpy (∆H), entropy (∆S) and temperature and may

sometimes help in understanding why certain interactions have a high affinity.

sometimes help in understanding why certain interactions have a high affinity.

KA =

€
!

1
k
[ AB]
=
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-1

1
k
[ AB]
=
= a
[ A][ B] K D kd

(1)

KA =

ΔG = −RT ln(K A )

(2)

ΔG = −RT ln(K A )

(2)

ΔG = ΔH − TΔS

(3)

ΔG = ΔH − TΔS

(3)

€
!

(1)

€ binders with higher affinities, for example in selections aimed at affinity maturation, the target
To obtain

€ binders with higher affinities, for example in selections aimed at affinity maturation, the target
To obtain

concentration is lowered and the incubation time may need to be extended in order to reach equilibrium

concentration is lowered and the incubation time may need to be extended in order to reach equilibrium

(Hulme 2010; Levin 2006). The increased stringency achieved by lowered target concentration may lead

(Hulme 2010; Levin 2006). The increased stringency achieved by lowered target concentration may lead

to an increased proportion of non-functional background binders relative to the desired clones as the

to an increased proportion of non-functional background binders relative to the desired clones as the

number of selected high-affinity clones becomes small. A less stringent selection round after a more

number of selected high-affinity clones becomes small. A less stringent selection round after a more

stringent one may resolve such problems when the number of copies of rare high affinity clones has

stringent one may resolve such problems when the number of copies of rare high affinity clones has

increased (Pluckthun 2012). Another advantageous strategy to select high affinity clones is so-called off-

increased (Pluckthun 2012). Another advantageous strategy to select high affinity clones is so-called off-

rate selection (Hawkins 1992; Zahnd 2010). Here, the library is incubated with labeled target, washed and

rate selection (Hawkins 1992; Zahnd 2010). Here, the library is incubated with labeled target, washed and

€

€
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incubated for a suitable time period in an excess of unlabeled target (Boder 1998). Faster dissociating

incubated for a suitable time period in an excess of unlabeled target (Boder 1998). Faster dissociating

binders will to a greater extent rebind soluble competitors as compared to binders with slower off-rates

binders will to a greater extent rebind soluble competitors as compared to binders with slower off-rates

that will remain bound to the labeled target and, thus, become selected. Another motivation for off-rate

that will remain bound to the labeled target and, thus, become selected. Another motivation for off-rate

selection is that association rate constants for protein-protein complexes generally fall in a very narrow

selection is that association rate constants for protein-protein complexes generally fall in a very narrow

5

6

-1 -1

(Northrup 1992; Schreiber 2002), which leaves more room for

window between 105 and 106 M-1s-1 (Northrup 1992; Schreiber 2002), which leaves more room for

improvement of the dissociation rate to improve the KD. Rational engineering for improved association

improvement of the dissociation rate to improve the KD. Rational engineering for improved association

rate has been reported, for example by Selzer et al. (Selzer 2000) and Marvin et al. (Marvin 2003),

rate has been reported, for example by Selzer et al. (Selzer 2000) and Marvin et al. (Marvin 2003),

although not nearly as frequently as off-rate improvements. Generally, the first selection round should

although not nearly as frequently as off-rate improvements. Generally, the first selection round should

emphasize yield - i.e. all favorable clones should be recovered at the expense of collecting neutral clones.

emphasize yield - i.e. all favorable clones should be recovered at the expense of collecting neutral clones.

After re-growth, when several copies of selected clones are expected to be present, smaller fractions of

After re-growth, when several copies of selected clones are expected to be present, smaller fractions of

clones can be collected under more stringent selection pressure. A monovalent display format is generally

clones can be collected under more stringent selection pressure. A monovalent display format is generally

preferred for identification of the clones with the highest affinities (O'Connell 2002; Qi 2012) and to

preferred for identification of the clones with the highest affinities (O'Connell 2002; Qi 2012) and to

avoid avidity effects, which cause an apparent increase in functional affinity observed when multiple

avoid avidity effects, which cause an apparent increase in functional affinity observed when multiple

monovalent interactions combine synergistically.

monovalent interactions combine synergistically.

2.1 Cell-dependent systems

2.1 Cell-dependent systems

Cell-dependent systems mainly include phage display and cell-surface display. Phage display is the most

Cell-dependent systems mainly include phage display and cell-surface display. Phage display is the most

extensively used system and it requires a bacterial host cell for replication of phage particles displaying a

extensively used system and it requires a bacterial host cell for replication of phage particles displaying a

protein library. The cell-surface display systems use the host cell as a compartment to encapsulate the

protein library. The cell-surface display systems use the host cell as a compartment to encapsulate the

genotype of a protein displayed on the cell surface. Yeast display is a widely used cell-surface display

genotype of a protein displayed on the cell surface. Yeast display is a widely used cell-surface display

system for library applications and similar platforms have also been developed for gram-negative

system for library applications and similar platforms have also been developed for gram-negative

Escherichia coli and gram-positive Staphylococcus carnosus. The main disadvantage with cell-dependent

Escherichia coli and gram-positive Staphylococcus carnosus. The main disadvantage with cell-dependent

systems is the requirement for transformation of the library to cells, which sometimes limits the library

systems is the requirement for transformation of the library to cells, which sometimes limits the library

size by the transformation frequency of the host cells. Issues of practical handling of larger libraries may

size by the transformation frequency of the host cells. Issues of practical handling of larger libraries may

also limit the manageable library sizes of these systems. However, the technical simplicity of phage

also limit the manageable library sizes of these systems. However, the technical simplicity of phage

display and possibility to use fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) to monitor cell-displayed

display and possibility to use fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) to monitor cell-displayed

libraries have led to a widespread use of these system and made them the dominating techniques for in

libraries have led to a widespread use of these system and made them the dominating techniques for in

vitro selection. Systems utilizing for instance retrovirus (Urban 2005) or baculovirus (Crawford 2006)

vitro selection. Systems utilizing for instance retrovirus (Urban 2005) or baculovirus (Crawford 2006)

have been conceived, as well as protein display on other cells than bacteria and yeast, for example on

have been conceived, as well as protein display on other cells than bacteria and yeast, for example on

insect cells (Ernst 1998) or mammalian cells (Ho 2006; Wolkowicz 2005; Zhou 2010). However, this

insect cells (Ernst 1998) or mammalian cells (Ho 2006; Wolkowicz 2005; Zhou 2010). However, this

section will be focused on better-known systems.

section will be focused on better-known systems.
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2.1.1 Phage display

2.1.1 Phage display

Filamentous phages have been used for genetic experiments since the 1970s and in the mid 1980s George

Filamentous phages have been used for genetic experiments since the 1970s and in the mid 1980s George

Smith demonstrated how phages that displayed a fragment of the bacterial enzyme EcoRI could be

Smith demonstrated how phages that displayed a fragment of the bacterial enzyme EcoRI could be

enriched from a background of wild-type phages (Smith 1985; Smothers 2002). Soon thereafter, the first

enriched from a background of wild-type phages (Smith 1985; Smothers 2002). Soon thereafter, the first

random peptide libraries fused to phage coat protein III (pIII) were reported (for example (Cwirla 1990)

random peptide libraries fused to phage coat protein III (pIII) were reported (for example (Cwirla 1990)

and (Scott 1990)). Those initial achievements were quickly followed by display of growth hormone

and (Scott 1990)). Those initial achievements were quickly followed by display of growth hormone

variants (Bass 1990). Display of functional recombinant antibody fragments, for example single chain

variants (Bass 1990). Display of functional recombinant antibody fragments, for example single chain

fragment variable (scFv) (McCafferty 1990) and fragment antigen binding (Fab) (Barbas 1992;

fragment variable (scFv) (McCafferty 1990) and fragment antigen binding (Fab) (Barbas 1992;

Hoogenboom 1991) was enabled by progress in cloning of antibody gene repertoires (Orlandi 1989) and

Hoogenboom 1991) was enabled by progress in cloning of antibody gene repertoires (Orlandi 1989) and

expression of functional immunoglobulin fragments in E. coli (Better 1988; Skerra 1988). More recently

expression of functional immunoglobulin fragments in E. coli (Better 1988; Skerra 1988). More recently

bivalent Fab (F(ab´)2) (Lee 2004) and even full-length antibodies, for example (Mazor 2010), have been

bivalent Fab (F(ab´)2) (Lee 2004) and even full-length antibodies, for example (Mazor 2010), have been

displayed on phages, as well as several other forms of antibody derivatives. This progress has paved the

displayed on phages, as well as several other forms of antibody derivatives. This progress has paved the

way to generate synthetic antibodies without immunization, which allows rigorous control over the

way to generate synthetic antibodies without immunization, which allows rigorous control over the

selection process and the design of the binding proteins. In vitro systems circumvent several drawbacks of

selection process and the design of the binding proteins. In vitro systems circumvent several drawbacks of

immunization and hybridoma strategies such as difficulty to generate binders to lethal toxins, some

immunization and hybridoma strategies such as difficulty to generate binders to lethal toxins, some

pathogens or highly conserved antigens. Furthermore, non-physiological conditions may be applied and,

pathogens or highly conserved antigens. Furthermore, non-physiological conditions may be applied and,

importantly, the gene encoding the binder is immediately available. Synthetic sources of diversity also

importantly, the gene encoding the binder is immediately available. Synthetic sources of diversity also

avoid inherent limitations of the natural immune repertoire, such as lack of control over sequence

avoid inherent limitations of the natural immune repertoire, such as lack of control over sequence

diversity of selected antibodies, and these synthetic sources have generated antibodies with higher

diversity of selected antibodies, and these synthetic sources have generated antibodies with higher

affinities than those obtained by immunization (Bradbury 2011; Geyer 2012).

affinities than those obtained by immunization (Bradbury 2011; Geyer 2012).

Non-lytic filamentous phages that do not kill their host cell upon infection, and thereby allow continued

Non-lytic filamentous phages that do not kill their host cell upon infection, and thereby allow continued

propagation and growth, are the most commonly used for in vitro selection (M13 and fd being the most

propagation and growth, are the most commonly used for in vitro selection (M13 and fd being the most

widespread (Hoogenboom 2005)). However, other phages (such as λ, T4 and T7) have been used as well

widespread (Hoogenboom 2005)). However, other phages (such as λ, T4 and T7) have been used as well

(Benhar 2001; Miersch 2012). Filamentous phages (Figure 6) are rod-shaped bacterial viruses about 900

(Benhar 2001; Miersch 2012). Filamentous phages (Figure 6) are rod-shaped bacterial viruses about 900

nm long and 6-7 nm in diameter with a viral coat built by five coat proteins (pIII, pVI, pVII, pVIII and

nm long and 6-7 nm in diameter with a viral coat built by five coat proteins (pIII, pVI, pVII, pVIII and

pIX) (see (Smith 1997) or (Miersch 2012) for more comprehensive references). A ~6400 bases single

pIX) (see (Smith 1997) or (Miersch 2012) for more comprehensive references). A ~6400 bases single

stranded DNA genome enclosed in the phage coat contains eleven genes. The coat is built from ~2700

stranded DNA genome enclosed in the phage coat contains eleven genes. The coat is built from ~2700

copies of the major coat protein along the length of the particle, which is capped at one end with 3-4

copies of the major coat protein along the length of the particle, which is capped at one end with 3-4

copies each of pVII and pIX and at the other end by 3-5 copies of pIII and pVI. All molecular details of

copies each of pVII and pIX and at the other end by 3-5 copies of pIII and pVI. All molecular details of

the infection mechanisms have not been resolved, but pIII is known to mediate the critical first interaction

the infection mechanisms have not been resolved, but pIII is known to mediate the critical first interaction

by binding to the F-pilus on a gram-negative host cell. Retraction of the pilus triggers subsequent

by binding to the F-pilus on a gram-negative host cell. Retraction of the pilus triggers subsequent
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interactions that eventually lead to injection of the viral genome into the host cell. ssDNA is converted to

interactions that eventually lead to injection of the viral genome into the host cell. ssDNA is converted to

dsDNA inside the host cell to initiate viral replication, assembly and release of new phage particles. Since

dsDNA inside the host cell to initiate viral replication, assembly and release of new phage particles. Since

the initial display on pIII (Smith 1985), all the other coat proteins have been used for display of

the initial display on pIII (Smith 1985), all the other coat proteins have been used for display of

heterologous proteins (Miersch 2012). However, pIII remains the most popular for display of larger

heterologous proteins (Miersch 2012). However, pIII remains the most popular for display of larger

proteins and pVIII is often used for smaller fusions (Bradbury 2004; Miersch 2012; Qi 2012). Thanks to

proteins and pVIII is often used for smaller fusions (Bradbury 2004; Miersch 2012; Qi 2012). Thanks to

the stability of the phage particle, selections can be performed under harsh conditions with maintained

the stability of the phage particle, selections can be performed under harsh conditions with maintained

phage infectivity (Qi 2012).

phage infectivity (Qi 2012).

pVI

pVII
ssDNA
pIX

pVIII

Foreign
protein
~6-7 nm

~6-7 nm

pVIII

pIII

~900 nm

pVI

pVII
ssDNA
pIX

Foreign
protein

pIII

~900 nm

Figure 6. Schematic illustration of a filamentous phage. A heterologous protein fusion to phage coat protein pIII is

Figure 6. Schematic illustration of a filamentous phage. A heterologous protein fusion to phage coat protein pIII is

shown.

shown.

At first, gene fusions were incorporated directly into the phage genome and this could generate functional

At first, gene fusions were incorporated directly into the phage genome and this could generate functional

fusions with efficient multivalent display and little perturbation of infectivity and propagation (Miersch

fusions with efficient multivalent display and little perturbation of infectivity and propagation (Miersch

2012). However, it was soon recognized that such phage vectors might indeed interfere with phage

2012). However, it was soon recognized that such phage vectors might indeed interfere with phage

infectivity, production and stability, which inspired the now common use of phagemid systems. Here, the

infectivity, production and stability, which inspired the now common use of phagemid systems. Here, the

protein to be displayed is fused to an additional copy of pIII on an additional plasmid and phage

protein to be displayed is fused to an additional copy of pIII on an additional plasmid and phage

production is accomplished by the use of helper phages containing wild-type pIII (Qi 2012). The

production is accomplished by the use of helper phages containing wild-type pIII (Qi 2012). The

phagemid is designed to lack all critical elements for the formation of functional phages except an

phagemid is designed to lack all critical elements for the formation of functional phages except an

engineered form of pIII and therefore depend on co-infection with helper phages (using a second

engineered form of pIII and therefore depend on co-infection with helper phages (using a second

antibiotic selection marker) that contributes with components required for viral assembly and replication.

antibiotic selection marker) that contributes with components required for viral assembly and replication.

The phagemid-encoded pIII-fusion and wild-type pIII will compete for incorporation into the virions,

The phagemid-encoded pIII-fusion and wild-type pIII will compete for incorporation into the virions,

which typically results in oligovalent display (0-5 copies), but most phages that display a heterologous

which typically results in oligovalent display (0-5 copies), but most phages that display a heterologous

protein do it monovalently in this system (Miersch 2012; Qi 2012). In fact, only a small fraction (ca 1 %)

protein do it monovalently in this system (Miersch 2012; Qi 2012). In fact, only a small fraction (ca 1 %)

of all produced phagemid or phage particles actually display a recombinant pIII fusion. Phagemids are

of all produced phagemid or phage particles actually display a recombinant pIII fusion. Phagemids are

generally more stable, as compared to phage vectors, and they are easier to transform and manipulate,

generally more stable, as compared to phage vectors, and they are easier to transform and manipulate,

which has made them popular (Bradbury 2004; Qi 2012). In general, N-terminal fusions of either full-

which has made them popular (Bradbury 2004; Qi 2012). In general, N-terminal fusions of either full-

length or N-terminally truncated pIII variants are used for library insertions. Several systems exist with

length or N-terminally truncated pIII variants are used for library insertions. Several systems exist with

various alterations to improve display level, transformation frequency, infectivity etc to manage the

various alterations to improve display level, transformation frequency, infectivity etc to manage the
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complex interplay between phage, host and phagemid (see (Bradbury 2004; Miersch 2012; Qi 2012) for

complex interplay between phage, host and phagemid (see (Bradbury 2004; Miersch 2012; Qi 2012) for

more details). Moreover, systems to eliminate the need for helper phages altogether have been devised

more details). Moreover, systems to eliminate the need for helper phages altogether have been devised

(Chasteen 2006). Engineered packaging bacteria carrying helper plasmids are utilized to supply the

(Chasteen 2006). Engineered packaging bacteria carrying helper plasmids are utilized to supply the

packaging components and allow formation of various types of functional phages upon infection with

packaging components and allow formation of various types of functional phages upon infection with

phagemid.

phagemid.

Phages are usually non-specifically eluted from their bound target by incubation in an acidic solution, but

Phages are usually non-specifically eluted from their bound target by incubation in an acidic solution, but

competitive strategies as well as affinity independent methods, such as proteolytic cleavage (for example

competitive strategies as well as affinity independent methods, such as proteolytic cleavage (for example

(Thomas 2010)) or reduction of a disulfide bond (for example (Prassler 2011)), have been employed.

(Thomas 2010)) or reduction of a disulfide bond (for example (Prassler 2011)), have been employed.

Other elegant approaches link infectivity or replication to target binding (Duenas 1994; Gramatikoff 1994;

Other elegant approaches link infectivity or replication to target binding (Duenas 1994; Gramatikoff 1994;

Spada 1997). Since its discovery, several remarkable phage display experiments and selection strategies

Spada 1997). Since its discovery, several remarkable phage display experiments and selection strategies

have been reported including intravenous administration for in vivo panning of phage display libraries in

have been reported including intravenous administration for in vivo panning of phage display libraries in

human cancer patients (Krag 2006), phage display with libraries containing unnatural amino acids (Liu

human cancer patients (Krag 2006), phage display with libraries containing unnatural amino acids (Liu

2008; Tian 2004), selections against specific protein conformations (Gao 2009; Nizak 2003) or against

2008; Tian 2004), selections against specific protein conformations (Gao 2009; Nizak 2003) or against

subtle chemical differences such as specific post-translational modifications independent of the sequence

subtle chemical differences such as specific post-translational modifications independent of the sequence

context (Hoffhines 2006; Kehoe 2006), development of bispecific antibodies (Bostrom 2009; Fagete

context (Hoffhines 2006; Kehoe 2006), development of bispecific antibodies (Bostrom 2009; Fagete

2009) or phage-assisted continuous evolution (PACE) by connecting a selectable phenotype to the

2009) or phage-assisted continuous evolution (PACE) by connecting a selectable phenotype to the

expression of pIII (Esvelt 2011). Many of the affinity proteins identified in these examples would be

expression of pIII (Esvelt 2011). Many of the affinity proteins identified in these examples would be

impossible to generate by traditional immunization methods.

impossible to generate by traditional immunization methods.

2.1.2 Cell-display

2.1.2 Cell-display

Currently, cell-display based systems are rapidly expanding in vitro selection systems (Lofblom 2011a).

Currently, cell-display based systems are rapidly expanding in vitro selection systems (Lofblom 2011a).

Eukaryotic yeast still provides the main platform, but prokaryotic systems based on E. coli and, more

Eukaryotic yeast still provides the main platform, but prokaryotic systems based on E. coli and, more

recently, S. carnosus have moved forward. Given the relatively large size of yeast cells, larger libraries

recently, S. carnosus have moved forward. Given the relatively large size of yeast cells, larger libraries

could potentially be more conveniently handled when using prokaryotic cells. The diameter of a yeast cell

could potentially be more conveniently handled when using prokaryotic cells. The diameter of a yeast cell

is roughly twice that of a staphylococcal cell, which in turn has a size comparable to a rod-shaped E. coli

is roughly twice that of a staphylococcal cell, which in turn has a size comparable to a rod-shaped E. coli

(Feldhaus 2004; Kronqvist 2010). Smaller sample volumes may provide an experimental advantage for

(Feldhaus 2004; Kronqvist 2010). Smaller sample volumes may provide an experimental advantage for

prokaryotic systems. In spite of the widespread use of E. coli, high transformation frequencies and

prokaryotic systems. In spite of the widespread use of E. coli, high transformation frequencies and

availability of molecular biology tools, the capability for display of heterologous proteins on their cell

availability of molecular biology tools, the capability for display of heterologous proteins on their cell

surface has not been fully exploited (Binder 2010). A main reason is that an inner membrane, a

surface has not been fully exploited (Binder 2010). A main reason is that an inner membrane, a

periplasmic space and an outer membrane need to be traversed for surface-display on those gram-negative

periplasmic space and an outer membrane need to be traversed for surface-display on those gram-negative

cells. Gram-positive staphylococci provide a promising alternative; they only have a single membrane and

cells. Gram-positive staphylococci provide a promising alternative; they only have a single membrane and
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are highly tolerant to mechanical stress because of their thick cell wall, which results in a high viability

are highly tolerant to mechanical stress because of their thick cell wall, which results in a high viability

after sorting (Wernerus 2004).

after sorting (Wernerus 2004).

The large size of cells and multivalent expression of library proteins on the cell surface enables analysis

The large size of cells and multivalent expression of library proteins on the cell surface enables analysis

and sorting by FACS, which cannot be done using smaller phages. This strategy also circumvents the

and sorting by FACS, which cannot be done using smaller phages. This strategy also circumvents the

need for elution of bound library proteins. The antigen is generally labeled with a fluorophore and

need for elution of bound library proteins. The antigen is generally labeled with a fluorophore and

incubated in solution with the cell-displayed library (Figure 7). In principle, any property of interest that

incubated in solution with the cell-displayed library (Figure 7). In principle, any property of interest that

can be linked to laser light scattering or fluorescence can be measured quantitatively in real time by flow

can be linked to laser light scattering or fluorescence can be measured quantitatively in real time by flow

cytometry (Daugherty 2007). It provides detailed information and, in addition to the general biopanning

cytometry (Daugherty 2007). It provides detailed information and, in addition to the general biopanning

strategies using lowered target concentration and increased washing, the positioning of sort gates and

strategies using lowered target concentration and increased washing, the positioning of sort gates and

utilization of both negative and positive screens can control selection stringency. Fine affinity

utilization of both negative and positive screens can control selection stringency. Fine affinity

discrimination is achieved by simultaneously assaying a reporter tag to monitor expression level (Lofblom

discrimination is achieved by simultaneously assaying a reporter tag to monitor expression level (Lofblom

2005; VanAntwerp 2000). Impressing sorting rates can be achieved (ca 70000 cells per second or in the

2005; VanAntwerp 2000). Impressing sorting rates can be achieved (ca 70000 cells per second or in the

8

order of 10 events per hour; (Ackerman 2009; Lofblom 2011a)), but to ensure proper oversampling of

order of 108 events per hour; (Ackerman 2009; Lofblom 2011a)), but to ensure proper oversampling of

larger libraries sorting becomes time-consuming. Magnetic-activated cell sorting (MACS) is often

larger libraries sorting becomes time-consuming. Magnetic-activated cell sorting (MACS) is often

8

employed for pre-sorting or libraries exceeding around 10 variants (Chao 2006; Yeung 2002). Cell-

employed for pre-sorting or libraries exceeding around 108 variants (Chao 2006; Yeung 2002). Cell-

surface display is also well suited for affinity maturation using focused libraries based on identified first-

surface display is also well suited for affinity maturation using focused libraries based on identified first-

generation binders or immune libraries, which often have smaller sizes. When combined with appropriate

generation binders or immune libraries, which often have smaller sizes. When combined with appropriate

pre-enrichment strategies, library construction and transformation are limiting rather than the selection

pre-enrichment strategies, library construction and transformation are limiting rather than the selection

method itself. Relative affinities ranked on cell-surfaces generally correlate with ranking obtained by

method itself. Relative affinities ranked on cell-surfaces generally correlate with ranking obtained by

other methods (Gai 2007; Lofblom 2007), even though absolute values may be different if avidity effects

other methods (Gai 2007; Lofblom 2007), even though absolute values may be different if avidity effects

are involved when analyzing multivalent targets. Because selections may identify large numbers of

are involved when analyzing multivalent targets. Because selections may identify large numbers of

positive clones, examples of more than 1000 confirmed binders from a selection exist (Edwards 2003), the

positive clones, examples of more than 1000 confirmed binders from a selection exist (Edwards 2003), the

demand for fast and easy characterization or ranking to identify the best clones can be met by flow-

demand for fast and easy characterization or ranking to identify the best clones can be met by flow-

cytometric analysis.

cytometric analysis.
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Figure 7. Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) and cell display. FACS is used to isolate cells that express a

Figure 7. Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) and cell display. FACS is used to isolate cells that express a

target-binding library protein (red) on their surface from cells displaying non-binding variants (blue). Simultaneous

target-binding library protein (red) on their surface from cells displaying non-binding variants (blue). Simultaneous

monitoring of expression level, using a labeled reporter protein (red fluorophore), and target-binding, detected by an

monitoring of expression level, using a labeled reporter protein (red fluorophore), and target-binding, detected by an

additional (green) fluorophore, allows affinity-based selection that is not biased by varying expression levels. Sort gates

additional (green) fluorophore, allows affinity-based selection that is not biased by varying expression levels. Sort gates

are used to select cells to be enriched, which are charged and electrostatically deflected. Empty droplets and droplets

are used to select cells to be enriched, which are charged and electrostatically deflected. Empty droplets and droplets

containing non-binding cells end up in the waste.

containing non-binding cells end up in the waste.
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The first reports of bacterial display of heterologous proteins fused to carrier proteins appeared around the

The first reports of bacterial display of heterologous proteins fused to carrier proteins appeared around the

same time that phage display was discovered (Charbit 1986; Freudl 1986) and a variety of prokaryotic

same time that phage display was discovered (Charbit 1986; Freudl 1986) and a variety of prokaryotic

hosts and anchoring strategies have been evaluated for surface expression of passenger proteins

hosts and anchoring strategies have been evaluated for surface expression of passenger proteins

(Daugherty 2007; Jostock 2005; Samuelson 2002; Wernerus 2004). However, only a few systems have

(Daugherty 2007; Jostock 2005; Samuelson 2002; Wernerus 2004). However, only a few systems have

been used for combinatorial protein engineering and selection of affinity proteins (Daugherty 2007;

been used for combinatorial protein engineering and selection of affinity proteins (Daugherty 2007;

Georgiou 1997; Lofblom 2011a; Wittrup 2001). Yeast display (Boder 1997) has become a popular and

Georgiou 1997; Lofblom 2011a; Wittrup 2001). Yeast display (Boder 1997) has become a popular and

successful platform for this purpose but, due to the ease of manipulating bacteria and their rapid growth

successful platform for this purpose but, due to the ease of manipulating bacteria and their rapid growth

rate, those systems are expected to develop further as versatile platforms for protein engineering and may

rate, those systems are expected to develop further as versatile platforms for protein engineering and may

provide competitive alternatives to the well-established yeast display system (Daugherty 2007; Lofblom

provide competitive alternatives to the well-established yeast display system (Daugherty 2007; Lofblom

2011a).

2011a).

2.1.2.1 Yeast display

2.1.2.1 Yeast display

As mentioned, yeast display (Boder 1997) is a widely used cell surface display technique (reviewed in

As mentioned, yeast display (Boder 1997) is a widely used cell surface display technique (reviewed in

(Gai 2007; Gera 2012; Pepper 2008)). It has been suggested that the eukaryotic host may have a protein

(Gai 2007; Gera 2012; Pepper 2008)). It has been suggested that the eukaryotic host may have a protein

processing machinery that is better suited for proteins from higher organisms since it promotes efficient

processing machinery that is better suited for proteins from higher organisms since it promotes efficient

oxidative protein folding and N-linked glycosylation (Gai 2007). It has also been anticipated that

oxidative protein folding and N-linked glycosylation (Gai 2007). It has also been anticipated that

engineered yeast strains possessing a human glycosylation pathway could be used as expression- and

engineered yeast strains possessing a human glycosylation pathway could be used as expression- and

display hosts (Gai 2007; Gera 2012). A protein of interest is generally fused N- or C-terminally to a

display hosts (Gai 2007; Gera 2012). A protein of interest is generally fused N- or C-terminally to a

subunit (Aga2p) of the agglutinin receptor, which attaches to the cell wall through disulfide bonds to

subunit (Aga2p) of the agglutinin receptor, which attaches to the cell wall through disulfide bonds to

Aga1p. N- and C-terminal fusion tags facilitate monitoring of expression level and degree of full-length

Aga1p. N- and C-terminal fusion tags facilitate monitoring of expression level and degree of full-length

clones, respectively (Chao 2006; Pepper 2008). The largest libraries reported for yeast display included in

clones, respectively (Chao 2006; Pepper 2008). The largest libraries reported for yeast display included in

9

4

5

the order of 10 clones (Feldhaus 2003; Gera 2012) and each cell typically displays 10 -10 protein

the order of 109 clones (Feldhaus 2003; Gera 2012) and each cell typically displays 104-105 protein

copies. This platform has been extensively used for affinity maturation (for example (Boder 2000) and

copies. This platform has been extensively used for affinity maturation (for example (Boder 2000) and

(Jin 2006)) and epitope mapping (for example (Han 2011)). A correlation between display level and

(Jin 2006)) and epitope mapping (for example (Han 2011)). A correlation between display level and

stability of the displayed protein has also been demonstrated and used for engineering of protein stability

stability of the displayed protein has also been demonstrated and used for engineering of protein stability

(Shusta 1999). Mating of haploid yeast that carries smaller libraries to form diploid cells can be used to

(Shusta 1999). Mating of haploid yeast that carries smaller libraries to form diploid cells can be used to

combine the diversity of two libraries. This approach has been used to generate large Fab-libraries from

combine the diversity of two libraries. This approach has been used to generate large Fab-libraries from

mating of yeast transformed with a heavy- and light chain library, respectively (Weaver-Feldhaus 2004).

mating of yeast transformed with a heavy- and light chain library, respectively (Weaver-Feldhaus 2004).

Several kinds of affinity protein libraries have been expressed on yeast, for example scFvs from both

Several kinds of affinity protein libraries have been expressed on yeast, for example scFvs from both

immune and synthetic libraries (Pepper 2008), Fab-fragments (Weaver-Feldhaus 2004), and libraries

immune and synthetic libraries (Pepper 2008), Fab-fragments (Weaver-Feldhaus 2004), and libraries

based on several other protein frameworks (Gera 2012).

based on several other protein frameworks (Gera 2012).
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2.1.2.2 E. coli display

2.1.2.2 E. coli display

Early library applications of E. coli display for a form of affinity selection included panning of a peptide

Early library applications of E. coli display for a form of affinity selection included panning of a peptide

library against iron oxide particles (Brown 1992), followed by sorting of cells displaying scFvs from a

library against iron oxide particles (Brown 1992), followed by sorting of cells displaying scFvs from a

background of cells displaying non-binding scFvs (Francisco 1993) and eventually sorting of an scFv

background of cells displaying non-binding scFvs (Francisco 1993) and eventually sorting of an scFv

library (Daugherty 1998). Most systems have focused on display of peptides (Daugherty 2007; van Bloois

library (Daugherty 1998). Most systems have focused on display of peptides (Daugherty 2007; van Bloois

2011) or small peptide-like scaffolds, for example a cysteine constrained knottin (Getz 2012), but this

2011) or small peptide-like scaffolds, for example a cysteine constrained knottin (Getz 2012), but this

section is focused on library selection applications of larger, structured affinity proteins. A step towards

section is focused on library selection applications of larger, structured affinity proteins. A step towards

current systems was periplasmic expression with cytometric screening (PECS), which relies on diffusion

current systems was periplasmic expression with cytometric screening (PECS), which relies on diffusion

of small, labeled targets into the periplasmic space where they interact with secreted library proteins

of small, labeled targets into the periplasmic space where they interact with secreted library proteins

(Chen 2001). Although soluble expression may be advantageous for some proteins, this system

(Chen 2001). Although soluble expression may be advantageous for some proteins, this system

preferentially selects for well-expressed variants. A refinement of PECS led to a more generally

preferentially selects for well-expressed variants. A refinement of PECS led to a more generally

applicable method utilizing anchored periplasmic expression (APEx). Here, proteins from a combinatorial

applicable method utilizing anchored periplasmic expression (APEx). Here, proteins from a combinatorial

library are anchored to the inner membrane of E. coli by fusion either to a short peptide derived from

library are anchored to the inner membrane of E. coli by fusion either to a short peptide derived from

native lipoprotein NlpA or to the phage minor coat protein III of M13 phage (Harvey 2004). To enable

native lipoprotein NlpA or to the phage minor coat protein III of M13 phage (Harvey 2004). To enable

flow-cytometric analysis of bound fluorescently labeled antigen, disruption of the outer membrane is

flow-cytometric analysis of bound fluorescently labeled antigen, disruption of the outer membrane is

required (at least for larger antigens). The latter fusion system facilitates a hybrid strategy in combination

required (at least for larger antigens). The latter fusion system facilitates a hybrid strategy in combination

with phage display without sub-cloning, which may aid screening of repertoires pre-enriched by phage

with phage display without sub-cloning, which may aid screening of repertoires pre-enriched by phage

display. Since the outer membrane is permeabilized or removed prior to sorting, clones need rescuing by

display. Since the outer membrane is permeabilized or removed prior to sorting, clones need rescuing by

PCR due to decreased viability. On the other hand, further mutagenesis may be performed during this step

PCR due to decreased viability. On the other hand, further mutagenesis may be performed during this step

if desired (Harvey 2004; Harvey 2006). Selections on cells have also been demonstrated using the APEx

if desired (Harvey 2004; Harvey 2006). Selections on cells have also been demonstrated using the APEx

system (Qiu 2010). In a further development of this system, APEx 2-hybrid, the same host expresses both

system (Qiu 2010). In a further development of this system, APEx 2-hybrid, the same host expresses both

antigen and affinity protein and the interaction between them in the periplasm can be monitored by flow

antigen and affinity protein and the interaction between them in the periplasm can be monitored by flow

cytometry to allow affinity-based selection (Jeong 2007). Methods for display and selection of libraries of

cytometry to allow affinity-based selection (Jeong 2007). Methods for display and selection of libraries of

full-length antibodies through periplasmic capture on an engineered immunoglobulin G (IgG) binding

full-length antibodies through periplasmic capture on an engineered immunoglobulin G (IgG) binding

domain (Z-domain, (Nilsson 1987)) have been developed recently (Mazor 2008; Mazor 2007b).

domain (Z-domain, (Nilsson 1987)) have been developed recently (Mazor 2008; Mazor 2007b).

Moreover, five autotransporter systems were recently evaluated for display of Anticalins (Binder 2010),

Moreover, five autotransporter systems were recently evaluated for display of Anticalins (Binder 2010),

which are single-chain binding proteins based on the lipocalin ß-barrel fold with variegated loops (Skerra

which are single-chain binding proteins based on the lipocalin ß-barrel fold with variegated loops (Skerra

2008). This study identified an engineered autotransporter domain of EspP as a promising vehicle for

2008). This study identified an engineered autotransporter domain of EspP as a promising vehicle for

display on the outer membrane of E. coli. It has lately been demonstrated that disulfide-containing

display on the outer membrane of E. coli. It has lately been demonstrated that disulfide-containing

proteins, known to fold in the periplasm and considered difficult to translocate to the cell surface, can be

proteins, known to fold in the periplasm and considered difficult to translocate to the cell surface, can be

efficiently and functionally displayed on E. coli through the autotransporter antigen 43 (Ag43) (Ramesh

efficiently and functionally displayed on E. coli through the autotransporter antigen 43 (Ag43) (Ramesh
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2012). These reports indicate that E. coli display will continue to advance as a platform for combinatorial

2012). These reports indicate that E. coli display will continue to advance as a platform for combinatorial

protein engineering.

protein engineering.

2.1.2.3 Staphylococcal display

2.1.2.3 Staphylococcal display

Many applications of staphylococcal display have been described (Wernerus 2002; Wernerus 2004) since

Many applications of staphylococcal display have been described (Wernerus 2002; Wernerus 2004) since

the first display and flow-cytometric analysis of heterologous proteins expressed on the surface of these

the first display and flow-cytometric analysis of heterologous proteins expressed on the surface of these

bacteria (Samuelson 1995). S. carnosus exists almost exclusively as single cells with a diameter of 0.5-1.5

bacteria (Samuelson 1995). S. carnosus exists almost exclusively as single cells with a diameter of 0.5-1.5

µm. The surface-displayed proteins are not membrane spanning but covalently attached to the cell wall

µm. The surface-displayed proteins are not membrane spanning but covalently attached to the cell wall

through the activity of a sortase. Proteins are attached via the C-termini to have free protruding N-termini

through the activity of a sortase. Proteins are attached via the C-termini to have free protruding N-termini

that can tolerate large protein fusions (Kronqvist 2010; Lofblom 2011a). Apart from the single membrane

that can tolerate large protein fusions (Kronqvist 2010; Lofblom 2011a). Apart from the single membrane

that needs to be traversed, another advantage of this system is the lack of extracellular proteolytic activity

that needs to be traversed, another advantage of this system is the lack of extracellular proteolytic activity

and general robustness of the cells, which may be advantageous for tough selection conditions such as low

and general robustness of the cells, which may be advantageous for tough selection conditions such as low

pH or presence of proteases (Daugherty 2007; Kronqvist 2010).

pH or presence of proteases (Daugherty 2007; Kronqvist 2010).

An average surface expression level of between 104 and 105 copies per cell (Andreoni 1997; Kronqvist

An average surface expression level of between 104 and 105 copies per cell (Andreoni 1997; Kronqvist

2008b) and fine affinity discrimination through normalization against expression level (Lofblom 2005)

2008b) and fine affinity discrimination through normalization against expression level (Lofblom 2005)

make this system suitable for combinatorial protein engineering. The thick cell wall complicates

make this system suitable for combinatorial protein engineering. The thick cell wall complicates

transformation, but a recent improvement of the protocol now allows effective library transformations

transformation, but a recent improvement of the protocol now allows effective library transformations

(Lofblom 2011a). A heat treatment of cells, increased amount of DNA per electroporation and addition of

(Lofblom 2011a). A heat treatment of cells, increased amount of DNA per electroporation and addition of

an osmotic stabilizer in the electroporation buffer improved the transformation rates markedly (Lofblom

an osmotic stabilizer in the electroporation buffer improved the transformation rates markedly (Lofblom

2007). The display vectors can be propagated both in staphylococci and in E. coli, by two separate

2007). The display vectors can be propagated both in staphylococci and in E. coli, by two separate

antibiotic selection markers and origins of replication, to facilitate cloning work. Following initial proofs

antibiotic selection markers and origins of replication, to facilitate cloning work. Following initial proofs

of concept such as the display of an scFv (Gunneriusson 1996) and sorting of a model library based on

of concept such as the display of an scFv (Gunneriusson 1996) and sorting of a model library based on

Affibody molecules (Wernerus 2003), which are alternative binding proteins based on the Z-domain of

Affibody molecules (Wernerus 2003), which are alternative binding proteins based on the Z-domain of

SPA (Lofblom 2010; Nygren 2008), the first real library application of the staphylococcal system was

SPA (Lofblom 2010; Nygren 2008), the first real library application of the staphylococcal system was

reported (Kronqvist 2008a). An Affibody library, pre-enriched for binders to tumor necrosis factor alpha

reported (Kronqvist 2008a). An Affibody library, pre-enriched for binders to tumor necrosis factor alpha

(TNF-α) by one round of phage display, was sub-cloned to a staphylococcal display vector for three

(TNF-α) by one round of phage display, was sub-cloned to a staphylococcal display vector for three

subsequent rounds of FACS-sorting. Interestingly, this selection identified a similar but different set of

subsequent rounds of FACS-sorting. Interestingly, this selection identified a similar but different set of

clones as compared to a selection from the same library performed with phage display only (Jonsson

clones as compared to a selection from the same library performed with phage display only (Jonsson

2009). This indicates that the systems are complementary. A comparison between phage- and yeast

2009). This indicates that the systems are complementary. A comparison between phage- and yeast

display, using another library and target, gave a similar result where the yeast display selection identified

display, using another library and target, gave a similar result where the yeast display selection identified

a larger set of clones (Bowley 2007). A method for epitope mapping using the staphylococcal display

a larger set of clones (Bowley 2007). A method for epitope mapping using the staphylococcal display
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system has been demonstrated (Rockberg 2008) and affinity maturation of Affibody molecules binding

system has been demonstrated (Rockberg 2008) and affinity maturation of Affibody molecules binding

the human epidermal growth factor receptor 3 (ErbB3) (Kronqvist 2011) and bispecific binders to TNF-α

the human epidermal growth factor receptor 3 (ErbB3) (Kronqvist 2011) and bispecific binders to TNF-α

based on an albumin-binding domain (Paper II in this thesis). Recent developments include the

based on an albumin-binding domain (Paper II in this thesis). Recent developments include the

incorporation of a new affinity matured albumin-binding domain (Jonsson 2008) for normalization of

incorporation of a new affinity matured albumin-binding domain (Jonsson 2008) for normalization of

expression level, the construction and transformation of a large, naïve Affibody library based on

expression level, the construction and transformation of a large, naïve Affibody library based on

9

trinucleotide gene synthesis that exceeds 10 variants (Lofblom 2011a) and selection of binders from a

trinucleotide gene synthesis that exceeds 109 variants (Lofblom 2011a) and selection of binders from a

nanobody library (Fleetwood 2012).

nanobody library (Fleetwood 2012).

2.2 Cell-independent systems

2.2 Cell-independent systems

The two most important cell-free systems are ribosome display and mRNA display. Their main

The two most important cell-free systems are ribosome display and mRNA display. Their main

advantages are the cell-free application, which enables screening of very large libraries without the need

advantages are the cell-free application, which enables screening of very large libraries without the need

for laborious transformation of cells, and in vitro amplification to provide opportunity to integrate random

for laborious transformation of cells, and in vitro amplification to provide opportunity to integrate random

PCR based mutagenesis between selection rounds (Lipovsek 2004). Such iteration between diversification

PCR based mutagenesis between selection rounds (Lipovsek 2004). Such iteration between diversification

and selection can closely mimic natural evolution and it may even be more attractive to introduce

and selection can closely mimic natural evolution and it may even be more attractive to introduce

diversity between rounds, to tailor evolving binders as the selection progresses, than to construct large

diversity between rounds, to tailor evolving binders as the selection progresses, than to construct large

initial libraries. However, this strategy does not easily allow user-defined, site-specific positioning of

initial libraries. However, this strategy does not easily allow user-defined, site-specific positioning of

mutations. The most significant difference between the two methods is the physical link between the

mutations. The most significant difference between the two methods is the physical link between the

protein and the mRNA. The methods can only be applied to affinity proteins encoded by a single,

protein and the mRNA. The methods can only be applied to affinity proteins encoded by a single,

continuous gene. Libraries with full randomization of as few as 7-8 positions, which corresponds to

continuous gene. Libraries with full randomization of as few as 7-8 positions, which corresponds to

9

10

approximately 10 -10 variants, approach the current practical limits of phage display. If a full coverage

approximately 109-1010 variants, approach the current practical limits of phage display. If a full coverage

of the theoretical diversity is desired, the unmatched library sizes that may be achieved by the cell-free,

of the theoretical diversity is desired, the unmatched library sizes that may be achieved by the cell-free,

fully in vitro, methods enable screening of a bigger sequence space in several orders of magnitudes larger

fully in vitro, methods enable screening of a bigger sequence space in several orders of magnitudes larger

12

libraries (>10 ) (Seelig 2011), at least in theory.

libraries (>1012) (Seelig 2011), at least in theory.

Following the first experimental demonstration of ribosome display selection of short peptides

Following the first experimental demonstration of ribosome display selection of short peptides

(Mattheakis 1994), the first validations for whole proteins were reported (Hanes 1997; He 1997). Soon

(Mattheakis 1994), the first validations for whole proteins were reported (Hanes 1997; He 1997). Soon

thereafter, the potential to accumulate beneficial mutations was demonstrated in immune (Hanes 1998)

thereafter, the potential to accumulate beneficial mutations was demonstrated in immune (Hanes 1998)

and synthetic (Hanes 2000) libraries. In ribosome display, the in vitro translated protein remains

and synthetic (Hanes 2000) libraries. In ribosome display, the in vitro translated protein remains

connected to the ribosome and its encoding mRNA and this so-called ternary complex (non-covalent) is

connected to the ribosome and its encoding mRNA and this so-called ternary complex (non-covalent) is

used for selection. This is achieved by the absence of a stop codon in the mRNA that causes the ribosome

used for selection. This is achieved by the absence of a stop codon in the mRNA that causes the ribosome

to stall and remain physically connected to the displayed protein, usually via a spacer sequence that fills

to stall and remain physically connected to the displayed protein, usually via a spacer sequence that fills

the ribosomal tunnel and provides flexibility for folding (Pluckthun 2012). mRNA is recovered, converted

the ribosomal tunnel and provides flexibility for folding (Pluckthun 2012). mRNA is recovered, converted
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to cDNA and amplified by PCR for the next round of selection. The stability of the ternary complexes and

to cDNA and amplified by PCR for the next round of selection. The stability of the ternary complexes and

enzymatic degradation of mRNA are concerns, but selection can be performed successfully for example at

enzymatic degradation of mRNA are concerns, but selection can be performed successfully for example at

ambient temperature. In practice, the functional diversity of the library is limited by the amount of

ambient temperature. In practice, the functional diversity of the library is limited by the amount of

ribosomes in the in vitro translation extract rather than by the number of DNA templates (Pluckthun

ribosomes in the in vitro translation extract rather than by the number of DNA templates (Pluckthun

2012).

2012).

mRNA-display is similar to ribosome display and was independently invented by two groups (Nemoto

mRNA-display is similar to ribosome display and was independently invented by two groups (Nemoto

1997; Roberts 1997). The mRNA-molecule that encodes a library protein is covalently linked to the

1997; Roberts 1997). The mRNA-molecule that encodes a library protein is covalently linked to the

encoded protein after translation, generally by using puromycin as an adaptor molecule. If the mRNA

encoded protein after translation, generally by using puromycin as an adaptor molecule. If the mRNA

stability is a concern, it can be converted to its corresponding cDNA in a variation of the method (Kurz

stability is a concern, it can be converted to its corresponding cDNA in a variation of the method (Kurz

2001; Seelig 2011; Ueno 2012). A commonly cited advantage with mRNA- over ribosome display is the

2001; Seelig 2011; Ueno 2012). A commonly cited advantage with mRNA- over ribosome display is the

overall smaller size of the complex when a ribosome is not required (see for example (Gold 2001)).

overall smaller size of the complex when a ribosome is not required (see for example (Gold 2001)).

However, experimental evidence for this assumption is still missing (Pluckthun 2012).

However, experimental evidence for this assumption is still missing (Pluckthun 2012).

Both ribosome and mRNA display have been used in a number of affinity selections and both methods

Both ribosome and mRNA display have been used in a number of affinity selections and both methods

have become established in several laboratories. They have even been used for incorporation of unnatural

have become established in several laboratories. They have even been used for incorporation of unnatural

amino acids to further expand the functional diversity (for example (Li 2002) and (Watts 2012)). Fewer

amino acids to further expand the functional diversity (for example (Li 2002) and (Watts 2012)). Fewer

reports are available for mRNA display than ribosome display and fewer binder-target systems have been

reports are available for mRNA display than ribosome display and fewer binder-target systems have been

explored (Lipovsek 2004), but both systems should in principle be applicable to the same types of

explored (Lipovsek 2004), but both systems should in principle be applicable to the same types of

problems. Similar techniques have also been reported, including CIS-display (Odegrip 2004), microbead

problems. Similar techniques have also been reported, including CIS-display (Odegrip 2004), microbead

display (Nord 2003; Sepp 2002), various forms of DNA-display (Bertschinger 2007; Reiersen 2005;

display (Nord 2003; Sepp 2002), various forms of DNA-display (Bertschinger 2007; Reiersen 2005;

Tabuchi 2001) and plasmid display (Cull 1992; Schatz 1993) among others. However, many of these

Tabuchi 2001) and plasmid display (Cull 1992; Schatz 1993) among others. However, many of these

methods may need additional validation to demonstrate advantages over existing and more established

methods may need additional validation to demonstrate advantages over existing and more established

methods in combinatorial library applications to achieve a more widespread use.

methods in combinatorial library applications to achieve a more widespread use.

2.3 Non-display systems

2.3 Non-display systems

Many non-display systems are inspired by the yeast two-hybrid system (Fields 1989; Parrish 2006), which

Many non-display systems are inspired by the yeast two-hybrid system (Fields 1989; Parrish 2006), which

is a genetic method where binding of two proteins activates the transcription of a reporter gene. This

is a genetic method where binding of two proteins activates the transcription of a reporter gene. This

system has been applied on antibodies (Visintin 1999), but techniques based on bacteria are generally

system has been applied on antibodies (Visintin 1999), but techniques based on bacteria are generally

more attractive for combinatorial protein engineering. Similar to the yeast two-hybrid, protein fragment

more attractive for combinatorial protein engineering. Similar to the yeast two-hybrid, protein fragment

complementation assays (PCA) are based on the interaction between two protein partners, which are

complementation assays (PCA) are based on the interaction between two protein partners, which are

genetically fused to the two halves of a dissected marker protein being expressed in the same cell. Binding

genetically fused to the two halves of a dissected marker protein being expressed in the same cell. Binding
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of the two partners reassembles the marker and reconstitutes its activity as a phenotype for selection

of the two partners reassembles the marker and reconstitutes its activity as a phenotype for selection

(Secco 2009; Shekhawat 2011). Common marker proteins are split ß-lactamase (Wehrman 2002) or split

(Secco 2009; Shekhawat 2011). Common marker proteins are split ß-lactamase (Wehrman 2002) or split

dihydrofolate reductase (Pelletier 1998), which allow selection based on growth, and various forms of

dihydrofolate reductase (Pelletier 1998), which allow selection based on growth, and various forms of

split green fluorescent protein (GFP; for example (Cabantous 2005)) that can be linked to whole cell

split green fluorescent protein (GFP; for example (Cabantous 2005)) that can be linked to whole cell

fluorescence. PCA-systems have the advantages of experimental simplicity and that an antigen does not

fluorescence. PCA-systems have the advantages of experimental simplicity and that an antigen does not

need to be expressed and purified. However, some human proteins may be difficult to express in bacteria

need to be expressed and purified. However, some human proteins may be difficult to express in bacteria

and the control over target and binder concentrations is very limited. Several systems have been described

and the control over target and binder concentrations is very limited. Several systems have been described

for combinatorial protein engineering of antibody fragments (Koch 2006; Mossner 2001; Secco 2009),

for combinatorial protein engineering of antibody fragments (Koch 2006; Mossner 2001; Secco 2009),

alternative scaffold proteins (exemplified by Affibody molecules (Lofdahl 2009; Lofdahl 2010)) as well

alternative scaffold proteins (exemplified by Affibody molecules (Lofdahl 2009; Lofdahl 2010)) as well

as a library versus library selection of leucine zippers (Pelletier 1999). An interesting example using a

as a library versus library selection of leucine zippers (Pelletier 1999). An interesting example using a

domain of SPG utilized a split GFP fused to a small library of a split form of the C1 domain to study the

domain of SPG utilized a split GFP fused to a small library of a split form of the C1 domain to study the

stability of various C1-variants (Lindman 2010).

stability of various C1-variants (Lindman 2010).

Comparison between Affibody molecules selected by PCA against TNF-α (Lofdahl 2009; Lofdahl 2010)

Comparison between Affibody molecules selected by PCA against TNF-α (Lofdahl 2009; Lofdahl 2010)

with binders selected by phage or cell-surface display (Jonsson 2009; Kronqvist 2008a) demonstrates that

with binders selected by phage or cell-surface display (Jonsson 2009; Kronqvist 2008a) demonstrates that

different systems can identify distinct sets of clones, in this example various sequences of binders targeted

different systems can identify distinct sets of clones, in this example various sequences of binders targeted

to the same epitope. This finding confirms the functionality of the selection systems and, considering the

to the same epitope. This finding confirms the functionality of the selection systems and, considering the

large sequence libraries used, it is not surprising that non-identical sequences were obtained. Although

large sequence libraries used, it is not surprising that non-identical sequences were obtained. Although

direct comparisons between selection systems and scaffolds are difficult due to the broad range of

direct comparisons between selection systems and scaffolds are difficult due to the broad range of

parameters involved, combinations of systems and complementary advantages of the techniques may be

parameters involved, combinations of systems and complementary advantages of the techniques may be

useful for different applications.

useful for different applications.

Several related systems based on compartmentalization in water droplets combined with micro-fluidics

Several related systems based on compartmentalization in water droplets combined with micro-fluidics

have been reported (for instance (Brouzes 2009; Doi 1999; Kaltenbach 2012; Miller 2006; Paegel 2010;

have been reported (for instance (Brouzes 2009; Doi 1999; Kaltenbach 2012; Miller 2006; Paegel 2010;

Tawfik 1998)), which provides an interesting new direction for protein engineering experiments. Such

Tawfik 1998)), which provides an interesting new direction for protein engineering experiments. Such

systems can be either cell-dependent or cell-independent.

systems can be either cell-dependent or cell-independent.
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3. AFFINITY PROTEINS AND PROTEIN SCAFFOLDS FOR
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3. AFFINITY PROTEINS AND PROTEIN SCAFFOLDS FOR
MOLECULAR RECOGNITION

Affinity-based tools are of incredible importance in many areas of life science, including basic research,

Affinity-based tools are of incredible importance in many areas of life science, including basic research,

diagnostics and drug development. Many proteins possess a remarkable capacity for molecular

diagnostics and drug development. Many proteins possess a remarkable capacity for molecular

recognition, and immunization or in vitro selection methods have the power to produce binding proteins

recognition, and immunization or in vitro selection methods have the power to produce binding proteins

to virtually any biomolecule (Dubel 2010; Uhlen 2010).

to virtually any biomolecule (Dubel 2010; Uhlen 2010).

Antibodies have been the archetype of binding proteins with desired specificities for more than a century

Antibodies have been the archetype of binding proteins with desired specificities for more than a century

and still remain at the forefront of versatility and applicability (Gebauer 2009; Miersch 2012). They have

and still remain at the forefront of versatility and applicability (Gebauer 2009; Miersch 2012). They have

had a tremendous impact on biomedical research and are increasingly used as diagnostic and therapeutic

had a tremendous impact on biomedical research and are increasingly used as diagnostic and therapeutic

agents (An 2010; Imai 2006). Several thousands of antibodies, both mono- and polyclonal, have been

agents (An 2010; Imai 2006). Several thousands of antibodies, both mono- and polyclonal, have been

developed for research and diagnostics ((Gronwall 2009; Michaud 2003), www.antibodypedia.com),

developed for research and diagnostics ((Gronwall 2009; Michaud 2003), www.antibodypedia.com),

some of which however have a questionable quality (Couchman 2009). Several antibodies and antibody

some of which however have a questionable quality (Couchman 2009). Several antibodies and antibody

derivatives have been approved for clinical use or are under clinical evaluation for several indications.

derivatives have been approved for clinical use or are under clinical evaluation for several indications.

Around 30 affinity protein biopharmaceuticals (excluding other biopharmaceutical proteins such as

Around 30 affinity protein biopharmaceuticals (excluding other biopharmaceutical proteins such as

hormones and blood factors) have been approved for human use by the food and drug administration

hormones and blood factors) have been approved for human use by the food and drug administration

(FDA) (Beck 2011a; Chames 2009), of which the anti-TNF-α antibody adalimumab (or Humira®) was

(FDA) (Beck 2011a; Chames 2009), of which the anti-TNF-α antibody adalimumab (or Humira®) was

the first to be generated by in vitro selection technology (Nelson 2010). Adalimumab was recently

the first to be generated by in vitro selection technology (Nelson 2010). Adalimumab was recently

followed by belimumab (Benlysta®), also identified through phage display, for the treatment of systemic

followed by belimumab (Benlysta®), also identified through phage display, for the treatment of systemic

lupus erythematosus (SLE) (Stohl 2012). As of January 2012, 165 protein-based drug candidates,

lupus erythematosus (SLE) (Stohl 2012). As of January 2012, 165 protein-based drug candidates,

including mainly standard bivalent, monospecific full-length IgGs, but also antibody-drug conjugates,

including mainly standard bivalent, monospecific full-length IgGs, but also antibody-drug conjugates,

bispecific or otherwise engineered forms, were under evaluation for several types of cancer (Reichert

bispecific or otherwise engineered forms, were under evaluation for several types of cancer (Reichert

2012). These candidates were aimed at 92 distinct targets, 65 of which were addressed by a single mAb.

2012). These candidates were aimed at 92 distinct targets, 65 of which were addressed by a single mAb.

However, well-validated targets such as epidermal growth factor receptors are still the most common

However, well-validated targets such as epidermal growth factor receptors are still the most common

targets. Today, clinical safety and efficacy of antibodies have been well established, which has generated

targets. Today, clinical safety and efficacy of antibodies have been well established, which has generated

a wide acceptance of these affinity proteins among regulatory agencies, physicians and patients (Gebauer

a wide acceptance of these affinity proteins among regulatory agencies, physicians and patients (Gebauer

2009; Nelson 2010).

2009; Nelson 2010).

Humanized and/or recombinant antibodies have become more common over time and several forms of

Humanized and/or recombinant antibodies have become more common over time and several forms of

antibody fragments as well as fusions of non-immunoglobulin domains to antibody fragments (especially

antibody fragments as well as fusions of non-immunoglobulin domains to antibody fragments (especially

the fragment crystallizable (Fc) region) have gained attention for therapeutic applications (Beck 2011b).

the fragment crystallizable (Fc) region) have gained attention for therapeutic applications (Beck 2011b).
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These antibody formats, especially scFv, are suitable for expression in microorganisms and for the

These antibody formats, especially scFv, are suitable for expression in microorganisms and for the

selection systems mentioned earlier (Geyer 2012). In parallel to this development, major progress in the

selection systems mentioned earlier (Geyer 2012). In parallel to this development, major progress in the

use of other proteins of various origins as scaffolds to modify an existing- or implement a new binding

use of other proteins of various origins as scaffolds to modify an existing- or implement a new binding

site has taken place. Synthetic libraries and in vitro evolution technologies can in principle make

site has taken place. Synthetic libraries and in vitro evolution technologies can in principle make

immunization unnecessary and could potentially also make the antibody molecule itself dispensable in the

immunization unnecessary and could potentially also make the antibody molecule itself dispensable in the

future (Boersma 2011). Natural proteins are regularly involved in molecular recognition events and can be

future (Boersma 2011). Natural proteins are regularly involved in molecular recognition events and can be

used as starting points to develop new affinity proteins, but a natural interaction is not a required

used as starting points to develop new affinity proteins, but a natural interaction is not a required

departure point. This field, in which so-called scaffolds or engineered protein scaffolds of both

departure point. This field, in which so-called scaffolds or engineered protein scaffolds of both

immunoglobulin- and, as discussed further below, non-immunoglobulin origin are utilized, has expanded

immunoglobulin- and, as discussed further below, non-immunoglobulin origin are utilized, has expanded

quickly and more than 50 scaffolds have been described in the literature as summarized in a large number

quickly and more than 50 scaffolds have been described in the literature as summarized in a large number

of reviews (Binz 2005a; Binz 2005b; Gill 2006; Hosse 2006; Miao 2010; Nygren 2004; Skerra 2007;

of reviews (Binz 2005a; Binz 2005b; Gill 2006; Hosse 2006; Miao 2010; Nygren 2004; Skerra 2007;

Ståhl 2012; Wurch 2012). The scaffolds range from small, constrained peptides to large protein domains,

Ståhl 2012; Wurch 2012). The scaffolds range from small, constrained peptides to large protein domains,

representing different folds and architectures of the, not necessarily pre-existing, binding sites or surfaces.

representing different folds and architectures of the, not necessarily pre-existing, binding sites or surfaces.

They are usually derived from a small, stable and soluble monomeric protein or domain of an extracellular

They are usually derived from a small, stable and soluble monomeric protein or domain of an extracellular

cell surface receptor. Even though monoclonal antibodies are excellent affinity proteins, alternative

cell surface receptor. Even though monoclonal antibodies are excellent affinity proteins, alternative

scaffolds may be able to address several limitations or disadvantages of antibodies and antibody

scaffolds may be able to address several limitations or disadvantages of antibodies and antibody

fragments and thereby provide alternatives in certain applications. For example, the relatively large size

fragments and thereby provide alternatives in certain applications. For example, the relatively large size

and complex composition of antibodies and fragments thereof as well as the common requirement for

and complex composition of antibodies and fragments thereof as well as the common requirement for

eukaryotic hosts for production may be avoided. Current efforts aim to arm alternative scaffold proteins or

eukaryotic hosts for production may be avoided. Current efforts aim to arm alternative scaffold proteins or

smaller antibody fragments with effector functions, to adapt them to new routes of administration, to

smaller antibody fragments with effector functions, to adapt them to new routes of administration, to

improve their pharmacokinetics and plasma half-life and to better understand the important issue of

improve their pharmacokinetics and plasma half-life and to better understand the important issue of

immunogenicity (Gebauer 2009). The following section will describe the structure and advantages of

immunogenicity (Gebauer 2009). The following section will describe the structure and advantages of

antibodies and how many of these properties can be utilized or improved by using either smaller antibody

antibodies and how many of these properties can be utilized or improved by using either smaller antibody

derivatives or other engineered non-immunoglobulin protein scaffolds. Carefully designed, systematic

derivatives or other engineered non-immunoglobulin protein scaffolds. Carefully designed, systematic

studies will be needed to define the capabilities and limitations of each display scaffold (Daugherty 2007),

studies will be needed to define the capabilities and limitations of each display scaffold (Daugherty 2007),

but a trend is a consolidation around a few scaffolds that show promise to be used for many targets and

but a trend is a consolidation around a few scaffolds that show promise to be used for many targets and

have beneficial properties in different applications (Gebauer 2009).

have beneficial properties in different applications (Gebauer 2009).

3.1 Antibodies and antibody derivatives

3.1 Antibodies and antibody derivatives

Polyclonal antibodies, i.e. mixtures of immunoglobulin molecules secreted against an antigen that can

Polyclonal antibodies, i.e. mixtures of immunoglobulin molecules secreted against an antigen that can

generally recognize several epitopes, are obtained from sera of immunized animals. Polyclonal antibodies

generally recognize several epitopes, are obtained from sera of immunized animals. Polyclonal antibodies

often provide useful tools, but their supply and composition cannot easily be reproduced since they

often provide useful tools, but their supply and composition cannot easily be reproduced since they
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usually come from a non-renewable source. A method to fuse antibody-producing B-lymphocytes from an

usually come from a non-renewable source. A method to fuse antibody-producing B-lymphocytes from an

immunized mouse with immortal myeloma cells to generate monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), i.e.

immunized mouse with immortal myeloma cells to generate monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), i.e.

renewable and identical immunoglobulin molecules that recognize a specific epitope of an antigen, from

renewable and identical immunoglobulin molecules that recognize a specific epitope of an antigen, from

in vitro cultured hybridomas (Kohler 1975) provided a foundation for the central role of antibodies in

in vitro cultured hybridomas (Kohler 1975) provided a foundation for the central role of antibodies in

basic and applied sciences (Miersch 2012). Since then, several methods have been developed to modify

basic and applied sciences (Miersch 2012). Since then, several methods have been developed to modify

non-human monoclonal antibodies to become more human-like, for example chimerization and

non-human monoclonal antibodies to become more human-like, for example chimerization and

humanization (Almagro 2008; Jones 1986; Osbourn 2005), either by recombinant means or by using

humanization (Almagro 2008; Jones 1986; Osbourn 2005), either by recombinant means or by using

transgenic animals expressing repertoires of human antibody gene sequences (Fishwild 1996; Jakobovits

transgenic animals expressing repertoires of human antibody gene sequences (Fishwild 1996; Jakobovits

2007; Lonberg 2005).

2007; Lonberg 2005).

Antibodies of the most common class (IgG) are composed of two heavy (H) and two light (L) chains held

Antibodies of the most common class (IgG) are composed of two heavy (H) and two light (L) chains held

together by 12 intra-domain and four inter-domain disulfide bonds (Figure 8). The heavy chains consist of

together by 12 intra-domain and four inter-domain disulfide bonds (Figure 8). The heavy chains consist of

three constant domains and one variable (V) domain. The light chains contain one constant and one

three constant domains and one variable (V) domain. The light chains contain one constant and one

variable domain. The antigen-binding site of an antibody is composed of six hypervariable loops called

variable domain. The antigen-binding site of an antibody is composed of six hypervariable loops called

complementarity-determining regions (CDRs), three in each VH and VL domain, respectively. A large

complementarity-determining regions (CDRs), three in each VH and VL domain, respectively. A large

collection of binding sites is created by the immune system through rearrangements of germline-encoded

collection of binding sites is created by the immune system through rearrangements of germline-encoded

gene segments. This results in a naïve repertoire of B-cells in which each B-cell expresses and displays a

gene segments. This results in a naïve repertoire of B-cells in which each B-cell expresses and displays a

unique antibody. After a complex selection to remove antibodies reactive to self-proteins, exposure to an

unique antibody. After a complex selection to remove antibodies reactive to self-proteins, exposure to an

antigen selects cells able to produce antigen-reactive antibodies and triggers incorporation of additional

antigen selects cells able to produce antigen-reactive antibodies and triggers incorporation of additional

mutations by somatic hypermutation to fine-tune the complementarity of the antibody for the antigen. IgG

mutations by somatic hypermutation to fine-tune the complementarity of the antibody for the antigen. IgG

is the most common antibody isotype in serum (85 % of all immunoglobulins in human serum) and is

is the most common antibody isotype in serum (85 % of all immunoglobulins in human serum) and is

generally the preferred format for research and clinical applications (Lobo 2004). This section will

generally the preferred format for research and clinical applications (Lobo 2004). This section will

therefore focus on antibodies of the IgG isotype. As mentioned in the previous section, antibodies with

therefore focus on antibodies of the IgG isotype. As mentioned in the previous section, antibodies with

tailored specificity can nowadays be generated totally in vitro, without immunization, by using

tailored specificity can nowadays be generated totally in vitro, without immunization, by using

recombinant and combinatorial gene techniques (Bradbury 2011; Geyer 2012; Sidhu 2007, 2012). Several

recombinant and combinatorial gene techniques (Bradbury 2011; Geyer 2012; Sidhu 2007, 2012). Several

design approaches are available for synthetic antibodies and they vary in the number of framework

design approaches are available for synthetic antibodies and they vary in the number of framework

regions they use, the design of CDR diversity and the library construction methods (Geyer 2012; Miersch

regions they use, the design of CDR diversity and the library construction methods (Geyer 2012; Miersch

2012). In 2002, adalimumab became the first human mAb of this generation to be approved for clinical

2012). In 2002, adalimumab became the first human mAb of this generation to be approved for clinical

use for rheumatoid arthritis and also the first such product generated through in vitro selection technology

use for rheumatoid arthritis and also the first such product generated through in vitro selection technology

(An 2010).

(An 2010).

Full-length antibodies have several potentially beneficial properties such as bivalency and long half-life

Full-length antibodies have several potentially beneficial properties such as bivalency and long half-life

mediated by the constant Fc region. Fc is also responsible for complement activation, cell-dependent

mediated by the constant Fc region. Fc is also responsible for complement activation, cell-dependent
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cytotoxicity (CDC) and antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC) and, production-wise it

cytotoxicity (CDC) and antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC) and, production-wise it

may increase expression levels and facilitate purification (Beck 2011a). However, the Fc-mediated

may increase expression levels and facilitate purification (Beck 2011a). However, the Fc-mediated

effector mechanisms are not necessary for many applications of affinity proteins (Binz 2005a). This, in

effector mechanisms are not necessary for many applications of affinity proteins (Binz 2005a). This, in

combination with some difficulties in cloning and, commonly, the requirement for eukaryotic production

combination with some difficulties in cloning and, commonly, the requirement for eukaryotic production

hosts for full-length immunoglobulins, has gradually directed interest to smaller antibody fragments with

hosts for full-length immunoglobulins, has gradually directed interest to smaller antibody fragments with

retained antigen binding (de Marco 2011; Fernandez 2004; Holliger 2005). Antibody fragments were

retained antigen binding (de Marco 2011; Fernandez 2004; Holliger 2005). Antibody fragments were

originally generated by enzymatic treatment of IgG, but such methods have now been replaced by

originally generated by enzymatic treatment of IgG, but such methods have now been replaced by

recombinant techniques. The most common antibody fragments are the scFv (Bird 1988; Huston 1988)

recombinant techniques. The most common antibody fragments are the scFv (Bird 1988; Huston 1988)

and Fab-fragments, which usually have the same affinity and specificity for their antigens as full size

and Fab-fragments, which usually have the same affinity and specificity for their antigens as full size

antibodies. These miniaturized formats may also be converted into full-length IgG, which often is a

antibodies. These miniaturized formats may also be converted into full-length IgG, which often is a

format of choice for clinical purposes where a long half-life or other Fc-mediated functions may be

format of choice for clinical purposes where a long half-life or other Fc-mediated functions may be

desired, although reformatting may lead to loss of activity (Mazor 2010). The Fab-fragment format (with

desired, although reformatting may lead to loss of activity (Mazor 2010). The Fab-fragment format (with

or without an inter-chain linker) is popular during the discovery/selection step because of a more reliable

or without an inter-chain linker) is popular during the discovery/selection step because of a more reliable

conversion to bivalent IgG molecules (Miersch 2012), but it has other disadvantages. Fab-fragments are

conversion to bivalent IgG molecules (Miersch 2012), but it has other disadvantages. Fab-fragments are

generally more difficult to assemble, more likely to be degraded, have lower yields in the form of soluble

generally more difficult to assemble, more likely to be degraded, have lower yields in the form of soluble

fragments and are more likely to cause problems with DNA instability in phages (but not in phagemids)

fragments and are more likely to cause problems with DNA instability in phages (but not in phagemids)

due to the larger size of the encoding DNA compared to smaller singe-chain antibody derivatives

due to the larger size of the encoding DNA compared to smaller singe-chain antibody derivatives

(Bradbury 2004). All of these problems arise from the fact that Fab-fragments contain two protein chains,

(Bradbury 2004). All of these problems arise from the fact that Fab-fragments contain two protein chains,

which need to assemble. Each chain is roughly the same size as a single scFv chain. However, Fab-

which need to assemble. Each chain is roughly the same size as a single scFv chain. However, Fab-

fragments usually do not appear to suffer from the problem of dimerization and aggregation, which

fragments usually do not appear to suffer from the problem of dimerization and aggregation, which

sometimes affect scFvs (Bradbury 2004; Holliger 2005). Trimers and higher multimers of antibody

sometimes affect scFvs (Bradbury 2004; Holliger 2005). Trimers and higher multimers of antibody

fragments can also be formed (for example (Holliger 2005; Hudson 1999)). One example is Diabodies,

fragments can also be formed (for example (Holliger 2005; Hudson 1999)). One example is Diabodies,

which are dimers of a VH and VL domain connected by a peptide linker too short to allow pairing

which are dimers of a VH and VL domain connected by a peptide linker too short to allow pairing

between the two domains when expressed in fusion to each other. This drives pairing with domains on a

between the two domains when expressed in fusion to each other. This drives pairing with domains on a

different chain to recreate two antigen-binding sites, which also enables a bispecific format, in a molecule

different chain to recreate two antigen-binding sites, which also enables a bispecific format, in a molecule

the size of a Fab-fragment (Holliger 1993; Holliger 1997).

the size of a Fab-fragment (Holliger 1993; Holliger 1997).
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Figure 8. Schematic structure of an antibody and various antibody fragments. IgG is a multi-domain protein built

Figure 8. Schematic structure of an antibody and various antibody fragments. IgG is a multi-domain protein built

up from two heavy- (dark blue) and two light chains (light blue) held together by several disulfide bonds (S-S).

up from two heavy- (dark blue) and two light chains (light blue) held together by several disulfide bonds (S-S).

Complementarity determining regions (CDRs) in variable domains at the tips of the antibody arms confer binding

Complementarity determining regions (CDRs) in variable domains at the tips of the antibody arms confer binding

specificity. The fragment crystallizable (Fc) and fragment antigen binding (Fab) are indicated and approximate

specificity. The fragment crystallizable (Fc) and fragment antigen binding (Fab) are indicated and approximate

molecular masses of the illustrated proteins (in kDa) are shown. Smaller antibody fragments, such as the single chain

molecular masses of the illustrated proteins (in kDa) are shown. Smaller antibody fragments, such as the single chain

fragment variable (scFv) and a single domain antibody (derived from the variable heavy VH or variable light VL

fragment variable (scFv) and a single domain antibody (derived from the variable heavy VH or variable light VL

domain), are also available. The variable domain of a camelid heavy chain antibody is called a VHH or a nanobody.

domain), are also available. The variable domain of a camelid heavy chain antibody is called a VHH or a nanobody.

The variable-new antigen receptor (V-NAR) domain represents the smallest binding domain of heavy chain antibodies

The variable-new antigen receptor (V-NAR) domain represents the smallest binding domain of heavy chain antibodies

derived from cartilaginous fish.

derived from cartilaginous fish.

Single domain antibodies (domain antibodies, dAbs) represent the smallest binding domains of a

Single domain antibodies (domain antibodies, dAbs) represent the smallest binding domains of a

conventional monoclonal antibody and consist of either the VH or the VL domain (Gill 2006; Holliger

conventional monoclonal antibody and consist of either the VH or the VL domain (Gill 2006; Holliger

2005). These 11-15 kDa proteins carry a set of three CDRs and, in the late 1980s, it was demonstrated that

2005). These 11-15 kDa proteins carry a set of three CDRs and, in the late 1980s, it was demonstrated that

a repertoire of VH domains, isolated by PCR from immunized mice, could be screened for binding to the

a repertoire of VH domains, isolated by PCR from immunized mice, could be screened for binding to the

antigen used for immunization (Saerens 2008; Ward 1989). Initial problems of insolubility based on

antigen used for immunization (Saerens 2008; Ward 1989). Initial problems of insolubility based on

exposure of the normally buried domain interface between VH and VL have been addressed, for example

exposure of the normally buried domain interface between VH and VL have been addressed, for example

by targeted mutagenesis and selection of more soluble frameworks (Enever 2009; Ewert 2003; Jespers

by targeted mutagenesis and selection of more soluble frameworks (Enever 2009; Ewert 2003; Jespers

2004; Nuttall 2008). Overall, the most common immunoglobulin-based scaffolds for synthetic binding

2004; Nuttall 2008). Overall, the most common immunoglobulin-based scaffolds for synthetic binding

proteins have been Fab-fragments, scFv and dAbs (Koide 2009b). Further attempts to generate smaller

proteins have been Fab-fragments, scFv and dAbs (Koide 2009b). Further attempts to generate smaller
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binding proteins inspired by antibodies have also been described, for example the fusion of two CDR-

binding proteins inspired by antibodies have also been described, for example the fusion of two CDR-

loops to a portion of a heavy chain framework to produce a 3 kDa binding domain (Qiu 2007).

loops to a portion of a heavy chain framework to produce a 3 kDa binding domain (Qiu 2007).

Interestingly, single binding domains naturally occur in so-called heavy chain immunoglobulins from

Interestingly, single binding domains naturally occur in so-called heavy chain immunoglobulins from

camelids (Hamers-Casterman 1993) and cartilaginous fish (Greenberg 1996), which illustrates that

camelids (Hamers-Casterman 1993) and cartilaginous fish (Greenberg 1996), which illustrates that

evolution also arrived at a reductionist solution using only three CDR-regions on a single binding domain

evolution also arrived at a reductionist solution using only three CDR-regions on a single binding domain

in these cases. These molecules are thought to have lost their light chains during evolution (Holt 2003).

in these cases. These molecules are thought to have lost their light chains during evolution (Holt 2003).

The single antigen-binding domain of a camelid antibody is called a VHH or nanobody (Saerens 2008)

The single antigen-binding domain of a camelid antibody is called a VHH or nanobody (Saerens 2008)

and the corresponding domain derived from cartilaginous fish, from the immunoglobulin new antigen

and the corresponding domain derived from cartilaginous fish, from the immunoglobulin new antigen

receptor (IgNAR), is called a V-NAR (Barelle 2009; Saerens 2008). These single-domain antibody

receptor (IgNAR), is called a V-NAR (Barelle 2009; Saerens 2008). These single-domain antibody

derivatives can be well expressed and form monomeric species in solution and both have been utilized for

derivatives can be well expressed and form monomeric species in solution and both have been utilized for

combinatorial protein engineering (Dooley 2003; Harmsen 2007; Nuttall 2001). In contrast to regular

combinatorial protein engineering (Dooley 2003; Harmsen 2007; Nuttall 2001). In contrast to regular

antibodies and their fragments, which often aggregate irreversibly on thermal denaturation, these domains

antibodies and their fragments, which often aggregate irreversibly on thermal denaturation, these domains

often have the ability to regain activity after heat treatment. The high solubility and lack of aggregation is

often have the ability to regain activity after heat treatment. The high solubility and lack of aggregation is

generally attributed to a long, disulfide stabilized CDRH3 loop, which covers the hydrophobic interface

generally attributed to a long, disulfide stabilized CDRH3 loop, which covers the hydrophobic interface

that would have been formed with a second variable domain, as well as a to few characteristic framework

that would have been formed with a second variable domain, as well as a to few characteristic framework

mutations (Holt 2003; Vincke 2009).

mutations (Holt 2003; Vincke 2009).

3.2 Alternative, non-immunoglobulin, scaffold proteins

3.2 Alternative, non-immunoglobulin, scaffold proteins

In the early 1990s, affinity maturation and changes in specificity of protease inhibitors, using rational

In the early 1990s, affinity maturation and changes in specificity of protease inhibitors, using rational

protein engineering and phage display, provided initial examples of the use of scaffolds other than

protein engineering and phage display, provided initial examples of the use of scaffolds other than

antibody-like proteins for selection of specific binders (Binz 2005b; Nygren 1997). Over 100 different

antibody-like proteins for selection of specific binders (Binz 2005b; Nygren 1997). Over 100 different

protein domain folds exist in nature, several represented in proteins with different biological functions

protein domain folds exist in nature, several represented in proteins with different biological functions

(Kaneko 2011). Examples of this kind of functions include peptide recognition mediated by loop

(Kaneko 2011). Examples of this kind of functions include peptide recognition mediated by loop

conformations in SH2 domains or variable peptide-binding clefts of PDZ domains (Ferrer 2005; Kaneko

conformations in SH2 domains or variable peptide-binding clefts of PDZ domains (Ferrer 2005; Kaneko

2011). In these cases, the fold provides a framework for the optimal spatial disposition of binding residues

2011). In these cases, the fold provides a framework for the optimal spatial disposition of binding residues

that together define the specificity of the protein (Kaneko 2011). Alternative scaffolds are sometimes

that together define the specificity of the protein (Kaneko 2011). Alternative scaffolds are sometimes

referred to as the missing link between small molecule drugs and antibodies, which aim both to fill the

referred to as the missing link between small molecule drugs and antibodies, which aim both to fill the

gap between them and to address inherent limitations of antibody-derived binding molecules and small

gap between them and to address inherent limitations of antibody-derived binding molecules and small

molecules, respectively (Binz 2005a; Hey 2005). They may replace large, complex multi-chain

molecules, respectively (Binz 2005a; Hey 2005). They may replace large, complex multi-chain

immunoglobulin molecules with more convenient protein formats. Interest in this field has grown during

immunoglobulin molecules with more convenient protein formats. Interest in this field has grown during

recent years as well as the associated commercial attention (Sheridan 2007). Ideally, the target-binding

recent years as well as the associated commercial attention (Sheridan 2007). Ideally, the target-binding
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affinities and selectivity in binding displayed by antibodies should be present in binders of an alternative

affinities and selectivity in binding displayed by antibodies should be present in binders of an alternative

format. Instead of relying on Fc-mediated effector functions, a small binding protein based on a simple

format. Instead of relying on Fc-mediated effector functions, a small binding protein based on a simple

and robust scaffold may provide distinct mechanisms of action that are difficult to achieve using natural

and robust scaffold may provide distinct mechanisms of action that are difficult to achieve using natural

antibodies (Gebauer 2009), for example more efficient delivery of a payload (Wu 2005) carried by a small

antibodies (Gebauer 2009), for example more efficient delivery of a payload (Wu 2005) carried by a small

protein deep into a solid tumor. Affinity proteins based on alternative scaffolds have proven useful or

protein deep into a solid tumor. Affinity proteins based on alternative scaffolds have proven useful or

promising in a growing number of applications including diagnostic imaging, biotherapy, affinity

promising in a growing number of applications including diagnostic imaging, biotherapy, affinity

chromatography, for half-life extension, viral retargeting to tumors, in structural biology as crystallization

chromatography, for half-life extension, viral retargeting to tumors, in structural biology as crystallization

chaperones and for intracellular applications.

chaperones and for intracellular applications.

As mentioned above, the general idea is to create novel binding sites on proteins that are recruited to serve

As mentioned above, the general idea is to create novel binding sites on proteins that are recruited to serve

as molecular scaffolds. This is typically achieved through combinatorial protein engineering and selection

as molecular scaffolds. This is typically achieved through combinatorial protein engineering and selection

from designed protein libraries. A suitable scaffold should be tolerant to multiple amino acid substitutions

from designed protein libraries. A suitable scaffold should be tolerant to multiple amino acid substitutions

or insertions directed to the molecular surface, to integrate a new affinity function (Zoller 2011).

or insertions directed to the molecular surface, to integrate a new affinity function (Zoller 2011).

Substitutions or insertions may be performed in single loops, multiple loops or in more rigid elements of

Substitutions or insertions may be performed in single loops, multiple loops or in more rigid elements of

secondary structure. Loops have been diversified in most of the scaffolds evaluated and, more rarely

secondary structure. Loops have been diversified in most of the scaffolds evaluated and, more rarely

secondary structural elements such as α-helices or ß-sheets (Binz 2005a). The number of scaffolds based

secondary structural elements such as α-helices or ß-sheets (Binz 2005a). The number of scaffolds based

on α-helix architecture is limited, as compared to the numerous examples of more antibody-like, ß-sheet

on α-helix architecture is limited, as compared to the numerous examples of more antibody-like, ß-sheet

frameworks (Hosse 2006). Residues to be randomized should be chosen carefully, since modifications

frameworks (Hosse 2006). Residues to be randomized should be chosen carefully, since modifications

may lead to instability or misfolding (Hosse 2006), an issue that has also been addressed computationally

may lead to instability or misfolding (Hosse 2006), an issue that has also been addressed computationally

for several scaffolds (Wiederstein 2005). A sufficient number of residues should be randomized to allow

for several scaffolds (Wiederstein 2005). A sufficient number of residues should be randomized to allow

diverse binding surfaces to be formed, but mutagenesis should preferably not disrupt the underlying

diverse binding surfaces to be formed, but mutagenesis should preferably not disrupt the underlying

structure. In cases where the native template protein has a binding function, residues involved in that

structure. In cases where the native template protein has a binding function, residues involved in that

interaction could be the first choice for the randomization (Nygren 1997). Obviously, an available

interaction could be the first choice for the randomization (Nygren 1997). Obviously, an available

structure of the starting scaffold is almost essential and this section will mainly focus on more validated

structure of the starting scaffold is almost essential and this section will mainly focus on more validated

systems where a structure of the starting scaffold, as well as several structures of generated affinity

systems where a structure of the starting scaffold, as well as several structures of generated affinity

proteins in complex with their targets, can shed light on their specific modes of molecular recognition.

proteins in complex with their targets, can shed light on their specific modes of molecular recognition.

Structures of four examples of alternative scaffold proteins are shown in figure 9. Examples of structural

Structures of four examples of alternative scaffold proteins are shown in figure 9. Examples of structural

complexes with targets are also given later (see figure 11). Ideally, structural characterization of

complexes with targets are also given later (see figure 11). Ideally, structural characterization of

engineered binding proteins can reveal how the molecules achieve their function and may give insights to

engineered binding proteins can reveal how the molecules achieve their function and may give insights to

improve library designs in a positive feedback loop (Gilbreth 2012).

improve library designs in a positive feedback loop (Gilbreth 2012).
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Figure 9. Examples of alternative scaffold proteins. A. Affibody molecule (here represented by a structure of the Z-

Figure 9. Examples of alternative scaffold proteins. A. Affibody molecule (here represented by a structure of the Z-

domain, 1Q2N.pdb, (Zheng 2004)). B. Designed ankyrin repeat protein (DARPin) (2JAB.pdb, (Zahnd 2007)). C.

domain, 1Q2N.pdb, (Zheng 2004)). B. Designed ankyrin repeat protein (DARPin) (2JAB.pdb, (Zahnd 2007)). C.

Anticalin (generated from 1N0S.pdb, (Korndorfer 2003)). D. Adnectin (1TTG.pdb, (Main 1992)). These four scaffold

Anticalin (generated from 1N0S.pdb, (Korndorfer 2003)). D. Adnectin (1TTG.pdb, (Main 1992)). These four scaffold

proteins represent well-validated alternative binding protein scaffolds, on which binders to multiple targets have been

proteins represent well-validated alternative binding protein scaffolds, on which binders to multiple targets have been

generated. In Affibody molecules and DARPins, residues distributed on elements of secondary structure are

generated. In Affibody molecules and DARPins, residues distributed on elements of secondary structure are

randomized to generate combinatorial libraries. Anticalins and Adnectins generally utilize randomized loops.

randomized to generate combinatorial libraries. Anticalins and Adnectins generally utilize randomized loops.

Ability to refold after thermal denaturation, high solubility, and absence of disulfide bonds or free

Ability to refold after thermal denaturation, high solubility, and absence of disulfide bonds or free

cysteines are desired characteristics to generate large amounts of non-aggregating, homogeneous

cysteines are desired characteristics to generate large amounts of non-aggregating, homogeneous

preparations of a scaffold protein. Proteins without disulfides may facilitate higher yields in bacterial

preparations of a scaffold protein. Proteins without disulfides may facilitate higher yields in bacterial

expression and enable intracellular applications in the reducing cytoplasm (Binz 2005a; Boersma 2011;

expression and enable intracellular applications in the reducing cytoplasm (Binz 2005a; Boersma 2011;

Gronwall 2009). It also allows introduction of a unique cysteine residue for site-specific thiol-based

Gronwall 2009). It also allows introduction of a unique cysteine residue for site-specific thiol-based

modification (Feldwisch 2012). Moreover, a chemically and thermally robust scaffold generally tolerates

modification (Feldwisch 2012). Moreover, a chemically and thermally robust scaffold generally tolerates
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harsh labeling conditions better (Wu 2005), provided it has the ability to refold after denaturation.

harsh labeling conditions better (Wu 2005), provided it has the ability to refold after denaturation.

However, many of the smallest scaffolds, for example cysteine-knot miniproteins (knottins) (Kolmar

However, many of the smallest scaffolds, for example cysteine-knot miniproteins (knottins) (Kolmar

2008; Moore 2012; Zoller 2011), are used to present randomized loops on a disulfide-constrained

2008; Moore 2012; Zoller 2011), are used to present randomized loops on a disulfide-constrained

structure. The 23 amino acid Min-23 is one of the smallest scaffolds reported (Heitz 1999; Souriau 2005)

structure. The 23 amino acid Min-23 is one of the smallest scaffolds reported (Heitz 1999; Souriau 2005)

and a similar strategy, based on chemical cross-linking of phage-displayed peptides on an organic core,

and a similar strategy, based on chemical cross-linking of phage-displayed peptides on an organic core,

has been developed by Heinis and Winter (Heinis 2009). Presentation of random sequences in a

has been developed by Heinis and Winter (Heinis 2009). Presentation of random sequences in a

structurally restricted manner should decrease the loss of conformational entropy upon complex

structurally restricted manner should decrease the loss of conformational entropy upon complex

formation, as compared to for example linear peptides (Binz 2005b; Marshall 1992). In contrast to

formation, as compared to for example linear peptides (Binz 2005b; Marshall 1992). In contrast to

peptides or disulfide-constrained structures, the independent folding and binding activity of a cysteine-

peptides or disulfide-constrained structures, the independent folding and binding activity of a cysteine-

free, folded domain is more likely to be maintained during production, purification and when it is used as

free, folded domain is more likely to be maintained during production, purification and when it is used as

a binding unit in a protein fusion. This facilitates generation of multivalent or multispecific binding

a binding unit in a protein fusion. This facilitates generation of multivalent or multispecific binding

proteins (Binz 2005a; Boersma 2011; Nygren 1997). Furthermore, a higher proteolytic stability can be

proteins (Binz 2005a; Boersma 2011; Nygren 1997). Furthermore, a higher proteolytic stability can be

expected for a structured scaffold than for more unordered peptides or loops and may also be an

expected for a structured scaffold than for more unordered peptides or loops and may also be an

advantage considering aggregation, denaturation and chemical degradation. Higher affinities can

advantage considering aggregation, denaturation and chemical degradation. Higher affinities can

theoretically be expected for well-ordered proteins because of a potentially smaller loss of entropy upon

theoretically be expected for well-ordered proteins because of a potentially smaller loss of entropy upon

binding as a consequence of a smaller structural rearrangement upon binding (Gebauer 2009; Ladner

binding as a consequence of a smaller structural rearrangement upon binding (Gebauer 2009; Ladner

1995; Wahlberg 2006). However, very stable proteins may in other cases not be able to undergo structural

1995; Wahlberg 2006). However, very stable proteins may in other cases not be able to undergo structural

rearrangements that could be required for binding.

rearrangements that could be required for binding.

Sometimes, for example in certain medical applications, smaller scaffolds have advantages compared to

Sometimes, for example in certain medical applications, smaller scaffolds have advantages compared to

larger alternatives (see figure 10 for a size comparison of the albumin-binding domain and an antibody).

larger alternatives (see figure 10 for a size comparison of the albumin-binding domain and an antibody).

Smaller scaffold proteins may be produced by solid phase peptide synthesis, which may facilitate site-

Smaller scaffold proteins may be produced by solid phase peptide synthesis, which may facilitate site-

specific and homogeneous modification (Nygren 2008), and be easier to study by nuclear magnetic

specific and homogeneous modification (Nygren 2008), and be easier to study by nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. Low molecular mass is also an advantage because the protein will have a

resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. Low molecular mass is also an advantage because the protein will have a

higher specific activity, i.e. the large size of antibodies requires considerably larger doses (in gram) as

higher specific activity, i.e. the large size of antibodies requires considerably larger doses (in gram) as

compared to smaller proteins to administer an equal amount of moles (Feldwisch 2012; Gebauer 2009).

compared to smaller proteins to administer an equal amount of moles (Feldwisch 2012; Gebauer 2009).

Moreover, high antibody doses in small volumes usually demand extensive pharmaceutical formulation

Moreover, high antibody doses in small volumes usually demand extensive pharmaceutical formulation

development to obtain the protein concentrations desired (Feldwisch 2012). Importantly, a small size

development to obtain the protein concentrations desired (Feldwisch 2012). Importantly, a small size

allows a better access to certain tissues and antigens that may have a poor availability to targeting by large

allows a better access to certain tissues and antigens that may have a poor availability to targeting by large

antibodies (Gill 2006; Holliger 2005). The size and pharmacokinetics of antibodies lead to slow

antibodies (Gill 2006; Holliger 2005). The size and pharmacokinetics of antibodies lead to slow

biodistribution and elimination, which is often desirable in many therapeutic settings but limits their use

biodistribution and elimination, which is often desirable in many therapeutic settings but limits their use

in applications where rapid clearance of unbound affinity protein is desired – i.e. in molecular imaging

in applications where rapid clearance of unbound affinity protein is desired – i.e. in molecular imaging

(Miao 2010). In contrast, smaller protein scaffolds are more likely to quickly accumulate in solid tumors

(Miao 2010). In contrast, smaller protein scaffolds are more likely to quickly accumulate in solid tumors
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due to their improved tissue penetration, but they are also quickly eliminated through the kidneys

due to their improved tissue penetration, but they are also quickly eliminated through the kidneys

(Feldwisch 2012). Modification of the protein sequence and labeling strategies may be used to alter

(Feldwisch 2012). Modification of the protein sequence and labeling strategies may be used to alter

clearance rate and route of excretion (Miao 2010), but small proteins are generally characterized by quick

clearance rate and route of excretion (Miao 2010), but small proteins are generally characterized by quick

elimination. Strategies to extend plasma half-life of proteins, for example through association with

elimination. Strategies to extend plasma half-life of proteins, for example through association with

albumin, are often useful for therapeutic intentions and will be discussed in a later section of this thesis.

albumin, are often useful for therapeutic intentions and will be discussed in a later section of this thesis.
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Figure 10. Size comparison of a small alternative scaffold protein and an antibody. Several alternative scaffold

Figure 10. Size comparison of a small alternative scaffold protein and an antibody. Several alternative scaffold

proteins are much smaller as compared to antibodies. This picture illustrates the relative sizes and molecular masses of

proteins are much smaller as compared to antibodies. This picture illustrates the relative sizes and molecular masses of

the 46 amino acid albumin-binding domain utilized as a scaffold in the present investigation and an IgG antibody.

the 46 amino acid albumin-binding domain utilized as a scaffold in the present investigation and an IgG antibody.

Pictures were generated from the PDB entries 1IGT (antibody) (Harris 1997) and 1GJT (albumin-binding domain)

Pictures were generated from the PDB entries 1IGT (antibody) (Harris 1997) and 1GJT (albumin-binding domain)

(Johansson 2002a).

(Johansson 2002a).

Four well-validated alternative scaffolds for molecular recognition are: Anticalins (Beste 1999; Gebauer

Four well-validated alternative scaffolds for molecular recognition are: Anticalins (Beste 1999; Gebauer

2012; Skerra 2008), designed ankyrin repeat proteins (DARPins) (Binz 2003; Boersma 2011; Tamaskovic

2012; Skerra 2008), designed ankyrin repeat proteins (DARPins) (Binz 2003; Boersma 2011; Tamaskovic

2012), Adnectins (Koide 1998; Koide 2012b; Lipovsek 2011) and Affibody molecules (Feldwisch 2012;

2012), Adnectins (Koide 1998; Koide 2012b; Lipovsek 2011) and Affibody molecules (Feldwisch 2012;

Lofblom 2010; Nord 1997; Nygren 2008). Affibody molecules are described in greater detail, because

Lofblom 2010; Nord 1997; Nygren 2008). Affibody molecules are described in greater detail, because

they have been extensively evaluated and represent a scaffold very similar to the albumin-binding domain

they have been extensively evaluated and represent a scaffold very similar to the albumin-binding domain

utilized throughout the work in this thesis. A growing number of crystal structures of alternative scaffold-

utilized throughout the work in this thesis. A growing number of crystal structures of alternative scaffold-

based affinity proteins in complex with their antigens/targets illustrate mechanisms for molecular

based affinity proteins in complex with their antigens/targets illustrate mechanisms for molecular
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recognition that are common or unique to a specific scaffold (Gilbreth 2012). These four scaffolds are all

recognition that are common or unique to a specific scaffold (Gilbreth 2012). These four scaffolds are all

based on proteins with a known structure, they represent different architectures of the binding sites and

based on proteins with a known structure, they represent different architectures of the binding sites and

several examples of binder-target complexes are available for all systems (see figure 9 and figure 11 for

several examples of binder-target complexes are available for all systems (see figure 9 and figure 11 for

examples). Moreover, binding molecules based on these scaffolds have been selected by at least two

examples). Moreover, binding molecules based on these scaffolds have been selected by at least two

different in vitro selection methods. Nearly 30 structures related to these four scaffolds are currently

different in vitro selection methods. Nearly 30 structures related to these four scaffolds are currently

available (Gilbreth 2012). In contrast, many other alternative binding proteins have only been used in a

available (Gilbreth 2012). In contrast, many other alternative binding proteins have only been used in a

single initial study. Even for many of the more extensively evaluated variants, little or no data exist on

single initial study. Even for many of the more extensively evaluated variants, little or no data exist on

serum half-life, tissue penetration, tissue-to-blood ratio or immunogenicity. The success of several

serum half-life, tissue penetration, tissue-to-blood ratio or immunogenicity. The success of several

scaffold systems in producing high affinity binders to diverse targets suggests that several molecular

scaffold systems in producing high affinity binders to diverse targets suggests that several molecular

architectures are feasible as long as diverse amino acid sequences can be presented without compromising

architectures are feasible as long as diverse amino acid sequences can be presented without compromising

overall structure (Gilbreth 2012; Koide 2009a). However, other properties will be equally or more

overall structure (Gilbreth 2012; Koide 2009a). However, other properties will be equally or more

important to move this class of affinity proteins into more demanding applications. The first candidate

important to move this class of affinity proteins into more demanding applications. The first candidate

drugs derived from alternative protein scaffolds have already entered clinical trials (Feldwisch 2012;

drugs derived from alternative protein scaffolds have already entered clinical trials (Feldwisch 2012;

Wurch 2012) or even reached approval (for example a kallikrein inhibitor for treatment of acute

Wurch 2012) or even reached approval (for example a kallikrein inhibitor for treatment of acute

hereditary angioedema (Ecallantide (Kalbitor), Dyax (Thompson 2010)). It has also been suggested that

hereditary angioedema (Ecallantide (Kalbitor), Dyax (Thompson 2010)). It has also been suggested that

the robustness of some scaffolds may make them amendable to alternative routes of administration as

the robustness of some scaffolds may make them amendable to alternative routes of administration as

compared to traditional antibody formats (Gebauer 2009; Kolmar 2008).

compared to traditional antibody formats (Gebauer 2009; Kolmar 2008).
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3.2.1 Anticalins

3.2.1 Anticalins

Lipocalins constitute a family of proteins with binding sites composed of four peptide loops on a stable,

Lipocalins constitute a family of proteins with binding sites composed of four peptide loops on a stable,

structurally conserved eight-stranded ß-barrel scaffold (Figure 9C, Figure 11B) (Skerra 2008). Artificial

structurally conserved eight-stranded ß-barrel scaffold (Figure 9C, Figure 11B) (Skerra 2008). Artificial

binding proteins based on the lipocalin fold are called Anticalins and were initially selected by phage

binding proteins based on the lipocalin fold are called Anticalins and were initially selected by phage

display (Beste 1999), but can also be identified by bacterial display (Binder 2010; Gebauer 2012).

display (Beste 1999), but can also be identified by bacterial display (Binder 2010; Gebauer 2012).

Anticalins have been successfully selected to a range of target antigens and a distinguishing feature of this

Anticalins have been successfully selected to a range of target antigens and a distinguishing feature of this

scaffold is the ability to bind small hapten-like molecules in the deep ligand-binding pocket. Anticalins

scaffold is the ability to bind small hapten-like molecules in the deep ligand-binding pocket. Anticalins

have several advantages in common with other alternative scaffolds such as high stability, ease of

have several advantages in common with other alternative scaffolds such as high stability, ease of

manipulation and high expression yields in microbial hosts (Gebauer 2009, 2012; Gill 2006). They

manipulation and high expression yields in microbial hosts (Gebauer 2009, 2012; Gill 2006). They

typically contain two disulfide bonds, but do not strictly require this (Gebauer 2012; Gronwall 2009).

typically contain two disulfide bonds, but do not strictly require this (Gebauer 2012; Gronwall 2009).

They are composed of a single polypeptide chain of 160-180 residues (~20 kDa) where 16-24 residues are

They are composed of a single polypeptide chain of 160-180 residues (~20 kDa) where 16-24 residues are

randomized in or around the ligand-binding pocket at one end of the ß-barrel (Gebauer 2012). A new

randomized in or around the ligand-binding pocket at one end of the ß-barrel (Gebauer 2012). A new

generation of Anticalins has been engineered on human lipocalins and structural data demonstrate that the

generation of Anticalins has been engineered on human lipocalins and structural data demonstrate that the

architecture of the scaffold was preserved in several such Anticalin-target complexes (Gebauer 2012; Kim

architecture of the scaffold was preserved in several such Anticalin-target complexes (Gebauer 2012; Kim

2009; Schonfeld 2009). Bispeficic or bivalent dimers of Anticalins called Duocalins have also been

2009; Schonfeld 2009). Bispeficic or bivalent dimers of Anticalins called Duocalins have also been

described (Schlehuber 2001) as well as half-life extended variants (Skerra 2008). A current lead candidate

described (Schlehuber 2001) as well as half-life extended variants (Skerra 2008). A current lead candidate

binding vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) aimed for cancer therapy has recently passed a clinical

binding vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) aimed for cancer therapy has recently passed a clinical

phase I study (http://www.pieris-ag.com/).

phase I study (http://www.pieris-ag.com/).

3.2.2 Designed ankyrin repeat proteins

3.2.2 Designed ankyrin repeat proteins

Designed ankyrin repeat proteins (DARPins) are modular binding proteins generally based on a consensus

Designed ankyrin repeat proteins (DARPins) are modular binding proteins generally based on a consensus

ankyrin repeat domain that supposedly implements favorable structural features that have been preserved

ankyrin repeat domain that supposedly implements favorable structural features that have been preserved

during evolution (Binz 2004; Binz 2003). These binding proteins are composed of a number of centrally

during evolution (Binz 2004; Binz 2003). These binding proteins are composed of a number of centrally

positioned 33 residue repeat domains consisting of a ß-turn followed by a helix-loop-helix motif (Figure

positioned 33 residue repeat domains consisting of a ß-turn followed by a helix-loop-helix motif (Figure

9B, Figure 11D), in which 6-7 amino acids usually are randomized. Binding proteins are commonly

9B, Figure 11D), in which 6-7 amino acids usually are randomized. Binding proteins are commonly

composed of 2-3 repeats capped at the termini with hydrophilic so-called capping repeats (133-166

composed of 2-3 repeats capped at the termini with hydrophilic so-called capping repeats (133-166

residues in total, 14 kDa and larger) (Boersma 2011; Gronwall 2009; Stumpp 2008; Tamaskovic 2012).

residues in total, 14 kDa and larger) (Boersma 2011; Gronwall 2009; Stumpp 2008; Tamaskovic 2012).

Similar strategies have been described for other repeat scaffolds as well, for example armadillo repeats

Similar strategies have been described for other repeat scaffolds as well, for example armadillo repeats

(see (Boersma 2011; Varadamsetty 2012)). This scaffold is distinct from Anticalins and Adnectins

(see (Boersma 2011; Varadamsetty 2012)). This scaffold is distinct from Anticalins and Adnectins

because randomization is performed on rigid secondary structure elements on the repeats to form a

because randomization is performed on rigid secondary structure elements on the repeats to form a
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continuous, concave shape (Gilbreth 2012). Interestingly, natural binding proteins composed of repeat

continuous, concave shape (Gilbreth 2012). Interestingly, natural binding proteins composed of repeat

structures, in essence analogous to the DARPin strategy, have been identified in jawless vertebrates

structures, in essence analogous to the DARPin strategy, have been identified in jawless vertebrates

(Danilova 2012; Pancer 2004). DARPins have been selected to a large number of targets by ribosome

(Danilova 2012; Pancer 2004). DARPins have been selected to a large number of targets by ribosome

display, an in vitro complementation assay (Amstutz 2006) and a modified form of phage display that

display, an in vitro complementation assay (Amstutz 2006) and a modified form of phage display that

allows display of fast-folding proteins (Steiner 2006). Recent design improvements of the scaffold have

allows display of fast-folding proteins (Steiner 2006). Recent design improvements of the scaffold have

been implemented and evaluated by structural biology (Tamaskovic 2012). Different forms of DARPins

been implemented and evaluated by structural biology (Tamaskovic 2012). Different forms of DARPins

have been evaluated for applications in for instance structural biology, tumor imaging and therapy

have been evaluated for applications in for instance structural biology, tumor imaging and therapy

(Boersma 2011; Stumpp 2008; Tamaskovic 2012). A current lead therapeutic candidate against VEGF has

(Boersma 2011; Stumpp 2008; Tamaskovic 2012). A current lead therapeutic candidate against VEGF has

passed initial clinical testing for ophthalmology indications (http://www.molecularpartners.com/).

passed initial clinical testing for ophthalmology indications (http://www.molecularpartners.com/).

3.2.3 Adnectins

3.2.3 Adnectins

Adnectins are stable alternative binding proteins based on the 10th extracellular domain of human

Adnectins are stable alternative binding proteins based on the 10th extracellular domain of human

fibronectin III (Koide 1998), which adopts an immunoglobulin-like ß-sandwich fold (Figure 9D, Figure

fibronectin III (Koide 1998), which adopts an immunoglobulin-like ß-sandwich fold (Figure 9D, Figure

11C). Generally, three loops on this 94 residue (10 kDa), cysteine-free scaffold are diversified to generate

11C). Generally, three loops on this 94 residue (10 kDa), cysteine-free scaffold are diversified to generate

affinity proteins that mimic the antigen-binding site of antibodies. Binding proteins have been selected by

affinity proteins that mimic the antigen-binding site of antibodies. Binding proteins have been selected by

phage display, yeast display, a yeast-2-hybrid screen and mRNA display (Koide 2012a; Lipovsek 2011).

phage display, yeast display, a yeast-2-hybrid screen and mRNA display (Koide 2012a; Lipovsek 2011).

Adnectins have become one of the most widely used non-antibody binding proteins and are sometimes

Adnectins have become one of the most widely used non-antibody binding proteins and are sometimes

referred to as monobodies or Trinectins depending on their origin (Koide 2012b). Binders to more than 15

referred to as monobodies or Trinectins depending on their origin (Koide 2012b). Binders to more than 15

targets have been published (Lipovsek 2011) using several engineering approaches including loop-length

targets have been published (Lipovsek 2011) using several engineering approaches including loop-length

diversity (Hackel 2008) and restricted or biased amino acid codes (Gilbreth 2008; Hackel 2010; Koide

diversity (Hackel 2008) and restricted or biased amino acid codes (Gilbreth 2008; Hackel 2010; Koide

2007; Wojcik 2010). Several fusion-protein constructs for various applications have been described as

2007; Wojcik 2010). Several fusion-protein constructs for various applications have been described as

well (Koide 2012b; Lipovsek 2011; Lofblom 2011b). Adnectins often bind to clefts in the target through

well (Koide 2012b; Lipovsek 2011; Lofblom 2011b). Adnectins often bind to clefts in the target through

the protruding randomized loops and are thereby similar to camelid single-domain antibodies (Gilbreth

the protruding randomized loops and are thereby similar to camelid single-domain antibodies (Gilbreth

2012). Interestingly, a binder to lysozyme with an inter-loop disulfide bond reminiscent of single-domain

2012). Interestingly, a binder to lysozyme with an inter-loop disulfide bond reminiscent of single-domain

shark- and camelid antibodies has been identified in one selection (Lipovsek 2007). Adnectins with

shark- and camelid antibodies has been identified in one selection (Lipovsek 2007). Adnectins with

concave binding sites, generated through randomization of an alternative binding area on the same

concave binding sites, generated through randomization of an alternative binding area on the same

scaffold, directed against a convex epitope on the target, have also been identified (Gilbreth 2012; Koide

scaffold, directed against a convex epitope on the target, have also been identified (Gilbreth 2012; Koide

2012a). This demonstrates that several surfaces on the same scaffold may be utilized to accommodate

2012a). This demonstrates that several surfaces on the same scaffold may be utilized to accommodate

binding sites with different properties. An advanced anti-VEGF candidate for treatment of glioblastoma is

binding sites with different properties. An advanced anti-VEGF candidate for treatment of glioblastoma is

under clinical evaluation (phase II) (http://www.adnexustx.com).

under clinical evaluation (phase II) (http://www.adnexustx.com).
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Figure 11. Examples of crystal complexes of alternative binding proteins and their targets. A. Affibody molecule

Figure 11. Examples of crystal complexes of alternative binding proteins and their targets. A. Affibody molecule

in complex with the extracellular domain of human ErbB2 (3MZW.pdb, (Eigenbrot 2010)). B. Anticalin in complex

in complex with the extracellular domain of human ErbB2 (3MZW.pdb, (Eigenbrot 2010)). B. Anticalin in complex

with fluorescein, to represent hapten binding in this particular example (1NOS.pdb, (Korndorfer 2003)). C. Adnectin in

with fluorescein, to represent hapten binding in this particular example (1NOS.pdb, (Korndorfer 2003)). C. Adnectin in

complex with small ubiquitin-related modifier 1 (SUMO1) (3RZW.pdb, (Gilbreth 2008)). D. DARPin in complex with

complex with small ubiquitin-related modifier 1 (SUMO1) (3RZW.pdb, (Gilbreth 2008)). D. DARPin in complex with

maltose-binding protein (MBP) (1SVX.pdb, (Binz 2004)).

maltose-binding protein (MBP) (1SVX.pdb, (Binz 2004)).

3.2.4 Affibody molecules and other affinity proteins derived from the Z-domain

3.2.4 Affibody molecules and other affinity proteins derived from the Z-domain

Affibody molecules (Figure 9A, Figure 11A) are affinity proteins based on a modified form of the B-

Affibody molecules (Figure 9A, Figure 11A) are affinity proteins based on a modified form of the B-

domain of staphylococcal protein A (SPA), which essentially is a consensus domain of its five

domain of staphylococcal protein A (SPA), which essentially is a consensus domain of its five

immunoglobulin-binding domains (Nilsson 1987; Nygren 2008). SPA is commonly used for purification

immunoglobulin-binding domains (Nilsson 1987; Nygren 2008). SPA is commonly used for purification

of antibodies and Fc-fusion proteins. All domains of SPA have a high sequence similarity and all of them

of antibodies and Fc-fusion proteins. All domains of SPA have a high sequence similarity and all of them

can individually bind Fc and, more weakly, Fab of immunoglobulins from several species and subclasses

can individually bind Fc and, more weakly, Fab of immunoglobulins from several species and subclasses

(Boström 2012; Jansson 1998). The modified consensus domain is called the Z-domain (Nilsson 1987), it

(Boström 2012; Jansson 1998). The modified consensus domain is called the Z-domain (Nilsson 1987), it

consists of 58 amino acids and was generated by rational mutagenesis to increase the chemical stability

consists of 58 amino acids and was generated by rational mutagenesis to increase the chemical stability

and introduce an N-terminal (5´) restriction site, respectively. These modifications also resulted in almost

and introduce an N-terminal (5´) restriction site, respectively. These modifications also resulted in almost
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complete loss of the weak Fab-binding (Ljungberg 1993; Nilsson 1987), which is thought to be mainly

complete loss of the weak Fab-binding (Ljungberg 1993; Nilsson 1987), which is thought to be mainly

due to one of the sequence modifications (namely the substitution G29A, (Graille 2000)), but the Fc-

due to one of the sequence modifications (namely the substitution G29A, (Graille 2000)), but the Fc-

binding was retained (Jendeberg 1995). It is a highly soluble, chemically- and thermally stable domain

binding was retained (Jendeberg 1995). It is a highly soluble, chemically- and thermally stable domain

composed of an anti-parallel three-helix bundle structure (see for example (Jendeberg 1996; Tashiro

composed of an anti-parallel three-helix bundle structure (see for example (Jendeberg 1996; Tashiro

1997)) similar to the structure of the B-domain (Deisenhofer 1981). Z folds very quickly (Arora 2004),

1997)) similar to the structure of the B-domain (Deisenhofer 1981). Z folds very quickly (Arora 2004),

lacks cysteines and has been used as an affinity ligand or affinity fusion tag for affinity chromatography

lacks cysteines and has been used as an affinity ligand or affinity fusion tag for affinity chromatography

(Boström 2012). Many of these properties are shared with the albumin-binding domain derived from

(Boström 2012). Many of these properties are shared with the albumin-binding domain derived from

streptococcal protein G, which is described in more detail in the next section, and make these molecules

streptococcal protein G, which is described in more detail in the next section, and make these molecules

interesting as scaffolds for protein engineering. Helix bundle structures are generally expected to have a

interesting as scaffolds for protein engineering. Helix bundle structures are generally expected to have a

conformation relatively tolerant to changes in the side chains of residues not involved in helix-helix

conformation relatively tolerant to changes in the side chains of residues not involved in helix-helix

packing interfaces (Cedergren 1993; Nord 1995). Experimental evaluation of random sequences biased

packing interfaces (Cedergren 1993; Nord 1995). Experimental evaluation of random sequences biased

for certain secondary structures has also demonstrated promising characteristics for α-helices with soluble,

for certain secondary structures has also demonstrated promising characteristics for α-helices with soluble,

monomeric proteins, whereas ß-strand proteins tended to form fibrils and have solubility problems

monomeric proteins, whereas ß-strand proteins tended to form fibrils and have solubility problems

(Matsuura 2002). In that study, the presence of ß-strands seemed to require precise topological

(Matsuura 2002). In that study, the presence of ß-strands seemed to require precise topological

arrangement to prevent aggregation.

arrangement to prevent aggregation.

Affibody molecules (Lofblom 2010; Nord 1997; Nygren 2008) are usually generated by randomization of

Affibody molecules (Lofblom 2010; Nord 1997; Nygren 2008) are usually generated by randomization of

13 residues, including the amino acids involved in Fc-binding, as determined from a crystal complex and

13 residues, including the amino acids involved in Fc-binding, as determined from a crystal complex and

mutational analysis (Cedergren 1993; Deisenhofer 1981), and additional residues on the same molecular

mutational analysis (Cedergren 1993; Deisenhofer 1981), and additional residues on the same molecular

surface (Nord 1997; Nord 1995). The randomized residues are distributed on two of the α-helices and

surface (Nord 1997; Nord 1995). The randomized residues are distributed on two of the α-helices and

represent one of very few scaffolds where residues engaged in secondary structures (α-helices in

represent one of very few scaffolds where residues engaged in secondary structures (α-helices in

particular) are diversified (Binz 2005a; Hosse 2006). In contrast to the structurally most closely related

particular) are diversified (Binz 2005a; Hosse 2006). In contrast to the structurally most closely related

scaffolds, Affibody molecules have been selected against many targets (Gronwall 2009; Lofblom 2010)

scaffolds, Affibody molecules have been selected against many targets (Gronwall 2009; Lofblom 2010)

by several selection methods such as phage-, staphylococcal- and ribosome display as well as a ß-

by several selection methods such as phage-, staphylococcal- and ribosome display as well as a ß-

lactamase complementation assay (Lofblom 2010). Furthermore, numerous structural evaluations of

lactamase complementation assay (Lofblom 2010). Furthermore, numerous structural evaluations of

Affibody molecules and Affibody-target complexes have been reported (Eigenbrot 2010; Gilbreth 2012;

Affibody molecules and Affibody-target complexes have been reported (Eigenbrot 2010; Gilbreth 2012;

Hogbom 2003; Hoyer 2008; Lendel 2004; Lendel 2006; Wahlberg 2006; Wahlberg 2003). Most binding-

Hogbom 2003; Hoyer 2008; Lendel 2004; Lendel 2006; Wahlberg 2006; Wahlberg 2003). Most binding-

surfaces are predominantly non-polar, as judged from available structural data, and comprise areas of 800-

surfaces are predominantly non-polar, as judged from available structural data, and comprise areas of 800-

2

900 Å , which is typical for protein-protein interactions (Nygren 2008) and Affibody molecules tend to

900 Å2, which is typical for protein-protein interactions (Nygren 2008) and Affibody molecules tend to

recognize flat surfaces on their targets (Gilbreth 2012). The Affibody scaffold was recently modified by

recognize flat surfaces on their targets (Gilbreth 2012). The Affibody scaffold was recently modified by

11 amino acid substitutions in non-binding regions, which increased its hydrophilicity, thermostability

11 amino acid substitutions in non-binding regions, which increased its hydrophilicity, thermostability

and amenability to peptide synthesis (Feldwisch 2010). With these positions added to the 13 that are

and amenability to peptide synthesis (Feldwisch 2010). With these positions added to the 13 that are

generally randomized in Affibody libraries, more than 40 % of the domain sequence has been changed.

generally randomized in Affibody libraries, more than 40 % of the domain sequence has been changed.
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Affibody molecules have found a widespread use as tools in biotechnology (Boström 2012; Lofblom

Affibody molecules have found a widespread use as tools in biotechnology (Boström 2012; Lofblom

2010), but a promising area of application is the use as molecular tracers for imaging of cancer (Lofblom

2010), but a promising area of application is the use as molecular tracers for imaging of cancer (Lofblom

2010; Miao 2010; Nygren 2008). Common medical imaging methods, such as radiography and magnetic

2010; Miao 2010; Nygren 2008). Common medical imaging methods, such as radiography and magnetic

resonance imaging, do not provide information about the expression levels of specific target molecules.

resonance imaging, do not provide information about the expression levels of specific target molecules.

However, Affibody molecules produced recombinantly or by peptide synthesis have shown great promise

However, Affibody molecules produced recombinantly or by peptide synthesis have shown great promise

as targeting agents in such applications (Ahlgren 2010). This success is mainly due to their small size (6.5

as targeting agents in such applications (Ahlgren 2010). This success is mainly due to their small size (6.5

kDa), which leads to quick tumor accumulation and renal elimination of excess tracer to yield high

kDa), which leads to quick tumor accumulation and renal elimination of excess tracer to yield high

imaging contrast a short time after administration. An Affibody molecule specific for the human

imaging contrast a short time after administration. An Affibody molecule specific for the human

epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2, ErbB2) represents the most advanced candidate of the

epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2, ErbB2) represents the most advanced candidate of the

Affibody molecules for human cancer diagnostics and it may potentially be adapted for therapy as well

Affibody molecules for human cancer diagnostics and it may potentially be adapted for therapy as well

(Andersen 2011; Baum 2010; Sandberg 2011). Several radio nuclides, labeling strategies and chelators

(Andersen 2011; Baum 2010; Sandberg 2011). Several radio nuclides, labeling strategies and chelators

have been evaluated for Affibody molecules (Lofblom 2010; Nygren 2008; Tolmachev 2008).

have been evaluated for Affibody molecules (Lofblom 2010; Nygren 2008; Tolmachev 2008).

Accumulation in kidneys and liver is, however, sometimes problematic for several small alternative

Accumulation in kidneys and liver is, however, sometimes problematic for several small alternative

binding proteins including the Affibody molecules (Hosseinimehr 2012; Miao 2010).

binding proteins including the Affibody molecules (Hosseinimehr 2012; Miao 2010).

Interestingly, a systematic approach to miniaturize the Z-domain, using iterative structure-based design

Interestingly, a systematic approach to miniaturize the Z-domain, using iterative structure-based design

and phage display, has generated a functional 38-residue domain by stabilizing the first two helices to

and phage display, has generated a functional 38-residue domain by stabilizing the first two helices to

facilitate removal of the third helix (Braisted 1996). The structure of this minimized variant has been

facilitate removal of the third helix (Braisted 1996). The structure of this minimized variant has been

solved and used to construct a disulfide-bonded, cyclic 34-residue form with retained immunoglobulin-

solved and used to construct a disulfide-bonded, cyclic 34-residue form with retained immunoglobulin-

binding properties (Starovasnik 1997; Wells 1999). Loop-insertions in this miniaturized 2-helix variant

binding properties (Starovasnik 1997; Wells 1999). Loop-insertions in this miniaturized 2-helix variant

have been performed (Reiersen 1999, 2000) and the miniaturization approach was recently modified

have been performed (Reiersen 1999, 2000) and the miniaturization approach was recently modified

through backbone cyclization (Jarver 2010). The 2-helix concept has also been applied to variants with

through backbone cyclization (Jarver 2010). The 2-helix concept has also been applied to variants with

specific binding properties to generate smaller and potentially improved molecular tracers (Fedorova

specific binding properties to generate smaller and potentially improved molecular tracers (Fedorova

2011; Ren 2012; Ren 2009; Rosik 2011; Webster 2009). Such size reduction may simplify synthetic

2011; Ren 2012; Ren 2009; Rosik 2011; Webster 2009). Such size reduction may simplify synthetic

production and improve tracer characteristics, but it often results in destabilized forms. An alternative

production and improve tracer characteristics, but it often results in destabilized forms. An alternative

synthetic approach of full-sized Affibody molecules relies on native chemical ligation of two shorter,

synthetic approach of full-sized Affibody molecules relies on native chemical ligation of two shorter,

more readily produced, synthetic peptides (Lindgren 2012). In summary, α-helical scaffolds have many

more readily produced, synthetic peptides (Lindgren 2012). In summary, α-helical scaffolds have many

desirable properties for protein engineering. This is demonstrated by the massive protein engineering

desirable properties for protein engineering. This is demonstrated by the massive protein engineering

performed on the Z-domain to generate an array of affinity proteins and other modified variants for

performed on the Z-domain to generate an array of affinity proteins and other modified variants for

widely different applications.

widely different applications.

Beside the Affibody molecules that represent the best-validated member of this structural subgroup, for

Beside the Affibody molecules that represent the best-validated member of this structural subgroup, for

instance cytochrome b562 (Ku 1995), the E. coli colichin E7 immunity protein (ImmE7) (Juraja 2006), the

instance cytochrome b562 (Ku 1995), the E. coli colichin E7 immunity protein (ImmE7) (Juraja 2006), the
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immunity protein (Im9) (Bernath 2005; Levin 2009), a small zinc-finger protein (Bianchi 1995) and

immunity protein (Im9) (Bernath 2005; Levin 2009), a small zinc-finger protein (Bianchi 1995) and

binding proteins based on the C1-domain of SPG (Mandal 2012) have been used for similar purposes.

binding proteins based on the C1-domain of SPG (Mandal 2012) have been used for similar purposes.

However, these examples often utilize randomized loop regions or random PCR-based mutagenesis and

However, these examples often utilize randomized loop regions or random PCR-based mutagenesis and

neither has yet been explored much beyond an initial study.

neither has yet been explored much beyond an initial study.
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4. THE ALBUMIN-BINDING DOMAIN (ABD), HOMOLOGS
AND ENGINEERED VARIANTS

4. THE ALBUMIN-BINDING DOMAIN (ABD), HOMOLOGS
AND ENGINEERED VARIANTS

Streptococcal protein G (SPG), which was identified in group C and G streptococci (Björck 1984; Reis

Streptococcal protein G (SPG), which was identified in group C and G streptococci (Björck 1984; Reis

1984), is a multi-domain surface protein with independent binding sites for immunoglobulins and

1984), is a multi-domain surface protein with independent binding sites for immunoglobulins and

albumins (Akerstrom 1987; Fahnestock 1986; Guss 1986). It was reported in 1980 that various

albumins (Akerstrom 1987; Fahnestock 1986; Guss 1986). It was reported in 1980 that various

streptococci could bind human serum albumin (HSA) (Myhre 1980), and protein G was shown to be

streptococci could bind human serum albumin (HSA) (Myhre 1980), and protein G was shown to be

responsible for this interaction (Bjorck 1987). Various smaller fragments, and eventually isolated

responsible for this interaction (Bjorck 1987). Various smaller fragments, and eventually isolated

domains, of SPG have been identified and found to interact with albumin from several species (Nygren

domains, of SPG have been identified and found to interact with albumin from several species (Nygren

1988; Nygren 1990; Sjobring 1988). SPG, here specifically from streptococcus G148 if not mentioned

1988; Nygren 1990; Sjobring 1988). SPG, here specifically from streptococcus G148 if not mentioned

otherwise, contains three homologous immunoglobulin-binding domains and three homologous albumin-

otherwise, contains three homologous immunoglobulin-binding domains and three homologous albumin-

binding domains (Figure 12). The third albumin-binding domain, G148-ABD3, has been studied most

binding domains (Figure 12). The third albumin-binding domain, G148-ABD3, has been studied most

extensively and it is simply referred to as ABD in this text. It has an affinity (KD) for HSA of

extensively and it is simply referred to as ABD in this text. It has an affinity (KD) for HSA of

approximately 5 nM and also binds to albumin from mouse, rat and monkey (Johansson 2002a; Linhult

approximately 5 nM and also binds to albumin from mouse, rat and monkey (Johansson 2002a; Linhult

2002; Nygren 1990).

2002; Nygren 1990).
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Figure 12. Schematic domain structure of streptococcal protein G and its derived albumin-binding regions. The

Figure 12. Schematic domain structure of streptococcal protein G and its derived albumin-binding regions. The

albumin-binding regions (BB and ABP) and the third albumin-binding domain (ABD) are indicated. SPG also contains

albumin-binding regions (BB and ABP) and the third albumin-binding domain (ABD) are indicated. SPG also contains

an immunoglobulin-binding region. C2 represents one of its immunoglobulin-binding domains. The figure was redrawn

an immunoglobulin-binding region. C2 represents one of its immunoglobulin-binding domains. The figure was redrawn

from (Linhult 2002) and domain structures were generated from PDB-entries 1GJT.pdb (Johansson 2002a) and

from (Linhult 2002) and domain structures were generated from PDB-entries 1GJT.pdb (Johansson 2002a) and

1FCC.pdb (Sauer-Eriksson 1995).

1FCC.pdb (Sauer-Eriksson 1995).
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Several related albumin- and immunoglobulin-binding proteins have been identified (Boström 2012;

Several related albumin- and immunoglobulin-binding proteins have been identified (Boström 2012;

Johansson 2002a), but SPG is one of the most investigated. It has found several applications in

Johansson 2002a), but SPG is one of the most investigated. It has found several applications in

biotechnology, primarily for purification of antibodies, antibody fragments or Fc-fusion proteins (Grodzki

biotechnology, primarily for purification of antibodies, antibody fragments or Fc-fusion proteins (Grodzki

2010). The albumin-binding properties can be used for depletion of albumin from serum samples

2010). The albumin-binding properties can be used for depletion of albumin from serum samples

(Boström 2012). A related albumin-binding protein, peptostreptococcal albumin-binding protein (PAB),

(Boström 2012). A related albumin-binding protein, peptostreptococcal albumin-binding protein (PAB),

which contains another well-evaluated albumin-binding domain called ALB8-GA, was isolated from

which contains another well-evaluated albumin-binding domain called ALB8-GA, was isolated from

Finegoldia magna (formerly known as Peptostreptococcus magnus) (de Chateau 1994). These surface

Finegoldia magna (formerly known as Peptostreptococcus magnus) (de Chateau 1994). These surface

proteins have been suggested to help bacteria avoid detection by the immune system by covering

proteins have been suggested to help bacteria avoid detection by the immune system by covering

themselves with host proteins (Figure 13) or to scavenge albumin-bound nutrients (Achari 1992; de

themselves with host proteins (Figure 13) or to scavenge albumin-bound nutrients (Achari 1992; de

Chateau 1996; Sauer-Eriksson 1995). Their difference in affinity for serum proteins from different species

Chateau 1996; Sauer-Eriksson 1995). Their difference in affinity for serum proteins from different species

often reflect the host-specificities of the corresponding bacteria and may also be related to pathogenicity

often reflect the host-specificities of the corresponding bacteria and may also be related to pathogenicity

(Boström 2012; Johansson 2002a). Albumin-association is particularly interesting since albumin is the

(Boström 2012; Johansson 2002a). Albumin-association is particularly interesting since albumin is the

most abundant protein in plasma where it regulates the colloidal osmotic pressure. It also acts as a

most abundant protein in plasma where it regulates the colloidal osmotic pressure. It also acts as a

transporter for several compounds, which include fatty acids, amino acids, bile acids and steroids, and is

transporter for several compounds, which include fatty acids, amino acids, bile acids and steroids, and is

known to carry several therapeutic substances (Curry 1998; Evans 2002). In contrast to antibodies,

known to carry several therapeutic substances (Curry 1998; Evans 2002). In contrast to antibodies,

albumin is present at high concentration in the interstitial compartment and thereby has a larger volume of

albumin is present at high concentration in the interstitial compartment and thereby has a larger volume of

distribution (Anderson 2006).

distribution (Anderson 2006).
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Protein A

Staphylococcus
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Other bacteria
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(ABD) of Protein G

Protein G
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IgG

An albumin-binding domain
(ABD) of Protein G

Figure 13. Hypothetical bacterial immune evasion strategy. Bacterial surface proteins such as the immunoglobulin-

Figure 13. Hypothetical bacterial immune evasion strategy. Bacterial surface proteins such as the immunoglobulin-

binding staphylococcal protein A (SPA, blue) and the bi-functional streptococcal protein G (SPG, red) have been

binding staphylococcal protein A (SPA, blue) and the bi-functional streptococcal protein G (SPG, red) have been

suggested to help bacteria avoid detection by the immune system. This may be achieved by binding to abundant serum

suggested to help bacteria avoid detection by the immune system. This may be achieved by binding to abundant serum

proteins. ABD is derived from SPG as indicated (1GJT.pdb, (Johansson 2002a)).

proteins. ABD is derived from SPG as indicated (1GJT.pdb, (Johansson 2002a)).
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The albumin-binding domains of PAB, called ALB1-GA or ALB8-GA depending on the strain they

The albumin-binding domains of PAB, called ALB1-GA or ALB8-GA depending on the strain they

originate from, are homologs to ABD. ALB8-GA, a name derived from protein G-related albumin

originate from, are homologs to ABD. ALB8-GA, a name derived from protein G-related albumin

binding, shares approximately 60 % sequence identity with ABD (de Chateau 1994). Both domains have

binding, shares approximately 60 % sequence identity with ABD (de Chateau 1994). Both domains have

stable hydrophobic cores and are remarkably tolerant to both pH and temperature (Johansson 1995;

stable hydrophobic cores and are remarkably tolerant to both pH and temperature (Johansson 1995;

Johansson 1997; Kraulis 1996; Rozak 2005). Sequences of 16 albumin-binding domains derived from six

Johansson 1997; Kraulis 1996; Rozak 2005). Sequences of 16 albumin-binding domains derived from six

proteins found in four bacterial species are shown in figure 14 to exemplify the sequence similarity

proteins found in four bacterial species are shown in figure 14 to exemplify the sequence similarity

between various albumin-binding domains. The figure also includes an artificial albumin-binding domain

between various albumin-binding domains. The figure also includes an artificial albumin-binding domain

(PSD-1, (Rozak 2006)), a stabilized variant (ABDstable, (Gulich 2000)) and an affinity-matured ABD

(PSD-1, (Rozak 2006)), a stabilized variant (ABDstable, (Gulich 2000)) and an affinity-matured ABD

(ABD035, (Jonsson 2008)), which are described in more detail later.

(ABD035, (Jonsson 2008)), which are described in more detail later.

Figure 14. Sequence alignment of 16 homologous albumin-binding domains (1-16) and three engineered variants

Figure 14. Sequence alignment of 16 homologous albumin-binding domains (1-16) and three engineered variants

(17-19). Conserved amino acids are shown in gray and differences are highlighted in color. A consensus sequence is

(17-19). Conserved amino acids are shown in gray and differences are highlighted in color. A consensus sequence is

shown at the top of the alignment. Many homologs are not mentioned in the text and only included for comparison.

shown at the top of the alignment. Many homologs are not mentioned in the text and only included for comparison.

Mainly G148-ABD3 (sequence number 3) and ALB8-GA (sequence 4) are discussed. The numbering above the

Mainly G148-ABD3 (sequence number 3) and ALB8-GA (sequence 4) are discussed. The numbering above the

alignment is most often used in the text; note the gap in some sequences at position 18 in the alignment. The picture

alignment is most often used in the text; note the gap in some sequences at position 18 in the alignment. The picture

was generated in Geneious Pro version 5.5.7 created by Biomatters and is based on similar pictures published in

was generated in Geneious Pro version 5.5.7 created by Biomatters and is based on similar pictures published in

(Johansson 1997; Johansson 2002a).

(Johansson 1997; Johansson 2002a).

ALB8-GA is commonly called a GA-binding module rather than domain because this motif represents the

ALB8-GA is commonly called a GA-binding module rather than domain because this motif represents the

first example of a so-called module to shuttle between prokaryotic species (de Chateau 1994). Since its

first example of a so-called module to shuttle between prokaryotic species (de Chateau 1994). Since its

divergence from SPG, it is likely that the only important binding function of ALB8-GA in F. magna,

divergence from SPG, it is likely that the only important binding function of ALB8-GA in F. magna,

which has only been isolated from humans, has been to recognize HSA. This may also explain the

which has only been isolated from humans, has been to recognize HSA. This may also explain the
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stronger affinity of ALB8-GA for HSA as compared to ABD and its narrower species specificity. This

stronger affinity of ALB8-GA for HSA as compared to ABD and its narrower species specificity. This

subject has attracted much research attention, especially since the structures of these domains were

subject has attracted much research attention, especially since the structures of these domains were

solved. ABD has been thoroughly investigated using NMR (Johansson 2002a; Johansson 2002b; Kraulis

solved. ABD has been thoroughly investigated using NMR (Johansson 2002a; Johansson 2002b; Kraulis

1996). Structures of free ALB8-GA (Cramer 2007) and ALB8-GA in complex with HSA exist (Lejon

1996). Structures of free ALB8-GA (Cramer 2007) and ALB8-GA in complex with HSA exist (Lejon

2008; Lejon 2004) as well as several NMR-analyses of ALB8-GA (Johansson 1995; Johansson 1997;

2008; Lejon 2004) as well as several NMR-analyses of ALB8-GA (Johansson 1995; Johansson 1997;

Johansson 2002a; Johansson 2002b). However, when NMR-derived structures are used to evaluate the

Johansson 2002a; Johansson 2002b). However, when NMR-derived structures are used to evaluate the

binding interface they usually identify larger regions than the actual intermolecular contacts (Johansson

binding interface they usually identify larger regions than the actual intermolecular contacts (Johansson

2002a).

2002a).

Structural analyses and comparisons of ABD and ALB8-GA demonstrate that their structures can be

Structural analyses and comparisons of ABD and ALB8-GA demonstrate that their structures can be

overlain (Johansson 2002a) and that they share a common binding-site on albumin (Figure 15). The

overlain (Johansson 2002a) and that they share a common binding-site on albumin (Figure 15). The

location of the binding-residues in ABD is indicated by conserved sequences in these regions among

location of the binding-residues in ABD is indicated by conserved sequences in these regions among

homologs ((Johansson 2002a), figure 14), which was confirmed by a mutational analysis (Linhult 2002).

homologs ((Johansson 2002a), figure 14), which was confirmed by a mutational analysis (Linhult 2002).

Mainly the second helix and the loops surrounding it are responsible for HSA-binding and the binding site

Mainly the second helix and the loops surrounding it are responsible for HSA-binding and the binding site

on HSA is in domain II, as indicated by a structure of the homolog ALB8-GA in complex with HSA

on HSA is in domain II, as indicated by a structure of the homolog ALB8-GA in complex with HSA

(Lejon 2004). At one point, residues in the first helix were thought to be of importance for binding

(Lejon 2004). At one point, residues in the first helix were thought to be of importance for binding

(Johansson 1995), but this could not be verified in later studies (Johansson 1997) or in the structural

(Johansson 1995), but this could not be verified in later studies (Johansson 1997) or in the structural

complexes (Lejon 2008; Lejon 2004). The mutational analysis of ABD mainly emphasized the importance

complexes (Lejon 2008; Lejon 2004). The mutational analysis of ABD mainly emphasized the importance

of residues located in the second helix (Linhult 2002), but, in addition to a hydrophobic interface, the

of residues located in the second helix (Linhult 2002), but, in addition to a hydrophobic interface, the

binding site also consists of two hydrogen bond networks (Lejon 2004). A few residues in the domains

binding site also consists of two hydrogen bond networks (Lejon 2004). A few residues in the domains

seem to be of particular importance depending on their interaction with different albumin species (Cramer

seem to be of particular importance depending on their interaction with different albumin species (Cramer

2007; He 2006; Lejon 2004). For example a hydrophobic Phe21 in ALB8-GA interacts with a Met in

2007; He 2006; Lejon 2004). For example a hydrophobic Phe21 in ALB8-GA interacts with a Met in

HSA whereas Tyr20 in the corresponding position (position 21 in the alignment where the one residue

HSA whereas Tyr20 in the corresponding position (position 21 in the alignment where the one residue

shorter ABD has a gap) of ABD may interact more broadly with alternative residues on albumin from

shorter ABD has a gap) of ABD may interact more broadly with alternative residues on albumin from

other species (Lejon 2004). The narrower specificity of ALB8-GA, which has a strong preference for

other species (Lejon 2004). The narrower specificity of ALB8-GA, which has a strong preference for

primate serum albumins, has also been suggested to be a result of lowered flexibility as compared to ABD

primate serum albumins, has also been suggested to be a result of lowered flexibility as compared to ABD

(Johansson 2002b). An inserted residue in the loop before helix 2 in ALB8-GA (Figure 14) may also be

(Johansson 2002b). An inserted residue in the loop before helix 2 in ALB8-GA (Figure 14) may also be

responsible for some of the observed differences (Lejon 2004). The more recently solved second crystal

responsible for some of the observed differences (Lejon 2004). The more recently solved second crystal

complex of HSA with ALB8-GA demonstrates that the GA-module is capable of binding a somewhat

complex of HSA with ALB8-GA demonstrates that the GA-module is capable of binding a somewhat

different conformation of HSA as well (Lejon 2008).

different conformation of HSA as well (Lejon 2008).
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Figure 15. The binding site of an albumin-binding domain (ALB8-GA) on human serum albumin (HSA). The

Figure 15. The binding site of an albumin-binding domain (ALB8-GA) on human serum albumin (HSA). The

three helices of the albumin-binding domain are indicated (H1, H2 and H3) as well as the domains of HSA. Mainly

three helices of the albumin-binding domain are indicated (H1, H2 and H3) as well as the domains of HSA. Mainly

helix 2 and the “backside” of helix 3 are in contact with albumin in the crystal complex. As indicated in the zoomed-in

helix 2 and the “backside” of helix 3 are in contact with albumin in the crystal complex. As indicated in the zoomed-in

view, a novel binding site may potentially be accommodated on the surface formed by helices 1 and 3. The binding site

view, a novel binding site may potentially be accommodated on the surface formed by helices 1 and 3. The binding site

of the neonatal Fc receptor (FcRn) on a different part of HSA is also indicated. The picture was generated from PDB-

of the neonatal Fc receptor (FcRn) on a different part of HSA is also indicated. The picture was generated from PDB-

entry 1TFO.pdb (Lejon 2004).

entry 1TFO.pdb (Lejon 2004).

The genotypic and phenotypic variations that exist among the group of albumin-binding domains have

The genotypic and phenotypic variations that exist among the group of albumin-binding domains have

been used to explore the functional determinants within this limited sequence space (Rozak 2006). In this

been used to explore the functional determinants within this limited sequence space (Rozak 2006). In this

study, a library of albumin-binding domains was generated based on the existing diversity and this library

study, a library of albumin-binding domains was generated based on the existing diversity and this library

was screened for variants capable of binding two albumins that represent opposite ends of the diverse

was screened for variants capable of binding two albumins that represent opposite ends of the diverse

phylogenetic range of molecules bound by ABD. These selections, carried out by phage display, identified

phylogenetic range of molecules bound by ABD. These selections, carried out by phage display, identified

a broadly reactive variant called phage-selected domain 1 (PSD-1, figure 14). NMR-analysis of PSD-1,

a broadly reactive variant called phage-selected domain 1 (PSD-1, figure 14). NMR-analysis of PSD-1,

which has less flexibility compared to ABD and includes Tyr20 (position 21 in figure 14) as opposed to

which has less flexibility compared to ABD and includes Tyr20 (position 21 in figure 14) as opposed to

Phe21 ALB8-GA, indicates that increased flexibility is not a requirement for broadened specificity in this

Phe21 ALB8-GA, indicates that increased flexibility is not a requirement for broadened specificity in this

case (He 2006). Instead, PSD-1 contains a core substitution that stabilizes its backbone in a conformation

case (He 2006). Instead, PSD-1 contains a core substitution that stabilizes its backbone in a conformation

consistent with the albumin-bound ALB8-GA domain (He 2006; Rozak 2006). Together, these

consistent with the albumin-bound ALB8-GA domain (He 2006; Rozak 2006). Together, these

observations strengthen the previous suggestion that the broad specificity can mainly be attributed to

observations strengthen the previous suggestion that the broad specificity can mainly be attributed to

Tyr20 in ABD (He 2006; Lejon 2004). Epitope-mapping of PSD-1 using NMR also indicated that the

Tyr20 in ABD (He 2006; Lejon 2004). Epitope-mapping of PSD-1 using NMR also indicated that the

albumin-binding epitope includes several residues in the third helix, in addition to the most conserved and

albumin-binding epitope includes several residues in the third helix, in addition to the most conserved and

important amino acids in the second helix and the loop to the third helix (Figure 14, (He 2007)).

important amino acids in the second helix and the loop to the third helix (Figure 14, (He 2007)).

Contributions to binding from residues in the third helix can also be seen in the crystal complexes of

Contributions to binding from residues in the third helix can also be seen in the crystal complexes of

ALB8-GA and HSA (Lejon 2008; Lejon 2004). Interestingly, the suggested significance of residues in the

ALB8-GA and HSA (Lejon 2008; Lejon 2004). Interestingly, the suggested significance of residues in the
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third helix of PSD-1, especially E40 (position 41 in figure 14), was not identified when an E40A-variant

third helix of PSD-1, especially E40 (position 41 in figure 14), was not identified when an E40A-variant

of ABD was analyzed in an earlier study (Linhult 2002).

of ABD was analyzed in an earlier study (Linhult 2002).

Since asparagine residues are known to be sensitive to alkaline conditions, four such residues in ABD

Since asparagine residues are known to be sensitive to alkaline conditions, four such residues in ABD

have been substituted to other amino acids represented among homologous sequences to generate an

have been substituted to other amino acids represented among homologous sequences to generate an

alkali stabilized form of ABD referred to as ABDstable ((Gulich 2000), Figure 14). This molecule has an

alkali stabilized form of ABD referred to as ABDstable ((Gulich 2000), Figure 14). This molecule has an

increased melting temperature of at least 10°C, is more tolerant to chemical denaturation and has a much

increased melting temperature of at least 10°C, is more tolerant to chemical denaturation and has a much

higher tolerance to alkaline treatment in chromatographic applications as compared to the original domain

higher tolerance to alkaline treatment in chromatographic applications as compared to the original domain

(Gulich 2000). It was hypothesized that one of the four substitutions (N9L) resulted in a stabilization of

(Gulich 2000). It was hypothesized that one of the four substitutions (N9L) resulted in a stabilization of

the hydrophobic core and, hence, would explain the improved thermostability. This stabilized ABD

the hydrophobic core and, hence, would explain the improved thermostability. This stabilized ABD

molecule has been used as a starting scaffold for the work presented in this thesis.

molecule has been used as a starting scaffold for the work presented in this thesis.

ABD has also been subjected to affinity maturation to yield a variant with very strong affinity for HSA

ABD has also been subjected to affinity maturation to yield a variant with very strong affinity for HSA

(KD 120 fM) (Frejd 2012; Jonsson 2008). Substitutions of up to 15 residues in helices 2-3 were

(KD 120 fM) (Frejd 2012; Jonsson 2008). Substitutions of up to 15 residues in helices 2-3 were

investigated, using more conservative randomizations for residues thought to be directly involved in

investigated, using more conservative randomizations for residues thought to be directly involved in

albumin binding. Two sub-libraries were used to also account for the extra residue in the loop between

albumin binding. Two sub-libraries were used to also account for the extra residue in the loop between

helices 1-2 found in some homologous domains (figure 14), but selections however only returned

helices 1-2 found in some homologous domains (figure 14), but selections however only returned

sequences with the shorter loop. Wild-type residues re-occurred in a majority of the selected clones in

sequences with the shorter loop. Wild-type residues re-occurred in a majority of the selected clones in

9/15 positions, which implies that they are important for binding (S18, N23, L24, K29, T30, E32, G33,

9/15 positions, which implies that they are important for binding (S18, N23, L24, K29, T30, E32, G33,

L37 and I41). Interestingly, the main candidate observed after affinity maturation (called ABD035, figure

L37 and I41). Interestingly, the main candidate observed after affinity maturation (called ABD035, figure

14) contains phenylalanine at the position where a tyrosine is thought to be important for the broader

14) contains phenylalanine at the position where a tyrosine is thought to be important for the broader

specificity of ABD as compared to ALB8-GA and it seems like ABD035, still, has a similar specificity as

specificity of ABD as compared to ALB8-GA and it seems like ABD035, still, has a similar specificity as

the parental ABD. An Asn substituted with Arg (N23R) in ABD035 was hypothesized to be responsible

the parental ABD. An Asn substituted with Arg (N23R) in ABD035 was hypothesized to be responsible

for the improved solubility and lack of aggregation of this clone as compared to six closely related

for the improved solubility and lack of aggregation of this clone as compared to six closely related

variants. All these related clones experienced such problems and shared a commonly observed and

variants. All these related clones experienced such problems and shared a commonly observed and

conserved Asn in this position (Jonsson 2008). A difference in the results from this study compared to

conserved Asn in this position (Jonsson 2008). A difference in the results from this study compared to

observations from PSD-1 is that ABD035 had a lower thermal stability compared to its ancestor. A similar

observations from PSD-1 is that ABD035 had a lower thermal stability compared to its ancestor. A similar

observation has been made for the affinity matured anti-ErbB2 Affibody molecule (Orlova 2006), where

observation has been made for the affinity matured anti-ErbB2 Affibody molecule (Orlova 2006), where

structural characterization demonstrated that improved affinity required recruitment (substitution) of

structural characterization demonstrated that improved affinity required recruitment (substitution) of

residues that were originally involved in stabilizing intra-molecular hydrogen bonds (Eigenbrot 2010).

residues that were originally involved in stabilizing intra-molecular hydrogen bonds (Eigenbrot 2010).

Affinity maturation may also generate more- or as stable variants, and improved stability may increase

Affinity maturation may also generate more- or as stable variants, and improved stability may increase

affinity. For example, a rationally designed stabilizing intra-molecular disulfide bond has been shown to

affinity. For example, a rationally designed stabilizing intra-molecular disulfide bond has been shown to

improve the affinity of an Affibody molecule by reducing the conformational entropy (Wahlberg 2006)

improve the affinity of an Affibody molecule by reducing the conformational entropy (Wahlberg 2006)
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and a similar stabilization of the ErbB2-binding Affibody molecule has also been reported previously

and a similar stabilization of the ErbB2-binding Affibody molecule has also been reported previously

(Ekblad 2009), which indicates that such strategies may be useful if needed.

(Ekblad 2009), which indicates that such strategies may be useful if needed.

A library to select affinity proteins based on ABD was recently reported (Ahmad 2012). The approach

A library to select affinity proteins based on ABD was recently reported (Ahmad 2012). The approach

taken in this study is similar to the strategy used to generate Affibody molecules (Nord 1997; Nord 1995)

taken in this study is similar to the strategy used to generate Affibody molecules (Nord 1997; Nord 1995)

where an inherent binding surface (here for albumin) was replaced by a new interaction area generated by

where an inherent binding surface (here for albumin) was replaced by a new interaction area generated by

mutagenesis. This study is illustrated in some more detail in the present investigation since it is the only

mutagenesis. This study is illustrated in some more detail in the present investigation since it is the only

combinatorial library for affinity-protein selection based on ABD that has been reported, apart from

combinatorial library for affinity-protein selection based on ABD that has been reported, apart from

results presented in papers included in this thesis.

results presented in papers included in this thesis.

4.1 In vivo half-life extension and its relation to ABD

4.1 In vivo half-life extension and its relation to ABD

Most proteins have a limited lifetime in the circulatory system and are either degraded or, if they are small

Most proteins have a limited lifetime in the circulatory system and are either degraded or, if they are small

enough, filtered out and eliminated by the kidneys. Protein half-life depends on several factors such as

enough, filtered out and eliminated by the kidneys. Protein half-life depends on several factors such as

size, shape, hydrophilicity and sensitivity to degradation (Kontermann 2009). The openings in the

size, shape, hydrophilicity and sensitivity to degradation (Kontermann 2009). The openings in the

glomerular filters in the kidneys are thought to be 50-100 nm fenestrations in the epithelial cell layer,

glomerular filters in the kidneys are thought to be 50-100 nm fenestrations in the epithelial cell layer,

which allow free diffusion of molecules (Haraldsson 2008; Kontermann 2011b). A porous structure inside

which allow free diffusion of molecules (Haraldsson 2008; Kontermann 2011b). A porous structure inside

the epithelium is filled with negatively charged proteoglycans that partially prevent passage of negatively

the epithelium is filled with negatively charged proteoglycans that partially prevent passage of negatively

charged macromolecules in the plasma. This filter has no sharp molecular mass cutoff, but hinders

charged macromolecules in the plasma. This filter has no sharp molecular mass cutoff, but hinders

proteins with large hydrodynamic radii to pass to the urine and also introduces charge selectivity

proteins with large hydrodynamic radii to pass to the urine and also introduces charge selectivity

(Haraldsson 2008; Kontermann 2011b; Obeidat 2012; Plückthun 2009). Molecules up to the size of an

(Haraldsson 2008; Kontermann 2011b; Obeidat 2012; Plückthun 2009). Molecules up to the size of an

scFv of roughly 25 kDa will largely pass through the filter, whereas molecules above 65 kDa will be

scFv of roughly 25 kDa will largely pass through the filter, whereas molecules above 65 kDa will be

almost completely retained. Albumin and IgG have extraordinarily long half-lives, 19 days for albumin

almost completely retained. Albumin and IgG have extraordinarily long half-lives, 19 days for albumin

and up to 23 days for IgG in humans, which distinguish them from other serum proteins of similar size.

and up to 23 days for IgG in humans, which distinguish them from other serum proteins of similar size.

An important reason for these particularly long half-lives is an active rescue from endosomal degradation

An important reason for these particularly long half-lives is an active rescue from endosomal degradation

facilitated by the so-called neonatal Fc receptor (FcRn) (Andersen 2009; Anderson 2006; Roopenian

facilitated by the so-called neonatal Fc receptor (FcRn) (Andersen 2009; Anderson 2006; Roopenian

2007). Although referred to as the neonatal Fc receptor, FcRn influences IgG and albumin levels and

2007). Although referred to as the neonatal Fc receptor, FcRn influences IgG and albumin levels and

tissue distribution at all stages of life (Christianson 2012; Roopenian 2007). FcRn is a heterodimer of the

tissue distribution at all stages of life (Christianson 2012; Roopenian 2007). FcRn is a heterodimer of the

major histocompatibility complex class I-like H chain and the ß2-microglobulin L chain (Simister 1989)

major histocompatibility complex class I-like H chain and the ß2-microglobulin L chain (Simister 1989)

situated in acidic endosomes of virtually all nucleated cells (Anderson 2006; Kim 2007). It binds to

situated in acidic endosomes of virtually all nucleated cells (Anderson 2006; Kim 2007). It binds to

endocytosed IgG and albumin at low pH, using two distinct binding sites, and releases them at

endocytosed IgG and albumin at low pH, using two distinct binding sites, and releases them at

physiological pH (Andersen 2009; Anderson 2006; Christianson 2012). FcRn thereby rescues bound

physiological pH (Andersen 2009; Anderson 2006; Christianson 2012). FcRn thereby rescues bound

proteins from degradation in the lysosomal compartment and transports them to the cell surface for release

proteins from degradation in the lysosomal compartment and transports them to the cell surface for release
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at neutral extracellular pH. Structures of FcRn and FcRn in complex with Fc are available and

at neutral extracellular pH. Structures of FcRn and FcRn in complex with Fc are available and

demonstrate the importance of histidine residues for this pH-dependent interaction (Anderson 2006;

demonstrate the importance of histidine residues for this pH-dependent interaction (Anderson 2006;

Burmeister 1994a; Burmeister 1994b). Interestingly, the cycling between a neutral and an acidic

Burmeister 1994a; Burmeister 1994b). Interestingly, the cycling between a neutral and an acidic

environment of antibodies has been utilized to promote lysosomal degradation of an antigen with a pH-

environment of antibodies has been utilized to promote lysosomal degradation of an antigen with a pH-

dependent dissociation (Igawa 2010). This strategy facilitates release of free antibody to encounter

dependent dissociation (Igawa 2010). This strategy facilitates release of free antibody to encounter

antigen in several cycles, in contrast to many other antibodies that remain bound to their targets

antigen in several cycles, in contrast to many other antibodies that remain bound to their targets

throughout the FcRn-mediated endosomal cycle.

throughout the FcRn-mediated endosomal cycle.

The role of FcRn in the regulation of IgG has been known for some time. That it also regulates the half-

The role of FcRn in the regulation of IgG has been known for some time. That it also regulates the half-

life of albumin was realized by serendipity when it was observed that albumin was co-purified with FcRn

life of albumin was realized by serendipity when it was observed that albumin was co-purified with FcRn

(Chaudhury 2003). The FcRn-binding site on albumin has not yet been determined by crystallography, but

(Chaudhury 2003). The FcRn-binding site on albumin has not yet been determined by crystallography, but

been suggested to reside in domain III of albumin (Andersen 2012; Anderson 2006; Chaudhury 2006).

been suggested to reside in domain III of albumin (Andersen 2012; Anderson 2006; Chaudhury 2006).

Thus, FcRn-mediated recycling and ABD-binding should not be competing processes since they occur at

Thus, FcRn-mediated recycling and ABD-binding should not be competing processes since they occur at

distinct sites on albumin (figure 15). This has also been experimentally validated for an ABD-fusion to an

distinct sites on albumin (figure 15). This has also been experimentally validated for an ABD-fusion to an

anti-ErbB2 Affibody molecule (Andersen 2011), and, therefore, a potential conformational change of

anti-ErbB2 Affibody molecule (Andersen 2011), and, therefore, a potential conformational change of

albumin in the more acidic endosomal environment (Anderson 2006) does not prevent ABD-binding.

albumin in the more acidic endosomal environment (Anderson 2006) does not prevent ABD-binding.

FcRn binds Fc at the hinge-region to the same site that immunoglobulin-binding domains of SPA and

FcRn binds Fc at the hinge-region to the same site that immunoglobulin-binding domains of SPA and

SPG recognize (Roopenian 2007), which is discussed further below. The importance of FcRn in albumin

SPG recognize (Roopenian 2007), which is discussed further below. The importance of FcRn in albumin

homeostasis is illustrated by studies in FcRn deficient mice where albumin levels are 60 % lower as

homeostasis is illustrated by studies in FcRn deficient mice where albumin levels are 60 % lower as

compared to levels in wild type mice (Andersen 2009). Studies of IgG have shown that its elimination rate

compared to levels in wild type mice (Andersen 2009). Studies of IgG have shown that its elimination rate

in the knockout strain was increased 10-15 fold (Lobo 2004). A mouse FcRn knockout model that is

in the knockout strain was increased 10-15 fold (Lobo 2004). A mouse FcRn knockout model that is

transgenic for human FcRn is also available, which may facilitate translation of results between species

transgenic for human FcRn is also available, which may facilitate translation of results between species

(Andersen 2009).

(Andersen 2009).
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Figure 16. Summary of strategies to extend protein half-life and how they may be related to an increased

Figure 16. Summary of strategies to extend protein half-life and how they may be related to an increased

hydrodynamic radius or FcRn-mediated mechanisms. Redrawn from (Kontermann 2009). Strategies that rely on

hydrodynamic radius or FcRn-mediated mechanisms. Redrawn from (Kontermann 2009). Strategies that rely on

non-covalent association with albumin are the focus of this section.

non-covalent association with albumin are the focus of this section.

For the reasons mentioned before, protein therapeutics often suffer from short serum half-life. Therefore,

For the reasons mentioned before, protein therapeutics often suffer from short serum half-life. Therefore,

several strategies to extend the half-lives of proteins, especially the ones with sizes below the renal

several strategies to extend the half-lives of proteins, especially the ones with sizes below the renal

filtration cutoff, have been developed (Figure 16). These efforts aim at increasing the total drug exposure,

filtration cutoff, have been developed (Figure 16). These efforts aim at increasing the total drug exposure,

reduce dosing frequency and may, sometimes, also limit requirements for hospitalization (Kontermann

reduce dosing frequency and may, sometimes, also limit requirements for hospitalization (Kontermann

2009, 2011b). Glycosylation or conjugation to polyethylene glycol (PEG) has been performed to increase

2009, 2011b). Glycosylation or conjugation to polyethylene glycol (PEG) has been performed to increase

the hydrodynamic radius of proteins and thereby prevent or decrease renal elimination (Kontermann

the hydrodynamic radius of proteins and thereby prevent or decrease renal elimination (Kontermann

2011b). Although site-specific conjugation strategies exist in approved drugs, high cost, intrinsic

2011b). Although site-specific conjugation strategies exist in approved drugs, high cost, intrinsic

heterogeneity of PEG itself and potential problems with accumulation of metabolites in the kidneys

heterogeneity of PEG itself and potential problems with accumulation of metabolites in the kidneys

present disadvantages with this strategy (Constantinou 2010; Gaberc-Porekar 2008). Similar approaches

present disadvantages with this strategy (Constantinou 2010; Gaberc-Porekar 2008). Similar approaches

based on fusion to extended and unstructured polypeptides have also been employed (Kontermann 2009;

based on fusion to extended and unstructured polypeptides have also been employed (Kontermann 2009;

Schellenberger 2009; Schlapschy 2007). Fusions to long-lived serum proteins, to the Fc-region of

Schellenberger 2009; Schlapschy 2007). Fusions to long-lived serum proteins, to the Fc-region of

antibodies or albumin in particular, represent another means to achieve longer circulation times. Several

antibodies or albumin in particular, represent another means to achieve longer circulation times. Several

albumin-fusion proteins have been described (for example (Flisiak 2010; Metzner 2009)) including

albumin-fusion proteins have been described (for example (Flisiak 2010; Metzner 2009)) including

conjugation of ErbB2-binding Affibody molecules to HSA (Hoppmann 2011), and such products have

conjugation of ErbB2-binding Affibody molecules to HSA (Hoppmann 2011), and such products have

been approved as well (for example interferon-α linked to human serum albumin, Albuferon®).

been approved as well (for example interferon-α linked to human serum albumin, Albuferon®).
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Antibodies already contain an Fc-region to mediate FcRn-binding, but this interaction may be engineered

Antibodies already contain an Fc-region to mediate FcRn-binding, but this interaction may be engineered

to modulate their pharmacokinetics (Datta-Mannan 2007; Strohl 2009). Fc-fusion proteins can also make

to modulate their pharmacokinetics (Datta-Mannan 2007; Strohl 2009). Fc-fusion proteins can also make

use of this mechanism, but it has been observed that some Fc-fused proteins have a weaker FcRn-binding,

use of this mechanism, but it has been observed that some Fc-fused proteins have a weaker FcRn-binding,

seemingly dependent on the fused domain, and thereby a shortened half-life (Suzuki 2010). Furthermore,

seemingly dependent on the fused domain, and thereby a shortened half-life (Suzuki 2010). Furthermore,

pulmonary delivery of Fc-fusion proteins, relying on FcRn-mediated transport to the systemic circulation,

pulmonary delivery of Fc-fusion proteins, relying on FcRn-mediated transport to the systemic circulation,

has successfully made Fc-fusion proteins bioavailable, but it will need further improvement to find

has successfully made Fc-fusion proteins bioavailable, but it will need further improvement to find

broader application (Bitonti 2004).

broader application (Bitonti 2004).

Non-covalent association to long-lived serum proteins has been explored, especially methods relying on

Non-covalent association to long-lived serum proteins has been explored, especially methods relying on

albumin binding (Frejd 2012). Owing to its high concentration in serum (35-50 mg/ml or ~600 µM;

albumin binding (Frejd 2012). Owing to its high concentration in serum (35-50 mg/ml or ~600 µM;

(Kontermann 2009)) and long half-life, even weak interactions with albumin can play an important role

(Kontermann 2009)) and long half-life, even weak interactions with albumin can play an important role

(Nguyen 2006). Initial verification of this half-life extension strategy was performed using an albumin-

(Nguyen 2006). Initial verification of this half-life extension strategy was performed using an albumin-

binding region of SPG as fusion partner to soluble CD4 (Nygren 1991) or complement factor receptor

binding region of SPG as fusion partner to soluble CD4 (Nygren 1991) or complement factor receptor

type 1 (Makrides 1996). ABD-fusion has more recently been applied to recombinant antibodies (here a

type 1 (Makrides 1996). ABD-fusion has more recently been applied to recombinant antibodies (here a

scDb) (Stork 2007), a bispecific diabody (Stork 2009) and Affibody molecules (Andersen 2011; Lee

scDb) (Stork 2007), a bispecific diabody (Stork 2009) and Affibody molecules (Andersen 2011; Lee

2008; Tolmachev 2007; Tolmachev 2009). Other albumin-binding moieties have been successfully

2008; Tolmachev 2007; Tolmachev 2009). Other albumin-binding moieties have been successfully

utilized as well, for instance albumin-binding linear peptides (Dennis 2007; Dennis 2002; Nguyen 2006),

utilized as well, for instance albumin-binding linear peptides (Dennis 2007; Dennis 2002; Nguyen 2006),

a cyclic peptide (Angelini 2012), several antibody fragments or domains (Holt 2008; Schlapschy 2007), a

a cyclic peptide (Angelini 2012), several antibody fragments or domains (Holt 2008; Schlapschy 2007), a

V-NAR domain (Müller 2012) or nanobodies (Coppieters 2006; Tijink 2008).

V-NAR domain (Müller 2012) or nanobodies (Coppieters 2006; Tijink 2008).

The studies mentioned above revealed that great improvements in pharmacokinetics can be achieved with

The studies mentioned above revealed that great improvements in pharmacokinetics can be achieved with

half-lives approaching that of albumin itself and that this may also translate into improved accumulation

half-lives approaching that of albumin itself and that this may also translate into improved accumulation

in tumors for fused tumor-targeted affinity proteins (Kontermann 2011b; Stork 2007). Interestingly, direct

in tumors for fused tumor-targeted affinity proteins (Kontermann 2011b; Stork 2007). Interestingly, direct

comparisons to PEGylation (Stork 2009) and albumin-fusion (Walker 2010) have shown advantages of

comparisons to PEGylation (Stork 2009) and albumin-fusion (Walker 2010) have shown advantages of

non-covalent association to albumin through ABD and the subsequent FcRn-mediated rescue.

non-covalent association to albumin through ABD and the subsequent FcRn-mediated rescue.

Surprisingly, a comparative study (Hopp 2010) using fusion constructs with a high affinity ABD (Jonsson

Surprisingly, a comparative study (Hopp 2010) using fusion constructs with a high affinity ABD (Jonsson

2008), a low affinity ABD (Linhult 2002) or a dual fusion of wild-type ABD, indicated that the half-life

2008), a low affinity ABD (Linhult 2002) or a dual fusion of wild-type ABD, indicated that the half-life

extending property of ABD was only weakly influenced by affinity for albumin or by the use of bivalent

extending property of ABD was only weakly influenced by affinity for albumin or by the use of bivalent

constructs. This result was unexpected considering the direct relationship between albumin-binding

constructs. This result was unexpected considering the direct relationship between albumin-binding

affinity and half-life previously observed for peptides (Nguyen 2006). One plausible interpretation is that

affinity and half-life previously observed for peptides (Nguyen 2006). One plausible interpretation is that

a weak binding to albumin is essential to achieve half-life extension and that this property is related to

a weak binding to albumin is essential to achieve half-life extension and that this property is related to

albumin-binding affinity up to a certain limit, above which further improvements in affinity only have a

albumin-binding affinity up to a certain limit, above which further improvements in affinity only have a

marginal effect. It has also been argued that a higher affinity, which translates into a lower free fraction

marginal effect. It has also been argued that a higher affinity, which translates into a lower free fraction
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that is not associated to albumin, will decrease the kidney uptake, especially of smaller fusion proteins

that is not associated to albumin, will decrease the kidney uptake, especially of smaller fusion proteins

(Frejd 2012). The idea that stronger affinity reduces kidney uptake has been verified using Affibody

(Frejd 2012). The idea that stronger affinity reduces kidney uptake has been verified using Affibody

molecules fused to ABD035 ((Frejd 2012), Affibody AB, unpublished data). The existence of an affinity

molecules fused to ABD035 ((Frejd 2012), Affibody AB, unpublished data). The existence of an affinity

limit for half-life extension was demonstrated by using the very weak (with a KD of approximately 0.5

limit for half-life extension was demonstrated by using the very weak (with a KD of approximately 0.5

mM) S18Y20K22/A ABD variant (Linhult 2002) in fusion to an Affibody molecule ((Frejd 2012),

mM) S18Y20K22/A ABD variant (Linhult 2002) in fusion to an Affibody molecule ((Frejd 2012),

Affibody AB, unpublished data).

Affibody AB, unpublished data).

However, circulation times as long as for IgG molecules are generally not achieved for ABD-fusion

However, circulation times as long as for IgG molecules are generally not achieved for ABD-fusion

proteins. This difference may arise from the higher affinity of IgG for FcRn at pH 6 compared to HSA or

proteins. This difference may arise from the higher affinity of IgG for FcRn at pH 6 compared to HSA or

from differences in the serum concentration of these proteins (Andersen 2011). Consequently, the

from differences in the serum concentration of these proteins (Andersen 2011). Consequently, the

interaction between albumin and FcRn, rather than the binding affinity of the fusion protein for albumin,

interaction between albumin and FcRn, rather than the binding affinity of the fusion protein for albumin,

limits the recycling efficiency and, thus, the half-life (Hopp 2010). As an example, antibodies engineered

limits the recycling efficiency and, thus, the half-life (Hopp 2010). As an example, antibodies engineered

for improved binding to FcRn at acidic pH have achieved prolonged half-lives (Zalevsky 2010).

for improved binding to FcRn at acidic pH have achieved prolonged half-lives (Zalevsky 2010).

Therefore, several strategies to investigate immunoglobulin-binding domains in a manner analogous to

Therefore, several strategies to investigate immunoglobulin-binding domains in a manner analogous to

work on ABD have been undertaken. An early report on such approach included fusions to either a single

work on ABD have been undertaken. An early report on such approach included fusions to either a single

C2-domain or the BB-region from SPG (Figure 12) and resulted in a longer persistence for the albumin-

C2-domain or the BB-region from SPG (Figure 12) and resulted in a longer persistence for the albumin-

binding fusion (Nygren 1991), which may have been due to the bivalency of the BB-domain (figure 12).

binding fusion (Nygren 1991), which may have been due to the bivalency of the BB-domain (figure 12).

The B-domain of SPA has also been used to improve the bioavailability of a bispecific scDb

The B-domain of SPA has also been used to improve the bioavailability of a bispecific scDb

(Unverdorben 2012) and similar results were obtained in a different study using a dimer of the Z-domain

(Unverdorben 2012) and similar results were obtained in a different study using a dimer of the Z-domain

(Mazor 2007a). Furthermore, a comparative study of immunoglobulin-binding domains from SPA, SPG

(Mazor 2007a). Furthermore, a comparative study of immunoglobulin-binding domains from SPA, SPG

or F. magna protein L (all composed of 50-60 amino acids) fused to an scFv or scDb demonstrated

or F. magna protein L (all composed of 50-60 amino acids) fused to an scFv or scDb demonstrated

promising results, especially for the C3-domain of SPG. The observed differences are hypothesized to be

promising results, especially for the C3-domain of SPG. The observed differences are hypothesized to be

due to differences in pH-dependency of the Fc-binding domains (Hutt 2011). A comparative study of half-

due to differences in pH-dependency of the Fc-binding domains (Hutt 2011). A comparative study of half-

lives of albumin and IgG in wild type and ß2-microglobulin knockout mice, lacking a part of the FcRn,

lives of albumin and IgG in wild type and ß2-microglobulin knockout mice, lacking a part of the FcRn,

demonstrated that the half-life of albumin was reduced from 35 h to 25 h whereas that of IgG was reduced

demonstrated that the half-life of albumin was reduced from 35 h to 25 h whereas that of IgG was reduced

from 95 h to 19 h (Chaudhury 2003). Consequently, IgG is more dependent on FcRn-recycling than

from 95 h to 19 h (Chaudhury 2003). Consequently, IgG is more dependent on FcRn-recycling than

albumin. As mentioned before, the main binding site of SPA-domains on IgG is located at the CH2-CH3

albumin. As mentioned before, the main binding site of SPA-domains on IgG is located at the CH2-CH3

domain interface of the Fc-region, which is overlapping with the binding site for FcRn (Burmeister

domain interface of the Fc-region, which is overlapping with the binding site for FcRn (Burmeister

1994b; Deisenhofer 1981; Kim 2007) and inhibition of binding of rat FcRn to human IgG using the B-

1994b; Deisenhofer 1981; Kim 2007) and inhibition of binding of rat FcRn to human IgG using the B-

domain of SPA has been demonstrated (Raghavan 1994). Results obtained using fusions to the B-domain

domain of SPA has been demonstrated (Raghavan 1994). Results obtained using fusions to the B-domain

(Unverdorben 2012) were similar to what was observed in FcRn knockout mice (Chaudhury 2003).

(Unverdorben 2012) were similar to what was observed in FcRn knockout mice (Chaudhury 2003).

Therefore, strategies relying on non-covalent association to this site on Fc may have an inherent limitation

Therefore, strategies relying on non-covalent association to this site on Fc may have an inherent limitation

as a result of competition with FcRn-binding. An alternative approach relies on fusion of FcRn-binding

as a result of competition with FcRn-binding. An alternative approach relies on fusion of FcRn-binding
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peptides, with a pH-dependent binding profile, to proteins (Sockolosky 2012). This strategy, however,

peptides, with a pH-dependent binding profile, to proteins (Sockolosky 2012). This strategy, however,

does not address the renal elimination problem of smaller proteins. An important issue for all strategies

does not address the renal elimination problem of smaller proteins. An important issue for all strategies

described above is the potential influence on the activity of the fused therapeutic protein. Such effects

described above is the potential influence on the activity of the fused therapeutic protein. Such effects

need to be evaluated for each new combination and may be dependent on target, epitope etc (Tolmachev

need to be evaluated for each new combination and may be dependent on target, epitope etc (Tolmachev

2012). If half-life improvement comes at the expense of impaired function, higher doses may be required

2012). If half-life improvement comes at the expense of impaired function, higher doses may be required

(Dennis 2002).

(Dennis 2002).

Since ABD is derived from a bacterial protein, potential immunogenicity needs to be considered. Yet,

Since ABD is derived from a bacterial protein, potential immunogenicity needs to be considered. Yet,

protein G probably evolved to help limiting immune detection. Previous experiments using BB as a

protein G probably evolved to help limiting immune detection. Previous experiments using BB as a

carrier for vaccine candidates have shown that it may be immunogenic under such circumstances (Libon

carrier for vaccine candidates have shown that it may be immunogenic under such circumstances (Libon

1999; Sjolander 1997; Sjölander 1993). A T-cell epitope has been identified and localized to a sequence

1999; Sjolander 1997; Sjölander 1993). A T-cell epitope has been identified and localized to a sequence

within the ABD (Goetsch 2003) as well as a, non-overlapping, antigenic region in helix 1 and the loop to

within the ABD (Goetsch 2003) as well as a, non-overlapping, antigenic region in helix 1 and the loop to

helix 2 (based on studies of antibody epitopes in ABP, Johanna Steen et al. unpublished data). However,

helix 2 (based on studies of antibody epitopes in ABP, Johanna Steen et al. unpublished data). However,

these studies generally intended to provoke an immune response via addition of adjuvants and, in contrast,

these studies generally intended to provoke an immune response via addition of adjuvants and, in contrast,

an ABD gene fusion strategy has in fact been shown to reduce the immunogenicity of the partner moiety

an ABD gene fusion strategy has in fact been shown to reduce the immunogenicity of the partner moiety

and to be well tolerated in repeated administrations (Frejd 2012; Kontermann 2009). Even using entirely

and to be well tolerated in repeated administrations (Frejd 2012; Kontermann 2009). Even using entirely

human scaffolds does not guarantee that an immune response is not elicited, and randomization will

human scaffolds does not guarantee that an immune response is not elicited, and randomization will

generate novel characteristics, which may influence immunogenicity (Hosse 2006). Several examples of

generate novel characteristics, which may influence immunogenicity (Hosse 2006). Several examples of

immunogenicity of partly or fully human proteins have been reported (Bender 2007; Casadevall 2005;

immunogenicity of partly or fully human proteins have been reported (Bender 2007; Casadevall 2005;

Harding 2010; Hey 2005). Thus, immunogenicity is complex to predict and is affected by several factors,

Harding 2010; Hey 2005). Thus, immunogenicity is complex to predict and is affected by several factors,

which also include route of administration, and it does not simply depend on the amino acid sequence

which also include route of administration, and it does not simply depend on the amino acid sequence

alone (De Groot 2007; Mukovozov 2008). Even a single point mutation may render a protein

alone (De Groot 2007; Mukovozov 2008). Even a single point mutation may render a protein

immunogenic (Hosse 2006) and one may argue that there is a higher risk associated with using human

immunogenic (Hosse 2006) and one may argue that there is a higher risk associated with using human

proteins since they may evoke an autoimmune response (Binz 2005a). Protein therapeutics may be

proteins since they may evoke an autoimmune response (Binz 2005a). Protein therapeutics may be

scanned for T-cell epitopes, which can then be removed by mutagenesis (De Groot 2005; Jones 2005;

scanned for T-cell epitopes, which can then be removed by mutagenesis (De Groot 2005; Jones 2005;

Tangri 2002). Such strategies have been applied to generate a de-immunized variant of ABD035, and

Tangri 2002). Such strategies have been applied to generate a de-immunized variant of ABD035, and

proved successful based on a T-cell proliferation assay where this molecule gave very weak responses

proved successful based on a T-cell proliferation assay where this molecule gave very weak responses

similar to recombinant HSA ((Feldwisch 2012; Frejd 2012), Affibody AB unpublished data).

similar to recombinant HSA ((Feldwisch 2012; Frejd 2012), Affibody AB unpublished data).

Immunogenicity is, at least in theory, closely related to protein size since a larger protein has a higher

Immunogenicity is, at least in theory, closely related to protein size since a larger protein has a higher

probability of including potentially immunogenic regions. Therefore, a small protein such as ABD would

probability of including potentially immunogenic regions. Therefore, a small protein such as ABD would

have an inherent advantage in this aspect. To conclude, only clinical trials will provide a reliable picture

have an inherent advantage in this aspect. To conclude, only clinical trials will provide a reliable picture

of a protein’s immunogenic behavior in humans and this issue affects all proteins regardless of their

of a protein’s immunogenic behavior in humans and this issue affects all proteins regardless of their

origin.

origin.
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5. PRESENT INVESTIGATION

5. PRESENT INVESTIGATION

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

5.1 Aim

5.1 Aim

The aim of the projects in this thesis was to explore the potential of a small albumin-binding domain

The aim of the projects in this thesis was to explore the potential of a small albumin-binding domain

(ABD) consisting of 46 amino acids as a scaffold for engineering of bispecific affinity proteins. The

(ABD) consisting of 46 amino acids as a scaffold for engineering of bispecific affinity proteins. The

native binding site for albumin provides an interesting functionality, which can be exploited for affinity

native binding site for albumin provides an interesting functionality, which can be exploited for affinity

purification or in vivo half-life extension. By supplying this small protein with an additional binding site

purification or in vivo half-life extension. By supplying this small protein with an additional binding site

for a chosen target protein, bispecific domains with unique characteristics may be produced for use in

for a chosen target protein, bispecific domains with unique characteristics may be produced for use in

several applications. The work in the first two papers in the thesis mainly concerns the technical

several applications. The work in the first two papers in the thesis mainly concerns the technical

challenges associated with this protein engineering task. The last two papers represent the first steps

challenges associated with this protein engineering task. The last two papers represent the first steps

toward therapeutic applications where a small albumin-binding domain with an additional binding site for

toward therapeutic applications where a small albumin-binding domain with an additional binding site for

a suitable target, here two cancer-related members of the human epidermal growth factor receptor family,

a suitable target, here two cancer-related members of the human epidermal growth factor receptor family,

may provide a new strategy for therapeutic interventions.

may provide a new strategy for therapeutic interventions.

5.2 ABD as a scaffold for protein engineering, design of a library for
selection of bispecific domains and proof of principle

5.2 ABD as a scaffold for protein engineering, design of a library for
selection of bispecific domains and proof of principle

In some cases, evolution has converged on small protein domains with anti-parallel three-helix bundle

In some cases, evolution has converged on small protein domains with anti-parallel three-helix bundle

structural motifs to perform several molecular recognition tasks (Frick 1992). Interestingly, very similar

structural motifs to perform several molecular recognition tasks (Frick 1992). Interestingly, very similar

structures are found in the family of albumin-binding domains described in section 4 and among the

structures are found in the family of albumin-binding domains described in section 4 and among the

immunoglobulin-binding domains derived from staphylococcal protein A (SPA). Stable hydrophobic

immunoglobulin-binding domains derived from staphylococcal protein A (SPA). Stable hydrophobic

cores contribute to the generally high stability of these small domain structures, which may be one reason

cores contribute to the generally high stability of these small domain structures, which may be one reason

that they have been conserved during evolution (Johansson 2002a). Using for example G148-ABD3

that they have been conserved during evolution (Johansson 2002a). Using for example G148-ABD3

(PDB-entry 1GJT.pdb) as a template for so called structural alignment, i.e. querying the protein data bank

(PDB-entry 1GJT.pdb) as a template for so called structural alignment, i.e. querying the protein data bank

for similar three dimensional structural motifs, returns a long list of proteins that contain a structural unit

for similar three dimensional structural motifs, returns a long list of proteins that contain a structural unit

that is similar to this anti-parallel three helix bundle. This indicates that structure may sometimes be better

that is similar to this anti-parallel three helix bundle. This indicates that structure may sometimes be better

conserved than sequence and that many naturally occurring proteins have adopted this favorable fold. The

conserved than sequence and that many naturally occurring proteins have adopted this favorable fold. The

examples mentioned in the introductory sections of this thesis also demonstrate that both the Z-domain

examples mentioned in the introductory sections of this thesis also demonstrate that both the Z-domain

derived from SPA and several ABD molecules can tolerate a large number of substitutions and still

derived from SPA and several ABD molecules can tolerate a large number of substitutions and still

preserve their overall structures. What is even more interesting for the work in this thesis is that some

preserve their overall structures. What is even more interesting for the work in this thesis is that some

domains with a similar structure naturally possess two distinct binding sites on their relatively limited

domains with a similar structure naturally possess two distinct binding sites on their relatively limited
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surface areas, for example all five domains of SPA can bind to two distinct sites in either the Fc- or Fab-

surface areas, for example all five domains of SPA can bind to two distinct sites in either the Fc- or Fab-

region of many immunoglobulins (Jansson 1998). Similarly, the immunoglobulin-binding domains of

region of many immunoglobulins (Jansson 1998). Similarly, the immunoglobulin-binding domains of

streptococcal protein G (Figure 12), although based on a structurally diverse fold, have such bispecific

streptococcal protein G (Figure 12), although based on a structurally diverse fold, have such bispecific

properties. The engineered proteins that could switch between two functionally distinct folds (He 2012),

properties. The engineered proteins that could switch between two functionally distinct folds (He 2012),

mentioned in the introduction, represent an additional example of bispecific protein domains. In summary,

mentioned in the introduction, represent an additional example of bispecific protein domains. In summary,

small and stable protein domains are promising templates for protein engineering and, given that some of

small and stable protein domains are promising templates for protein engineering and, given that some of

them have a natural dual binding specificity, it would be attractive to investigate this characteristic for

them have a natural dual binding specificity, it would be attractive to investigate this characteristic for

relevant pairs of target molecules by protein engineering.

relevant pairs of target molecules by protein engineering.

When considering ABD as a potential scaffold for protein engineering, it is interesting to look into other

When considering ABD as a potential scaffold for protein engineering, it is interesting to look into other

scaffolds based on a α-helical structure. Apart from the Affibody molecules, a similar scaffold that utilizes

scaffolds based on a α-helical structure. Apart from the Affibody molecules, a similar scaffold that utilizes

randomization of surface exposed residues on helices is represented by the, so far unpublished,

randomization of surface exposed residues on helices is represented by the, so far unpublished,

Alphabodies (www.complix.be). Recently, binders based on a three-helical Measles virus phosphoprotein

Alphabodies (www.complix.be). Recently, binders based on a three-helical Measles virus phosphoprotein

P were published (Cyranka-Czaja 2012) and, excitingly, monospecific binding-proteins based on the same

P were published (Cyranka-Czaja 2012) and, excitingly, monospecific binding-proteins based on the same

(but not stabilized) albumin-binding domain as described in this thesis (Ahmad 2012). These examples

(but not stabilized) albumin-binding domain as described in this thesis (Ahmad 2012). These examples

illustrate a common anticipation around the potential of these, small, three-helical alternative protein

illustrate a common anticipation around the potential of these, small, three-helical alternative protein

scaffolds, all of which seem to be inspired by the success of the Z-domain as a scaffold for the Affibody

scaffolds, all of which seem to be inspired by the success of the Z-domain as a scaffold for the Affibody

molecules. Figure 17 illustrates some available scaffolds with structures similar to ABD that have been

molecules. Figure 17 illustrates some available scaffolds with structures similar to ABD that have been

published. As mentioned in the introduction, randomization of residues on a conformationally restricted

published. As mentioned in the introduction, randomization of residues on a conformationally restricted

surface rather than in loops has been used to obtain binding proteins, and such diversification of rigid

surface rather than in loops has been used to obtain binding proteins, and such diversification of rigid

structural elements has also been suggested to potentially reduce off-target interactions (Fleishman 2011).

structural elements has also been suggested to potentially reduce off-target interactions (Fleishman 2011).

Moreover, indications that α -helical structures may potentially generate well-behaving proteins to a

Moreover, indications that α -helical structures may potentially generate well-behaving proteins to a

greater extent compared to other secondary structures, when random or semi-random libraries built from

greater extent compared to other secondary structures, when random or semi-random libraries built from

variable units of secondary structure have been screened for soluble proteins (Graziano 2008; Matsuura

variable units of secondary structure have been screened for soluble proteins (Graziano 2008; Matsuura

2002), is another interesting feature.

2002), is another interesting feature.
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Figure 17. Comparison of small protein scaffolds with similar three-dimensional structures. A. A 58 amino acid

Figure 17. Comparison of small protein scaffolds with similar three-dimensional structures. A. A 58 amino acid

Affibody molecule (generated from a structure of the Z-domain, 1Q2N.pdb (Zheng 2004)). B. The 46 amino acid

Affibody molecule (generated from a structure of the Z-domain, 1Q2N.pdb (Zheng 2004)). B. The 46 amino acid

albumin-binding domain used as a scaffold both for the generation of monospecific binding proteins (Ahmad 2012)

albumin-binding domain used as a scaffold both for the generation of monospecific binding proteins (Ahmad 2012)

and, in its stabilized form, for bispecific affinity proteins as described in this thesis (generated from 1GJT.pdb

and, in its stabilized form, for bispecific affinity proteins as described in this thesis (generated from 1GJT.pdb

(Johansson 2002a)). C. A 49 amino acid fragment from a measles protein, which was recently reported for use as a

(Johansson 2002a)). C. A 49 amino acid fragment from a measles protein, which was recently reported for use as a

scaffold protein (Cyranka-Czaja 2012). Here represented by one of several libraries constructed in this study (generated

scaffold protein (Cyranka-Czaja 2012). Here represented by one of several libraries constructed in this study (generated

from 2K9D.pdb (Bernard 2009)).

from 2K9D.pdb (Bernard 2009)).

Inspired by the naturally occurring three-helix bundle proteins, and particularly the natural bispecificity

Inspired by the naturally occurring three-helix bundle proteins, and particularly the natural bispecificity

exhibited by the domains of SPA and the potential of a small domain with an inherent binding to albumin

exhibited by the domains of SPA and the potential of a small domain with an inherent binding to albumin

(see section 4.2), a library based on ABD was created (Paper I, Figures 18 and 19). A variant of G148-

(see section 4.2), a library based on ABD was created (Paper I, Figures 18 and 19). A variant of G148-

ABD3 called ABDstable, which was previously stabilized towards alkaline exposure (Gulich 2000) and

ABD3 called ABDstable, which was previously stabilized towards alkaline exposure (Gulich 2000) and

thereby also gained an improved thermostability, was used as a template for this library construction. This

thereby also gained an improved thermostability, was used as a template for this library construction. This

molecule and variants derived from this library are referred to as ABD in the text in the remaining

molecule and variants derived from this library are referred to as ABD in the text in the remaining

sections of this thesis, but it should be emphasized that this scaffold template contains a few substitutions

sections of this thesis, but it should be emphasized that this scaffold template contains a few substitutions

as compared to G148-ABD3 (see Figure 20 for details). This figure also compares different library

as compared to G148-ABD3 (see Figure 20 for details). This figure also compares different library

designs based on ABD and includes some variants mentioned in the text.

designs based on ABD and includes some variants mentioned in the text.
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Figure 18. Strategy for engineering bispecificity into the albumin-binding domain. A. Residues mainly located in

Figure 18. Strategy for engineering bispecificity into the albumin-binding domain. A. Residues mainly located in

the second helix are responsible for albumin binding (blue, based on (Linhult 2002)). B. Eleven residues distributed

the second helix are responsible for albumin binding (blue, based on (Linhult 2002)). B. Eleven residues distributed

mainly on the surfaces of helix 1 and helix 3 were randomized in the library (green) to generate a novel binding site. C.

mainly on the surfaces of helix 1 and helix 3 were randomized in the library (green) to generate a novel binding site. C.

A top view illustrates how two spatially separated binding sites may be incorporated into the small ABD. The pictures

A top view illustrates how two spatially separated binding sites may be incorporated into the small ABD. The pictures

were generated using PDB-entry 1GJT.pdb (Johansson 2002a).

were generated using PDB-entry 1GJT.pdb (Johansson 2002a).
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Figure 19. Library design. Eleven residues in helix 1 and helix 3, with positions indicated by numbers, where

Figure 19. Library design. Eleven residues in helix 1 and helix 3, with positions indicated by numbers, where

randomized (NNK) in the library. Based on the crystal complex of the related ALB8-GA module and HSA (figure 15),

randomized (NNK) in the library. Based on the crystal complex of the related ALB8-GA module and HSA (figure 15),

the flat albumin-binding area involves approximately one fourth of the total surface area of the domain (Lejon 2004).

the flat albumin-binding area involves approximately one fourth of the total surface area of the domain (Lejon 2004).

Consequently, a large area that does not take part in albumin binding is potentially available for protein engineering

Consequently, a large area that does not take part in albumin binding is potentially available for protein engineering

(which is also indicated in figure 18).

(which is also indicated in figure 18).
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Figure 20. Sequence alignment of ABD-libraries and chosen ABD-variants. This alignment illustrates how the

Figure 20. Sequence alignment of ABD-libraries and chosen ABD-variants. This alignment illustrates how the

design of the ABD-library described in paper I (sequence 7 in the alignment) relates to a monospecific ABD-library

design of the ABD-library described in paper I (sequence 7 in the alignment) relates to a monospecific ABD-library

(6, (Ahmad 2012)), the wild type G148-ABD3 (1), the affinity-matured ABD035 (3; (Jonsson 2008)), the ABD-library

(6, (Ahmad 2012)), the wild type G148-ABD3 (1), the affinity-matured ABD035 (3; (Jonsson 2008)), the ABD-library

used for generation of ABD035 (5, (Jonsson 2008)), a low affinity (Y21A) variant (2; (Linhult 2002)), and the

used for generation of ABD035 (5, (Jonsson 2008)), a low affinity (Y21A) variant (2; (Linhult 2002)), and the

stabilized ABD molecule used as a scaffold for the bispecific library construction (4; (Gulich 2000)). A consensus

stabilized ABD molecule used as a scaffold for the bispecific library construction (4; (Gulich 2000)). A consensus

sequence is shown at the top and differences between the sequences are highlighted. Randomized sequences in the

sequence is shown at the top and differences between the sequences are highlighted. Randomized sequences in the

combinatorial libraries are marked by X, regardless of which degenerate codons that were used in the library designs.

combinatorial libraries are marked by X, regardless of which degenerate codons that were used in the library designs.

Note that all sequences presented here are 46 amino acids and do not contain any gaps, which makes the numbering

Note that all sequences presented here are 46 amino acids and do not contain any gaps, which makes the numbering

somewhat different as compared to in figure 14. Based on this sequence alignment, 27/46 amino acids (nearly 60 %) in

somewhat different as compared to in figure 14. Based on this sequence alignment, 27/46 amino acids (nearly 60 %) in

ABD have been substituted (excluding the Y21A substitution in sequence 2 that is detrimental for albumin-binding, but

ABD have been substituted (excluding the Y21A substitution in sequence 2 that is detrimental for albumin-binding, but

not for structure), which illustrates how tolerant this domain can be for substitutions. The picture was generated in

not for structure), which illustrates how tolerant this domain can be for substitutions. The picture was generated in

Geneious Pro version 5.5.7.

Geneious Pro version 5.5.7.

As a basis for the work included in paper I, the ABD-library was constructed from degenerate

As a basis for the work included in paper I, the ABD-library was constructed from degenerate

oligonucleotides where 11 surface-exposed residues on helices 1 and 3 were randomized (Figure 19)

oligonucleotides where 11 surface-exposed residues on helices 1 and 3 were randomized (Figure 19)

using NNK codons and cloned into a phagemid vector. These eleven residues were chosen for several

using NNK codons and cloned into a phagemid vector. These eleven residues were chosen for several

reasons, i) they are all surface-exposed and point in an opposite direction as compared to the albumin-

reasons, i) they are all surface-exposed and point in an opposite direction as compared to the albumin-

binding site in the structural complex of HSA and the homologous ALB8-GA (Lejon 2004), ii) they are

binding site in the structural complex of HSA and the homologous ALB8-GA (Lejon 2004), ii) they are

not considered to be directly involved in albumin-binding (see section 4) and some of them have been

not considered to be directly involved in albumin-binding (see section 4) and some of them have been

substituted without any observable negative effects on overall secondary structure or albumin-binding

substituted without any observable negative effects on overall secondary structure or albumin-binding

ability in various alanine-substituted variants (Linhult 2002) and iii) none of them are highly conserved

ability in various alanine-substituted variants (Linhult 2002) and iii) none of them are highly conserved

among homologous domains (Figure 14). Eleven residues randomized with a broad degenerate codon

among homologous domains (Figure 14). Eleven residues randomized with a broad degenerate codon

variants on the amino acid level) that generally

such as NNK generates a very large library (~2·1014 variants on the amino acid level) that generally

cannot be fully covered experimentally. This is a common feature of many naïve libraries. In this case a

cannot be fully covered experimentally. This is a common feature of many naïve libraries. In this case a

larger area composed of several residues was included instead of a more restricted surface that would

larger area composed of several residues was included instead of a more restricted surface that would

more easily be covered. In the alignment of homologs (sequences 1-16 in figure 14), all of the 11

more easily be covered. In the alignment of homologs (sequences 1-16 in figure 14), all of the 11

randomized positions are represented by at least four different residues (and many by 7-8 different amino

randomized positions are represented by at least four different residues (and many by 7-8 different amino

acids). The only residue that seems somewhat more conserved is E11, where 13/16 homologs have this

acids). The only residue that seems somewhat more conserved is E11, where 13/16 homologs have this

glutamate. Regarding the randomization in helix 3, essentially overlapping patterns of randomization have

glutamate. Regarding the randomization in helix 3, essentially overlapping patterns of randomization have

such as NNK generates a very large library (~2·10

14
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been used in the mono- (Ahmad 2012) and bispecific (paper I) library designs (Figure 20), respectively.

been used in the mono- (Ahmad 2012) and bispecific (paper I) library designs (Figure 20), respectively.

This overlap agrees with structural data for how the residues point in the crystal complex (Lejon 2004),

This overlap agrees with structural data for how the residues point in the crystal complex (Lejon 2004),

i.e. residues pointing toward HSA were randomized in the monospecific library and residues pointing

i.e. residues pointing toward HSA were randomized in the monospecific library and residues pointing

away from HSA were diversified in the bispecific library (Figure 15). In addition, a comparison with the

away from HSA were diversified in the bispecific library (Figure 15). In addition, a comparison with the

NMR-evaluation of the phage selected variant with a broad albumin-binding specificity (PSD-1, (Rozak

NMR-evaluation of the phage selected variant with a broad albumin-binding specificity (PSD-1, (Rozak

2006)) shows that none of the residues that were annotated as albumin-binding in that experiment

2006)) shows that none of the residues that were annotated as albumin-binding in that experiment

overlaps with residues randomized in the bispecific library (He 2007). Several NMR-experiments (see

overlaps with residues randomized in the bispecific library (He 2007). Several NMR-experiments (see

section 4), and especially the two available crystal complexes (Lejon 2008; Lejon 2004), indicate that

section 4), and especially the two available crystal complexes (Lejon 2008; Lejon 2004), indicate that

parts of the third helix are involved in albumin-binding, yet the opposite side of the same helix may still

parts of the third helix are involved in albumin-binding, yet the opposite side of the same helix may still

be subjected to substitutions without affecting this binding site (Linhult 2002). This observation is further

be subjected to substitutions without affecting this binding site (Linhult 2002). This observation is further

verified by data obtained from bispecific ABD molecules presented in the papers included in this thesis.

verified by data obtained from bispecific ABD molecules presented in the papers included in this thesis.

The ABD-library was transformed into E. coli and, after infection with helper phages, functional display

The ABD-library was transformed into E. coli and, after infection with helper phages, functional display

was demonstrated through selections using HSA as a target. Sequencing of 150 random clones from the

was demonstrated through selections using HSA as a target. Sequencing of 150 random clones from the

non-selected library demonstrated that the design objectives were achieved and a Western blot on phage

non-selected library demonstrated that the design objectives were achieved and a Western blot on phage

stocks using biotinylated HSA demonstrated that HSA-binding clones could be both displayed and

stocks using biotinylated HSA demonstrated that HSA-binding clones could be both displayed and

enriched by phage display. After these initial validations, the Z-domain was chosen as a target to

enriched by phage display. After these initial validations, the Z-domain was chosen as a target to

challenge the library for selection of binders to an antigen. Many commercially available matrices for

challenge the library for selection of binders to an antigen. Many commercially available matrices for

affinity purification of antibodies or Fc-fusion proteins contain affinity ligands based on multimeric

affinity purification of antibodies or Fc-fusion proteins contain affinity ligands based on multimeric

derivatives of the Z-domain (Hober 2007). Hence, binders selected against this target are expected to bind

derivatives of the Z-domain (Hober 2007). Hence, binders selected against this target are expected to bind

to these affinity matrices, which could be used for protein purification. Furthermore, ABD itself has been

to these affinity matrices, which could be used for protein purification. Furthermore, ABD itself has been

used as a purification tag before based on its albumin-binding property (Boström 2012; Nilsson 1987).

used as a purification tag before based on its albumin-binding property (Boström 2012; Nilsson 1987).

Four rounds of selection were performed using a dimeric form of the Z-domain as a target. The dimeric

Four rounds of selection were performed using a dimeric form of the Z-domain as a target. The dimeric

target was selected since it is more similar to the protein A-based affinity ligands used for affinity

target was selected since it is more similar to the protein A-based affinity ligands used for affinity

purification of antibodies and because it results in avidity in the selection. Sequencing of random clones

purification of antibodies and because it results in avidity in the selection. Sequencing of random clones

enriched during selection revealed a clear dominance of one ABD-sequence, called ABDz1 (Figure 21).

enriched during selection revealed a clear dominance of one ABD-sequence, called ABDz1 (Figure 21).

This clone constituted 100 % of the output from the fourth selection round and was also found in 84 % of

This clone constituted 100 % of the output from the fourth selection round and was also found in 84 % of

the characterized clones originating from the third round. ABDz1 and two additional candidates (not

the characterized clones originating from the third round. ABDz1 and two additional candidates (not

shown here) were sub-cloned as His6-tagged constructs in an expression vector and purified by

shown here) were sub-cloned as His6-tagged constructs in an expression vector and purified by

immobilized metal ion affinity chromatography (IMAC). All variants were shown to have CD-spectra

immobilized metal ion affinity chromatography (IMAC). All variants were shown to have CD-spectra

similar to the parental ABD and, excitingly, binding analysis using surface plasmon resonance (SPR)

similar to the parental ABD and, excitingly, binding analysis using surface plasmon resonance (SPR)

spectroscopy demonstrated that all three ABD-variants had retained HSA-binding. No positive selection

spectroscopy demonstrated that all three ABD-variants had retained HSA-binding. No positive selection
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to enrich HSA-binding variants was performed in the selection against Z, so these clones retained their

to enrich HSA-binding variants was performed in the selection against Z, so these clones retained their

native binding function in spite of the additional substitutions. However, only ABDz1 bound the Z-

native binding function in spite of the additional substitutions. However, only ABDz1 bound the Z-

domain used as target in the selection and with a relatively low affinity. ABDz1 expressed in E. coli could

domain used as target in the selection and with a relatively low affinity. ABDz1 expressed in E. coli could

successfully be purified from cell lysates on a protein A-based matrix as well as on HSA Sepharose,

successfully be purified from cell lysates on a protein A-based matrix as well as on HSA Sepharose,

which demonstrated that both the specificity engineered into this small domain and the inherent albumin

which demonstrated that both the specificity engineered into this small domain and the inherent albumin

binding could be used for affinity purification. To evaluate the general utility of these characteristics of

binding could be used for affinity purification. To evaluate the general utility of these characteristics of

ABDz1, it was utilized as an N-terminal fusion tag to three target proteins with different properties. The

ABDz1, it was utilized as an N-terminal fusion tag to three target proteins with different properties. The

three fusion proteins, as well as the ABDz1 tag alone, were individually loaded on a HSA Sepharose

three fusion proteins, as well as the ABDz1 tag alone, were individually loaded on a HSA Sepharose

column, which was then washed and eluted. Fractions constituting the eluted peak for each protein were

column, which was then washed and eluted. Fractions constituting the eluted peak for each protein were

pooled, adjusted to neutral pH and loaded on a protein A-based affinity column for an additional

pooled, adjusted to neutral pH and loaded on a protein A-based affinity column for an additional

purification step. Samples taken before purification, after the first affinity purification step and after the

purification step. Samples taken before purification, after the first affinity purification step and after the

full two-step procedure were analyzed by sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

full two-step procedure were analyzed by sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

(SDS-PAGE) (Figure 22). The results clearly demonstrate that ABDz1 can be used as a general

(SDS-PAGE) (Figure 22). The results clearly demonstrate that ABDz1 can be used as a general

purification tag to obtain very pure fusion proteins using this orthogonal affinity purification strategy. As

purification tag to obtain very pure fusion proteins using this orthogonal affinity purification strategy. As

compared to classical orthogonal protein purification, where typically two different physical

compared to classical orthogonal protein purification, where typically two different physical

characteristics of a target protein are used for purification, the ABDz1-tag mediates such characteristics in

characteristics of a target protein are used for purification, the ABDz1-tag mediates such characteristics in

a more general manner that does not require individual optimization for each target protein. Furthermore,

a more general manner that does not require individual optimization for each target protein. Furthermore,

a reversed order of the two purification steps was shown to give a comparable result (see paper I).

a reversed order of the two purification steps was shown to give a comparable result (see paper I).

Figure 21. Sequences of ABDz1 and ABDz1_C6S. ABDz1 was identified when the ABD-library was panned against

Figure 21. Sequences of ABDz1 and ABDz1_C6S. ABDz1 was identified when the ABD-library was panned against

the Z-domain. A C6S-substituted variant of ABDz1 was used to address the importance of the cysteine residue. The

the Z-domain. A C6S-substituted variant of ABDz1 was used to address the importance of the cysteine residue. The

library design is included at the top of the alignment for comparison. The picture was generated in Geneious Pro

library design is included at the top of the alignment for comparison. The picture was generated in Geneious Pro

version 5.5.7.

version 5.5.7.
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Figure 22. Orthogonal affinity purification using ABDz1 as a dual affinity tag. Lanes 1-4 on the SDS-PAGE gel

Figure 22. Orthogonal affinity purification using ABDz1 as a dual affinity tag. Lanes 1-4 on the SDS-PAGE gel

represent E. coli lysates containing three different target proteins and ABDz1 alone before purification. Samples in

represent E. coli lysates containing three different target proteins and ABDz1 alone before purification. Samples in

lanes 5-8 have been purified on HSA Sepharose and samples in lanes 9-12 have also undergone a second purification

lanes 5-8 have been purified on HSA Sepharose and samples in lanes 9-12 have also undergone a second purification

step on a protein A-based matrix.

step on a protein A-based matrix.

Since ABDz1 contained a cysteine in the first helix and the purified ABDz1-protein was shown to be

Since ABDz1 contained a cysteine in the first helix and the purified ABDz1-protein was shown to be

present mainly in the form of homodimers, a C6S-substituted variant (Figure 21) was cloned, expressed

present mainly in the form of homodimers, a C6S-substituted variant (Figure 21) was cloned, expressed

and purified by IMAC. Interestingly, this variant lost its ability to bind the Z-domain, as measured by

and purified by IMAC. Interestingly, this variant lost its ability to bind the Z-domain, as measured by

SPR. The indicated importance of the cysteine residue was further evaluated in an experiment where an

SPR. The indicated importance of the cysteine residue was further evaluated in an experiment where an

ABDz1-sample, pre-treated with the reducing agent dithiothreitol (DTT), was loaded on a protein A-based

ABDz1-sample, pre-treated with the reducing agent dithiothreitol (DTT), was loaded on a protein A-based

column. This sample lost its ability to bind to the matrix upon addition of reducing agent, which

column. This sample lost its ability to bind to the matrix upon addition of reducing agent, which

demonstrates that the ABDz1-containing proteins need to associate in the form of disulfide-bridged

demonstrates that the ABDz1-containing proteins need to associate in the form of disulfide-bridged

dimers in order to be effectively purified using this method.

dimers in order to be effectively purified using this method.

5.3 Engineering of high affinity bispecific binding proteins based on ABD

5.3 Engineering of high affinity bispecific binding proteins based on ABD

The encouraging results obtained using the bispecific properties of ABDz1 described in paper I led to the

The encouraging results obtained using the bispecific properties of ABDz1 described in paper I led to the

question whether such bispecific characteristics could be a common property of members of the ABD-

question whether such bispecific characteristics could be a common property of members of the ABD-

7

library, as intended in the library design. The relatively small size of the library (about 10 variants as

library, as intended in the library design. The relatively small size of the library (about 107 variants as

determined from plating after library transformation), and the moderate affinity of the single positive

determined from plating after library transformation), and the moderate affinity of the single positive

clone ADBz1 in the initial selection, also raised the question whether the current library was sufficient to

clone ADBz1 in the initial selection, also raised the question whether the current library was sufficient to

generate binders to different target proteins. Another concern was whether the two binding sites in the

generate binders to different target proteins. Another concern was whether the two binding sites in the
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same domain might interfere with or somehow limit each other. The requirement for dimerization of

same domain might interfere with or somehow limit each other. The requirement for dimerization of

ABDz1 could also indicate a limitation of the surface area that formed the new binding site since two

ABDz1 could also indicate a limitation of the surface area that formed the new binding site since two

molecules formed the Z-binding surface together. Therefore, selection of binders to TNF-α was

molecules formed the Z-binding surface together. Therefore, selection of binders to TNF-α was

undertaken (paper II). This protein is a validated target for several therapeutic proteins and is known to

undertaken (paper II). This protein is a validated target for several therapeutic proteins and is known to

play an important role in inflammatory processes in rheumatoid arthritis and several other disorders.

play an important role in inflammatory processes in rheumatoid arthritis and several other disorders.

However, in our study TNF-α should rather be considered as a model target protein used to look into how

However, in our study TNF-α should rather be considered as a model target protein used to look into how

higher affinities could be engineered into bispecific ABD molecules. The panning against the Z-domain

higher affinities could be engineered into bispecific ABD molecules. The panning against the Z-domain

implied that at least three rounds of selection were needed to obtain a phage pool enriched in binders

implied that at least three rounds of selection were needed to obtain a phage pool enriched in binders

(ABDz1 was present in less than 1 % of the clones after two rounds, paper I), therefore four rounds of

(ABDz1 was present in less than 1 % of the clones after two rounds, paper I), therefore four rounds of

selection against biotinylated TNF-α were performed. Sequencing of randomly picked clones identified

selection against biotinylated TNF-α were performed. Sequencing of randomly picked clones identified

19 unique variants, two of which had sequence similarities (Figure 23) and were also shown to bind both

19 unique variants, two of which had sequence similarities (Figure 23) and were also shown to bind both

HSA and TNF-α in binding analyses performed by SPR (Figure 23). Interestingly, the most common

HSA and TNF-α in binding analyses performed by SPR (Figure 23). Interestingly, the most common

variant, ABDTNF1, bound TNF-α with an acceptable affinity, but had instead lost much of its affinity for

variant, ABDTNF1, bound TNF-α with an acceptable affinity, but had instead lost much of its affinity for

HSA. In contrast, the second most common candidate, ABDTNF2, bound more weakly to TNF-α but

HSA. In contrast, the second most common candidate, ABDTNF2, bound more weakly to TNF-α but

retained much of its HSA-binding affinity. These results indicate a difficulty of incorporating two high-

retained much of its HSA-binding affinity. These results indicate a difficulty of incorporating two high-

affinity interactions in the same domain and motivated the design of a secondary library for affinity

affinity interactions in the same domain and motivated the design of a secondary library for affinity

maturation to further investigate if two high affinity interactions could be obtained using the same

maturation to further investigate if two high affinity interactions could be obtained using the same

molecule.

molecule.

To evaluate the feasibility of using cell-display on staphylococci (as schematically illustrated in Figure

To evaluate the feasibility of using cell-display on staphylococci (as schematically illustrated in Figure

24) for affinity maturation, ABDTNF1, ABDTNF2 and non-randomized ABD (ABDstable) were cloned into

24) for affinity maturation, ABDTNF1, ABDTNF2 and non-randomized ABD (ABDstable) were cloned into

a staphylococcal display vector designed for this purpose. Functional expression on the cell surface and

a staphylococcal display vector designed for this purpose. Functional expression on the cell surface and

binding to HSA as well as TNF-α could be demonstrated (not shown), which inspired the use of this

binding to HSA as well as TNF-α could be demonstrated (not shown), which inspired the use of this

platform for sorting of an affinity maturation library based on the sequences of the two first-generation

platform for sorting of an affinity maturation library based on the sequences of the two first-generation

binding molecules. This library was designed to cover sequences that were similar to ABDTNF1 and

binding molecules. This library was designed to cover sequences that were similar to ABDTNF1 and

7

ABDTNF2 but still be of a limited size (<10 ) to more conveniently allow full coverage during

ABDTNF2 but still be of a limited size (<107) to more conveniently allow full coverage during

transformation to S. carnosus and sorting by using FACS. Three of the originally randomized positions

transformation to S. carnosus and sorting by using FACS. Three of the originally randomized positions

were locked to the amino acid present in the two initial candidates identified by phage display. Following

were locked to the amino acid present in the two initial candidates identified by phage display. Following

sequence evaluation of the cloned and transformed library to verify that it fulfilled the design criteria,

sequence evaluation of the cloned and transformed library to verify that it fulfilled the design criteria,

FACS-sorting was performed in three rounds, with alternating cycles of amplification by cell growth, to

FACS-sorting was performed in three rounds, with alternating cycles of amplification by cell growth, to

enrich binders to TNF-α using the strategy illustrated in figure 24. Six parallel sorting strategies were

enrich binders to TNF-α using the strategy illustrated in figure 24. Six parallel sorting strategies were

utilized, two of which aimed at, in addition to selecting binders to labeled TNF-α, also select library

utilized, two of which aimed at, in addition to selecting binders to labeled TNF-α, also select library

members with ability to bind both TNF-α and HSA, labeled by different fluorophores, using multi-

members with ability to bind both TNF-α and HSA, labeled by different fluorophores, using multi-
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Figure 23. Characterization of ABD molecules targeting TNF-α selected by phage display. A. Two candidates,

Figure 23. Characterization of ABD molecules targeting TNF-α selected by phage display. A. Two candidates,

ABDTNF1 and ABDTNF2, were observed several times after selection and they contained some sequence similarities.

ABDTNF1 and ABDTNF2, were observed several times after selection and they contained some sequence similarities.

ANDTNF1 was observed 17 times and ABDTNF2 6 times among the sequenced clones after four rounds of phage display

ANDTNF1 was observed 17 times and ABDTNF2 6 times among the sequenced clones after four rounds of phage display

selection. Boxes indicate helical regions derived from the structure of G148-ABD3 and randomized positions in the

selection. Boxes indicate helical regions derived from the structure of G148-ABD3 and randomized positions in the

library are labeled with dots. B. Both selected variants and the scaffold molecule (not shown in this figure) had retained

library are labeled with dots. B. Both selected variants and the scaffold molecule (not shown in this figure) had retained

binding to HSA, but the strongest TNF-α-binder, ANDTNF1, bound more weakly to HSA than ANDTNF2. C. Both

binding to HSA, but the strongest TNF-α-binder, ANDTNF1, bound more weakly to HSA than ANDTNF2. C. Both

variants bound TNF-α, a property that was absent in the non-randomized scaffold protein (not shown in this figure).

variants bound TNF-α, a property that was absent in the non-randomized scaffold protein (not shown in this figure).

The affinity for TNF-α of ANDTNF1 was higher than for ANDTNF2. Normalized data from replicate measurements from

The affinity for TNF-α of ANDTNF1 was higher than for ANDTNF2. Normalized data from replicate measurements from

an equilibrium binding analysis performed by SPR are shown. ABDTNF1 or ABDTNF2 were injected over immobilized

an equilibrium binding analysis performed by SPR are shown. ABDTNF1 or ABDTNF2 were injected over immobilized

HSA (B). In (C), TNF-α was injected over immobilized ADBTNF1 or ABDTNF2.

HSA (B). In (C), TNF-α was injected over immobilized ADBTNF1 or ABDTNF2.
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Figure 24. Schematic illustration of the display of an ABD-library on S. carnosus for selection of binders to

Figure 24. Schematic illustration of the display of an ABD-library on S. carnosus for selection of binders to

TNF-α. The ABD-library was expressed as a fusion to a dimer of the IgG-binding Z-domain used for normalization of

TNF-α. The ABD-library was expressed as a fusion to a dimer of the IgG-binding Z-domain used for normalization of

binding signal against expression level. In one sorting strategy, binders to TNF-α were isolated. A parallel strategy

binding signal against expression level. In one sorting strategy, binders to TNF-α were isolated. A parallel strategy

aimed at selecting cells that bound both TNF-α and HSA, which were detected using two different fluorophores. Bound

aimed at selecting cells that bound both TNF-α and HSA, which were detected using two different fluorophores. Bound

biotinylated TNF-α was detected by labeled streptavidin (SA).

biotinylated TNF-α was detected by labeled streptavidin (SA).

Affinity maturation by staphylococcal display identified several highly similar clones, which indicated

Affinity maturation by staphylococcal display identified several highly similar clones, which indicated

that the selection was working as intended. Interestingly, selections targeting only TNF-α resulted in a set

that the selection was working as intended. Interestingly, selections targeting only TNF-α resulted in a set

of clones that was distinct from the set identified when selection also monitored and enriched for HSA-

of clones that was distinct from the set identified when selection also monitored and enriched for HSA-

binding. A few examples of commonly observed clones from these two selection strategies are shown in

binding. A few examples of commonly observed clones from these two selection strategies are shown in

figure 25. Analysis of the binding characteristics of purified candidates from both sorting strategies by

figure 25. Analysis of the binding characteristics of purified candidates from both sorting strategies by

SPR demonstrated that low nanomolar affinities for TNF-α were obtained from both strategies, and that

SPR demonstrated that low nanomolar affinities for TNF-α were obtained from both strategies, and that

clones selected for retained HSA-binding did bind albumin with markedly higher affinities as compared to

clones selected for retained HSA-binding did bind albumin with markedly higher affinities as compared to

clones isolated only on the basis of TNF-α-binding (see paper II). In conclusion, affinity maturation by

clones isolated only on the basis of TNF-α-binding (see paper II). In conclusion, affinity maturation by
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cell-display could successfully isolate variants with improved binding characteristics, even when two such

cell-display could successfully isolate variants with improved binding characteristics, even when two such

selection pressures were applied simultaneously. Improvements in the affinity for TNF-α as high as a 100-

selection pressures were applied simultaneously. Improvements in the affinity for TNF-α as high as a 100-

fold, as compared to the best first-generation binding molecule ABDTNF1, were achieved. This

fold, as compared to the best first-generation binding molecule ABDTNF1, were achieved. This

demonstrates that two high-affinity binding sites can be accommodated on a small albumin-binding

demonstrates that two high-affinity binding sites can be accommodated on a small albumin-binding

domain.
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Figure 25. Common ABD-variants identified after cell display selection against TNF-α or TNF-α and HSA.

Figure 25. Common ABD-variants identified after cell display selection against TNF-α or TNF-α and HSA.

Variants ABDT001, ABDT002 and ABDT004 were derived from sorting targeting only TNF-α. The remaining candidates

Variants ABDT001, ABDT002 and ABDT004 were derived from sorting targeting only TNF-α. The remaining candidates

(ABDHT014, ABDHT015 and ABDHT016) were obtained from cells enriched for their capability to bind to both TNF-α and

(ABDHT014, ABDHT015 and ABDHT016) were obtained from cells enriched for their capability to bind to both TNF-α and

HSA in the same sorting cycle. However, since each cell displays the affinity proteins in a multivalent fashion, this

HSA in the same sorting cycle. However, since each cell displays the affinity proteins in a multivalent fashion, this

sorting does not necessarily enrich for simultaneous binding to HSA and TNF-α. These six ABD-variants comprise a

sorting does not necessarily enrich for simultaneous binding to HSA and TNF-α. These six ABD-variants comprise a

representative selection from a larger panel of candidates (paper II).

representative selection from a larger panel of candidates (paper II).

A closer examination of the sequences of the TNF-α-binders raises the question of the structural

A closer examination of the sequences of the TNF-α-binders raises the question of the structural

preservation of the parental three-helical fold in the obtained proteins. All isolated clones contain a high

preservation of the parental three-helical fold in the obtained proteins. All isolated clones contain a high

number of glycine and/or proline, especially in the region encoding the first helix of the ABD-scaffold,

number of glycine and/or proline, especially in the region encoding the first helix of the ABD-scaffold,

which may interfere with proper formation of this α-helix. HSA-binding probably requires a fold similar

which may interfere with proper formation of this α-helix. HSA-binding probably requires a fold similar

to what has been determined for ABD using NMR, or observed in the crystal complexes of its homolog

to what has been determined for ABD using NMR, or observed in the crystal complexes of its homolog

ALB8-GA with HSA, to form the required intermolecular contacts. However, CD-spectroscopic

ALB8-GA with HSA, to form the required intermolecular contacts. However, CD-spectroscopic

characterization of several TNF-α-binding variants demonstrated that the spectra obtained (not shown)

characterization of several TNF-α-binding variants demonstrated that the spectra obtained (not shown)

deviated from the typical appearance seen for helical proteins such as the original ABD. A possible

deviated from the typical appearance seen for helical proteins such as the original ABD. A possible

interpretation of this lack of secondary structure is that these binding-molecules have an ability to adopt

interpretation of this lack of secondary structure is that these binding-molecules have an ability to adopt

two different folds to engage in binding with either HSA or TNF-α. This hypothesis, although not verified

two different folds to engage in binding with either HSA or TNF-α. This hypothesis, although not verified

by experiments, would also implicate that the selected molecules should not be able to simultaneously

by experiments, would also implicate that the selected molecules should not be able to simultaneously

bind TNF-α and albumin, which was also shown using several SPR-based assays (paper II).

bind TNF-α and albumin, which was also shown using several SPR-based assays (paper II).
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To extrapolate on the lack of simultaneous binding of the TNF-α-binding ABD molecules, a question of

To extrapolate on the lack of simultaneous binding of the TNF-α-binding ABD molecules, a question of

general importance is whether simultaneous binding is a desired property of a bispecific ABD molecule

general importance is whether simultaneous binding is a desired property of a bispecific ABD molecule

for a specific application. On one hand, simultaneous binding would increase the overall size of the

for a specific application. On one hand, simultaneous binding would increase the overall size of the

bispecific molecule since a bound albumin molecule would be part of the overall molecular complex. This

bispecific molecule since a bound albumin molecule would be part of the overall molecular complex. This

may be undesired for applications where a small size is of key importance, such as for efficient

may be undesired for applications where a small size is of key importance, such as for efficient

penetration into a solid tumor (as discussed further especially in paper III). On the other hand, for a more

penetration into a solid tumor (as discussed further especially in paper III). On the other hand, for a more

accessible target, for example a soluble protein present in the blood, simultaneous binding may be

accessible target, for example a soluble protein present in the blood, simultaneous binding may be

beneficial in order to decrease the free fraction of ABD molecule and thereby improve the half-life and

beneficial in order to decrease the free fraction of ABD molecule and thereby improve the half-life and

limit undesired kidney elimination. Furthermore, the high concentration of albumin in the blood may

limit undesired kidney elimination. Furthermore, the high concentration of albumin in the blood may

potentially consume an entire administered dose of ABD molecules if it does not have a simultaneous

potentially consume an entire administered dose of ABD molecules if it does not have a simultaneous

binding capability, i.e. excess albumin may stockpile the ABD molecules and thereby make them

binding capability, i.e. excess albumin may stockpile the ABD molecules and thereby make them

unavailable for desired target-binding through their second binding interface. However, all such

unavailable for desired target-binding through their second binding interface. However, all such

considerations will be highly target- and application dependent and this balance may potentially be

considerations will be highly target- and application dependent and this balance may potentially be

modulated by the relative and absolute affinities for albumin and the second target, respectively. A

modulated by the relative and absolute affinities for albumin and the second target, respectively. A

functional balance of affinities may perhaps be determined from studies of ABD-variants where one

functional balance of affinities may perhaps be determined from studies of ABD-variants where one

affinity is adjusted while the second is kept constant. Such modifications have, so far, not been evaluated

affinity is adjusted while the second is kept constant. Such modifications have, so far, not been evaluated

using bispecific ABD molecules. It is not yet known whether simultaneous binding to albumin would be

using bispecific ABD molecules. It is not yet known whether simultaneous binding to albumin would be

feasible, and it would also demand that a suitable epitope on the target molecule can be recruited that does

feasible, and it would also demand that a suitable epitope on the target molecule can be recruited that does

not interfere with the inherent geometry of albumin-binding. One could consider strategies to select

not interfere with the inherent geometry of albumin-binding. One could consider strategies to select

specifically for molecules with capability for simultaneous binding. This topic is briefly discussed in the

specifically for molecules with capability for simultaneous binding. This topic is briefly discussed in the

future outlook given in the final section.

future outlook given in the final section.

5.4 ABD-based targeting of cancer-related members of the human
epidermal growth factor receptor family

5.4 ABD-based targeting of cancer-related members of the human
epidermal growth factor receptor family

The ability to bind a target in the presence of albumin can be selected for by applying an excess of

The ability to bind a target in the presence of albumin can be selected for by applying an excess of

albumin during the encounter with the target to preferentially enrich variants with such characteristics.

albumin during the encounter with the target to preferentially enrich variants with such characteristics.

This strategy was applied in paper III, where binding molecules were selected both in the presence and

This strategy was applied in paper III, where binding molecules were selected both in the presence and

absence of an excess of HSA. However, due to the very high concentration of HSA in the blood,

absence of an excess of HSA. However, due to the very high concentration of HSA in the blood,

experiments cannot easily mimic physiological conditions. The aim of the work included in paper III was

experiments cannot easily mimic physiological conditions. The aim of the work included in paper III was

to select high affinity binders to the human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (ErbB2), which is a well-

to select high affinity binders to the human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (ErbB2), which is a well-

validated target for cancer therapy and thereby represents an interesting direction for further evaluation of

validated target for cancer therapy and thereby represents an interesting direction for further evaluation of

the concept of bispecific ABD molecules. ErbB2 is a transmembrane protein that is over-expressed in

the concept of bispecific ABD molecules. ErbB2 is a transmembrane protein that is over-expressed in
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several cancer types, but present only at low levels (or not at all) in normal adult tissues. To generate

several cancer types, but present only at low levels (or not at all) in normal adult tissues. To generate

ErbB2-binding ABD molecules, four rounds of phage display selection, using the same ABD-library as in

ErbB2-binding ABD molecules, four rounds of phage display selection, using the same ABD-library as in

papers I and II, were performed using biotinylated ErbB2 as a target. Excess HSA was not included in

papers I and II, were performed using biotinylated ErbB2 as a target. Excess HSA was not included in

these initial selections but used as a second selection pressure during affinity maturation (see below). In

these initial selections but used as a second selection pressure during affinity maturation (see below). In

line with the observations in paper I, the ErbB2-targeted selection returned one dominating candidate

line with the observations in paper I, the ErbB2-targeted selection returned one dominating candidate

when random clones were sequenced. Interestingly, a repeated selection performed at another occasion

when random clones were sequenced. Interestingly, a repeated selection performed at another occasion

from a separate aliquot of the same ABD-library gave this same candidate again. This could, however, be

from a separate aliquot of the same ABD-library gave this same candidate again. This could, however, be

a result of cross-contamination or simply be due to the relatively small library size. Sequencing of nearly

a result of cross-contamination or simply be due to the relatively small library size. Sequencing of nearly

1000 clones, after the second, third and fourth selection round, did not reveal any additional candidate

1000 clones, after the second, third and fourth selection round, did not reveal any additional candidate

with a distinguishable sequence similarity that would indicate an ErbB2-binding function. The commonly

with a distinguishable sequence similarity that would indicate an ErbB2-binding function. The commonly

isolated variant, called ABDErbB2-1, was seen at a frequency of 20 % after two rounds and represented

isolated variant, called ABDErbB2-1, was seen at a frequency of 20 % after two rounds and represented

more than 80 % of the clones after the third and fourth rounds of selection. It bound ErbB2 with an

more than 80 % of the clones after the third and fourth rounds of selection. It bound ErbB2 with an

affinity of 75 nM and demonstrated a somewhat improved affinity for HSA as compared to the parental

affinity of 75 nM and demonstrated a somewhat improved affinity for HSA as compared to the parental

ABD molecule. Improved HSA-binding has been observed several times in variants identified in paper

ABD molecule. Improved HSA-binding has been observed several times in variants identified in paper

III and IV. It is commonly the result of an increased association rate in the interaction with the negatively

III and IV. It is commonly the result of an increased association rate in the interaction with the negatively

charged albumin (at physiological pH), which can be interpreted as an effect caused by the appearance of

charged albumin (at physiological pH), which can be interpreted as an effect caused by the appearance of

positively charged residues in the selected molecules.

positively charged residues in the selected molecules.

In most applications, a higher affinity than 75 nM for ErbB2 would be desired, so affinity maturation was

In most applications, a higher affinity than 75 nM for ErbB2 would be desired, so affinity maturation was

performed. Since only one ErbB2-binding candidate was available, library design for affinity maturation

performed. Since only one ErbB2-binding candidate was available, library design for affinity maturation

based on sequence similarity between several clones, analogous to the approach taken in paper II, was

based on sequence similarity between several clones, analogous to the approach taken in paper II, was

not possible. Instead, eleven residues in ABDErbB2-1 localized at the randomized sites in the ABD-library

not possible. Instead, eleven residues in ABDErbB2-1 localized at the randomized sites in the ABD-library

were individually substituted to alanine. The rational behind this method is that variants where an

were individually substituted to alanine. The rational behind this method is that variants where an

important residue has been replaced can be identified in an ErbB2-binding assay, and such data collected

important residue has been replaced can be identified in an ErbB2-binding assay, and such data collected

for all substituted variants may provide information for a library design. These substituted ABD-variants

for all substituted variants may provide information for a library design. These substituted ABD-variants

were expressed in E. coli and purified by HSA affinity chromatography, a strategy that seemed to be

were expressed in E. coli and purified by HSA affinity chromatography, a strategy that seemed to be

generally usable for purification of bispecific ABD-variants based on results from purification of ABDz1

generally usable for purification of bispecific ABD-variants based on results from purification of ABDz1

and various TNF-α-binders described in papers I and II. The general applicability of this purification

and various TNF-α-binders described in papers I and II. The general applicability of this purification

strategy indicates that the randomized positions normally do not interfere with albumin binding to such an

strategy indicates that the randomized positions normally do not interfere with albumin binding to such an

extent that functional binding ability is lost.

extent that functional binding ability is lost.

All alanine-substituted variants derived from ABDErbB2-1 were subjected to a thorough binding analysis

All alanine-substituted variants derived from ABDErbB2-1 were subjected to a thorough binding analysis

using SPR (paper III). Substitution of four of the residues to alanine led to a complete loss of binding.

using SPR (paper III). Substitution of four of the residues to alanine led to a complete loss of binding.
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This demonstrated that these residues were crucial for binding of ABDErbB2-1 to ErbB2. Interestingly, these

This demonstrated that these residues were crucial for binding of ABDErbB2-1 to ErbB2. Interestingly, these

residues are positioned close together on the engineered binding surface of ABD and, since both

residues are positioned close together on the engineered binding surface of ABD and, since both

ABDErbB2-1 and its substituted derivatives were shown to give CD-spectra characteristic for molecules that

ABDErbB2-1 and its substituted derivatives were shown to give CD-spectra characteristic for molecules that

fold like ABD, these residues probably form a local hot spot for ErbB2-binding. Based on these binding

fold like ABD, these residues probably form a local hot spot for ErbB2-binding. Based on these binding

data, two affinity maturation libraries were designed (Figure 26A). In the first, more conservative library,

data, two affinity maturation libraries were designed (Figure 26A). In the first, more conservative library,

the four critical residues were retained and the remaining seven positions were diversified using NNK-

the four critical residues were retained and the remaining seven positions were diversified using NNK-

codons. In a second, semi-conservative approach, a mixture of degenerate oligonucleotides was applied in

codons. In a second, semi-conservative approach, a mixture of degenerate oligonucleotides was applied in

the library construction to preserve various combinations of important residues to be present at an average

the library construction to preserve various combinations of important residues to be present at an average

of 50 % in the sequences represented in the library (see paper III for more details). Selections from these

of 50 % in the sequences represented in the library (see paper III for more details). Selections from these

libraries were performed in four rounds using phage display. In half of the selection tracks an excess of

libraries were performed in four rounds using phage display. In half of the selection tracks an excess of

unlabeled HSA was present and in the remaining tracks selection was only aimed at improved ErbB2-

unlabeled HSA was present and in the remaining tracks selection was only aimed at improved ErbB2-

binding. Notably, sequencing of a large number of clones (469) derived from these two selection

binding. Notably, sequencing of a large number of clones (469) derived from these two selection

strategies, and from the two libraries, revealed that the overall sequence output between the libraries and

strategies, and from the two libraries, revealed that the overall sequence output between the libraries and

the selection strategies was very similar (Figure 26B and C). Many unique ABD-variants with a high

the selection strategies was very similar (Figure 26B and C). Many unique ABD-variants with a high

degree of similarity among them were identified, which indicates that the new library designs included

degree of similarity among them were identified, which indicates that the new library designs included

more ErbB2-binding sequences than the original, non-targeted, ABD-library. Moreover, the four residues

more ErbB2-binding sequences than the original, non-targeted, ABD-library. Moreover, the four residues

identified as important for ErbB2-binding were present in all sequenced clones from both libraries and all

identified as important for ErbB2-binding were present in all sequenced clones from both libraries and all

selection strategies, even though they were allowed to vary in one of the library designs.

selection strategies, even though they were allowed to vary in one of the library designs.
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Figure 26. Affinity maturation of ErbB2-binding ABD molecules. A. Two affinity maturation libraries were

Figure 26. Affinity maturation of ErbB2-binding ABD molecules. A. Two affinity maturation libraries were

designed based on the first generation candidate ABDErbB2-1. Four residues were retained in the conservative library

designed based on the first generation candidate ABDErbB2-1. Four residues were retained in the conservative library

design since they were crucial for ErbB2-binding (T7, Y10, H11 and Y28). In a semi-conservative library, all eleven

design since they were crucial for ErbB2-binding (T7, Y10, H11 and Y28). In a semi-conservative library, all eleven

residues were allowed to change, but the important residues and all possible combinations of them where retained to a

residues were allowed to change, but the important residues and all possible combinations of them where retained to a

high extent by using a mixture of degenerate oligonucleotides in the library construction. B. Sequence logotypes from

high extent by using a mixture of degenerate oligonucleotides in the library construction. B. Sequence logotypes from

sequenced colonies from selections without HSA present (271 sequences). The eleven randomized positions are shown

sequenced colonies from selections without HSA present (271 sequences). The eleven randomized positions are shown

from left (N-terminus) to right (C-terminus) and numbers indicate their location in the 46 amino acid ABD sequence.

from left (N-terminus) to right (C-terminus) and numbers indicate their location in the 46 amino acid ABD sequence.

Logotypes were generated using Weblogo 3.3 and the overall height of each residue corresponds to its degree of

Logotypes were generated using Weblogo 3.3 and the overall height of each residue corresponds to its degree of

conservation. The height within each stack relates to the relative frequency. C. Corresponding logotype for sequences

conservation. The height within each stack relates to the relative frequency. C. Corresponding logotype for sequences

from selections with HSA present (167 sequences). This strategy returned a surprisingly similar set of sequences

from selections with HSA present (167 sequences). This strategy returned a surprisingly similar set of sequences

compared to selections without HSA (logotype in B).

compared to selections without HSA (logotype in B).
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Expression and evaluation of a set of clones selected from the isolated repertoires revealed that several

Expression and evaluation of a set of clones selected from the isolated repertoires revealed that several

binders with low nanomolar affinity for both ErbB2 and HSA were represented, and that at least 80-fold

binders with low nanomolar affinity for both ErbB2 and HSA were represented, and that at least 80-fold

affinity improvements, compared to ABDErbB2-1, had been achieved. Since the output from the phage

affinity improvements, compared to ABDErbB2-1, had been achieved. Since the output from the phage

display selections was too diverse to identify top candidates, staphylococcal display is anticipated to

display selections was too diverse to identify top candidates, staphylococcal display is anticipated to

facilitate fine sorting of clones to isolate the best performing variants in the future. Thus, the selected

facilitate fine sorting of clones to isolate the best performing variants in the future. Thus, the selected

repertoires were sub-cloned to the staphylococcal display vector (described in paper II), transformed to

repertoires were sub-cloned to the staphylococcal display vector (described in paper II), transformed to

staphylococci and analyzed by flow cytometry. These results (paper III) clearly demonstrate that there

staphylococci and analyzed by flow cytometry. These results (paper III) clearly demonstrate that there

exist differences between variants selected only to bind ErbB2 and variants selected for binding in the

exist differences between variants selected only to bind ErbB2 and variants selected for binding in the

presence of HSA (Figure 27A). In general, ErbB2-binding signals of variants selected in the absence of

presence of HSA (Figure 27A). In general, ErbB2-binding signals of variants selected in the absence of

albumin decreased significantly upon addition of an excess of HSA. In contrast, many clones selected

albumin decreased significantly upon addition of an excess of HSA. In contrast, many clones selected

with albumin present retained more of their ErbB2-binding. However, measurement of albumin-binding

with albumin present retained more of their ErbB2-binding. However, measurement of albumin-binding

alone revealed that most clones selected only for ErbB2-binding had a retained albumin binding ability

alone revealed that most clones selected only for ErbB2-binding had a retained albumin binding ability

similar to ABDErbB2-1 (Figure 27B) whereas many clones selected in the presence of HSA apparently lost

similar to ABDErbB2-1 (Figure 27B) whereas many clones selected in the presence of HSA apparently lost

much of their albumin binding capacity. This behavior is indicated by the formation of a second

much of their albumin binding capacity. This behavior is indicated by the formation of a second

population of cells with very low albumin-binding signals in repertoires selected using this strategy

population of cells with very low albumin-binding signals in repertoires selected using this strategy

(Figure 27B). This dissimilarity may be expected from the two selection pressures that were applied, but

(Figure 27B). This dissimilarity may be expected from the two selection pressures that were applied, but

considering the high degree of sequence similarity between the samples (Figure 26B and C) it was still

considering the high degree of sequence similarity between the samples (Figure 26B and C) it was still

somewhat surprising. Sorting by FACS and analysis of isolated variants from these distinct groups of

somewhat surprising. Sorting by FACS and analysis of isolated variants from these distinct groups of

clones is currently being undertaken to investigate these differences in more detail. The cell display data

clones is currently being undertaken to investigate these differences in more detail. The cell display data

on affinity matured ErbB2-binding ABD molecules, as well as an apparent enrichment of variants with

on affinity matured ErbB2-binding ABD molecules, as well as an apparent enrichment of variants with

unintended substitutions in scaffold regions that may influence albumin binding (see paper III), show

unintended substitutions in scaffold regions that may influence albumin binding (see paper III), show

how challenging the incorporation of two binding sites may be and how these two binding sites may

how challenging the incorporation of two binding sites may be and how these two binding sites may

interplay.

interplay.
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Figure 27. Cell display of clones pre-enriched by phage display. A. Cells expressing variants from tracks selected for ErbB2-binding

Figure 27. Cell display of clones pre-enriched by phage display. A. Cells expressing variants from tracks selected for ErbB2-binding

without (A, C, E and G) or with (B, D, F and H) 1 µM HSA present were incubated with 50 nM ErbB2 +/- 1 µM HSA and analyzed by

without (A, C, E and G) or with (B, D, F and H) 1 µM HSA present were incubated with 50 nM ErbB2 +/- 1 µM HSA and analyzed by

flow-cytometry. ErbB2-binding was detected through incubation with streptavidin-phycoerythrin (y-axis) and expression levels by IgG-

flow-cytometry. ErbB2-binding was detected through incubation with streptavidin-phycoerythrin (y-axis) and expression levels by IgG-

Alexa Fluor 647 conjugate (x-axis), data are shown using logarithmic scales. Each diagram presents an overlay of contour plots of the

Alexa Fluor 647 conjugate (x-axis), data are shown using logarithmic scales. Each diagram presents an overlay of contour plots of the

expressing populations of cells from two separate samples from the same batch (A-H) incubated with only ErbB2 (blue) or ErbB2 and

expressing populations of cells from two separate samples from the same batch (A-H) incubated with only ErbB2 (blue) or ErbB2 and

HSA (red). The contours represent cell density in the respective regions corresponding to 20, 40, 60 or 80 % of the maximum cell

HSA (red). The contours represent cell density in the respective regions corresponding to 20, 40, 60 or 80 % of the maximum cell

density observed. Each sample is represented by 25-30000 events. Corresponding data for ABDErbB2-1 and scaffold ABD are shown in

density observed. Each sample is represented by 25-30000 events. Corresponding data for ABDErbB2-1 and scaffold ABD are shown in

the inlay of panel A. B. To analyze if the differences observed during cell display with and without unlabeled HSA present were due to

the inlay of panel A. B. To analyze if the differences observed during cell display with and without unlabeled HSA present were due to

overall differences in albumin-binding affinities, the samples were incubated with labeled HSA (50 nM) and compared to ABDErbB2-1

overall differences in albumin-binding affinities, the samples were incubated with labeled HSA (50 nM) and compared to ABDErbB2-1

and scaffold ABD. Binding of HSA-Alexa Fluor 488 is shown on the y-axis and expression level on the x-axis.

and scaffold ABD. Binding of HSA-Alexa Fluor 488 is shown on the y-axis and expression level on the x-axis.
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In paper IV the ABD-library was screened for binders to the epidermal growth factor receptor 3, ErbB3,

In paper IV the ABD-library was screened for binders to the epidermal growth factor receptor 3, ErbB3,

which is a cancer-associated receptor that depends on binding of a growth factor to become activated.

which is a cancer-associated receptor that depends on binding of a growth factor to become activated.

ErbB3 deviates from ErbB2 since it requires a ligand to adopt an active conformation, whereas ErbB2 is

ErbB3 deviates from ErbB2 since it requires a ligand to adopt an active conformation, whereas ErbB2 is

constitutively in an active, ligand-independent conformation. Moreover, ErbB3 lacks an active tyrosine

constitutively in an active, ligand-independent conformation. Moreover, ErbB3 lacks an active tyrosine

kinase domain while the one carried by ErbB2 is functional. As a consequence, ErbB3 lacks the ability to

kinase domain while the one carried by ErbB2 is functional. As a consequence, ErbB3 lacks the ability to

transduce a signal by itself, but heterodimerization generates potent signaling units that drive proliferation

transduce a signal by itself, but heterodimerization generates potent signaling units that drive proliferation

and differentiation. Interestingly, the selection against ErbB3 generated many more unique positive

and differentiation. Interestingly, the selection against ErbB3 generated many more unique positive

variants than the selections described in papers I, II and III. This indicates that the library, in spite of the

variants than the selections described in papers I, II and III. This indicates that the library, in spite of the

more restricted output in previous selections and a relatively small size, has a capacity to deliver several

more restricted output in previous selections and a relatively small size, has a capacity to deliver several

binding clones for some targets. Seven of a total of 32 unique variants were expressed, purified and

binding clones for some targets. Seven of a total of 32 unique variants were expressed, purified and

subjected to affinity measurements by SPR. All variants were shown to bind ErbB3 with affinities (KD) in

subjected to affinity measurements by SPR. All variants were shown to bind ErbB3 with affinities (KD) in

the order of 10-100 nM and all proteins bound strongly to HSA. Similar affinities were measured for the

the order of 10-100 nM and all proteins bound strongly to HSA. Similar affinities were measured for the

corresponding murine targets, which may indicate that a conserved epitope on ErbB3 was recognized.

corresponding murine targets, which may indicate that a conserved epitope on ErbB3 was recognized.

Most candidates had CD-spectra characteristic for folded helical proteins and were able to completely

Most candidates had CD-spectra characteristic for folded helical proteins and were able to completely

refold after heating to 90°C. Several variants did not reach complete unfolding and their melting

refold after heating to 90°C. Several variants did not reach complete unfolding and their melting

temperatures where above 80°C.

temperatures where above 80°C.

Since ErbB3 contains a ligand-binding domain, a binding competition was performed with its ligand

Since ErbB3 contains a ligand-binding domain, a binding competition was performed with its ligand

Neuregulin using SPR. This experiment demonstrated that all variants tested were capable of competing

Neuregulin using SPR. This experiment demonstrated that all variants tested were capable of competing

with Neuregulin for ErbB3-binding, a function that could potentially be antagonistic on the signaling that

with Neuregulin for ErbB3-binding, a function that could potentially be antagonistic on the signaling that

is activated through this ligand-binding event. Binding to ErbB3 and competition with Neuregulin was

is activated through this ligand-binding event. Binding to ErbB3 and competition with Neuregulin was

also demonstrated on a human cell line for the two variants with the highest ErbB3-binding affinities,

also demonstrated on a human cell line for the two variants with the highest ErbB3-binding affinities,

referred to as ABD3-3 and ABD3-27 in the text. Interestingly, an Affibody molecule directed against an

referred to as ABD3-3 and ABD3-27 in the text. Interestingly, an Affibody molecule directed against an

overlapping epitope on ErbB3 (Kronqvist 2011) that competes with these ABD molecules has been shown

overlapping epitope on ErbB3 (Kronqvist 2011) that competes with these ABD molecules has been shown

to have anti-proliferative effects on cancer cells in vitro (Gostring 2012), which implies that this shared

to have anti-proliferative effects on cancer cells in vitro (Gostring 2012), which implies that this shared

binding site has a biological significance. In contrast to observations in previous selections, the highest

binding site has a biological significance. In contrast to observations in previous selections, the highest

affinity variants were not the most commonly observed candidates in the sequencing data after selection.

affinity variants were not the most commonly observed candidates in the sequencing data after selection.

Therefore, a functional assay to screen selected clones would be useful. In a way, the staphylococcal

Therefore, a functional assay to screen selected clones would be useful. In a way, the staphylococcal

display platform can be used for such purposes and it also facilitates simultaneous monitoring of multiple

display platform can be used for such purposes and it also facilitates simultaneous monitoring of multiple

parameters in a more flexible manner than a standard enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. The utility of

parameters in a more flexible manner than a standard enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. The utility of

this approach is indicated by the analysis performed on ErbB2-binding ABD-variants pre-enriched by

this approach is indicated by the analysis performed on ErbB2-binding ABD-variants pre-enriched by

phage display (paper III) and a simple cloning step is the only requirement to transfer material from the

phage display (paper III) and a simple cloning step is the only requirement to transfer material from the

phagemid vector to this staphylococcal display vector.

phagemid vector to this staphylococcal display vector.
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Figure 28. Preliminary data from affinity maturation of ErbB3-binding ABD molecules. An affinity maturation

Figure 28. Preliminary data from affinity maturation of ErbB3-binding ABD molecules. An affinity maturation

library for staphylococcal display was designed based on the first generation ErbB3-binding ABD molecules. This

library for staphylococcal display was designed based on the first generation ErbB3-binding ABD molecules. This

library was sorted in three cycles using decreasing concentrations of ErbB3. Promising enrichment of ErbB3-binding

library was sorted in three cycles using decreasing concentrations of ErbB3. Promising enrichment of ErbB3-binding

variants was observed over the three sorting rounds. Much stronger ErbB3-binding signals are obtained from

variants was observed over the three sorting rounds. Much stronger ErbB3-binding signals are obtained from

candidates in the affinity maturation library as compared to ABD3-3, which is the first generation clone with the

candidates in the affinity maturation library as compared to ABD3-3, which is the first generation clone with the

highest affinity. A comparison with an Affibody molecule with a sub-nanomolar ErbB3-binding affinity, Z05417

highest affinity. A comparison with an Affibody molecule with a sub-nanomolar ErbB3-binding affinity, Z05417

(Kronqvist 2011), used as a positive control, indicates that the selection is successful. Interestingly, more sub-

(Kronqvist 2011), used as a positive control, indicates that the selection is successful. Interestingly, more sub-

populations can be distinguished in the output from selections performed with a lower target concentration in the third

populations can be distinguished in the output from selections performed with a lower target concentration in the third

round.

round.

Another interesting property of the ErbB3-binding variants, which were characterized in detail in paper

Another interesting property of the ErbB3-binding variants, which were characterized in detail in paper

IV, was the variation they exhibited in ErbB3-binding in the presence of different concentrations of

IV, was the variation they exhibited in ErbB3-binding in the presence of different concentrations of

albumin. In this experiment, ErbB3-binding was monitored by SPR for ABD molecules that had been pre-

albumin. In this experiment, ErbB3-binding was monitored by SPR for ABD molecules that had been pre-

incubated with varying concentrations of albumin. Some variants lost the ability to bind ErbB3 already at

incubated with varying concentrations of albumin. Some variants lost the ability to bind ErbB3 already at

a low molar ratio of albumin whereas others were remarkably tolerant to this challenge. Considering the

a low molar ratio of albumin whereas others were remarkably tolerant to this challenge. Considering the

overall similarity of the ABD-variants, these differences are a result of subtle sequence differences

overall similarity of the ABD-variants, these differences are a result of subtle sequence differences
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between them. Of all ErbB2- and ErbB3-binding variants evaluated so far, neither has had the ability of

between them. Of all ErbB2- and ErbB3-binding variants evaluated so far, neither has had the ability of

simultaneous binding to albumin and the target molecule. In the intended application of tumor targeting,

simultaneous binding to albumin and the target molecule. In the intended application of tumor targeting,

this may be beneficial if the equilibrium can be adjusted to a favorable balance. However, the expression

this may be beneficial if the equilibrium can be adjusted to a favorable balance. However, the expression

level of ErbB3 is lower than for ErbB2, and therefore requires a higher affinity for an ErbB3-targeted

level of ErbB3 is lower than for ErbB2, and therefore requires a higher affinity for an ErbB3-targeted

ABD molecule. Consequently, work in progress aims to affinity mature the ErbB3-binding molecules by

ABD molecule. Consequently, work in progress aims to affinity mature the ErbB3-binding molecules by

using the staphylococcal display platform. An affinity maturation library has been designed based on data

using the staphylococcal display platform. An affinity maturation library has been designed based on data

from the first-generation variants described in paper IV. This library, which is not included in the paper,

from the first-generation variants described in paper IV. This library, which is not included in the paper,

has been cloned and functionally expressed on staphylococcal cells. Initial sorting rounds show a

has been cloned and functionally expressed on staphylococcal cells. Initial sorting rounds show a

promising enrichment of ErbB3-binding variants, which attain much stronger ErbB3-binding signals

promising enrichment of ErbB3-binding variants, which attain much stronger ErbB3-binding signals

when compared to first-generation variants (Figure 28). Hopefully, this affinity maturation effort will

when compared to first-generation variants (Figure 28). Hopefully, this affinity maturation effort will

generate an improved set of second-generation ErbB3-binding ABD molecules.

generate an improved set of second-generation ErbB3-binding ABD molecules.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK

Based on the work summarized in this thesis, ABD is a promising scaffold for engineering of bispecific

Based on the work summarized in this thesis, ABD is a promising scaffold for engineering of bispecific

binding proteins. Selection of ABD-variants recognizing four different targets from a total of five

binding proteins. Selection of ABD-variants recognizing four different targets from a total of five

combinatorial libraries, one naïve and four designed for affinity maturation, have been undertaken.

combinatorial libraries, one naïve and four designed for affinity maturation, have been undertaken.

Functional characterization of more than fifty ABD-variants derived from these libraries, either in the

Functional characterization of more than fifty ABD-variants derived from these libraries, either in the

form of purified proteins or as individually expressed clones on staphylococcal cells, demonstrates that

form of purified proteins or as individually expressed clones on staphylococcal cells, demonstrates that

bispecific binding molecules based on ABD can be generated. Many more functional variants have been

bispecific binding molecules based on ABD can be generated. Many more functional variants have been

identified on the sequence- or batch level, respectively. ABD represents one of the smallest structured

identified on the sequence- or batch level, respectively. ABD represents one of the smallest structured

scaffolds reported and probably represents the smallest such bispecific affinity protein engineered to date.

scaffolds reported and probably represents the smallest such bispecific affinity protein engineered to date.

Together, the results obtained from selections using phage- and cell display against several target proteins

Together, the results obtained from selections using phage- and cell display against several target proteins

bring ABD beyond a single initial study and demonstrates that the concept may be more broadly applied.

bring ABD beyond a single initial study and demonstrates that the concept may be more broadly applied.

ABD represents an interesting complement to the existing group of alternative non-immunoglobulin

ABD represents an interesting complement to the existing group of alternative non-immunoglobulin

scaffold proteins and is unique with its inherent ability to bind serum albumin.

scaffold proteins and is unique with its inherent ability to bind serum albumin.

The small size and the albumin-binding ability of ABD may, as illustrated in figure 29, provide unique

The small size and the albumin-binding ability of ABD may, as illustrated in figure 29, provide unique

advantages of this molecule for tumor targeting. A small size is generally considered a desired property

advantages of this molecule for tumor targeting. A small size is generally considered a desired property

for fast penetration and accumulation in tumors. However, this advantage usually comes at the expense of

for fast penetration and accumulation in tumors. However, this advantage usually comes at the expense of

rapid elimination via the kidneys. Since ABD has the ability to associate with albumin, it may have an

rapid elimination via the kidneys. Since ABD has the ability to associate with albumin, it may have an

advantage over other small and rapidly eliminated proteins in this respect. The studies included in this

advantage over other small and rapidly eliminated proteins in this respect. The studies included in this

thesis demonstrate that it is possible to accommodate two high-affinity binding sites on the small and

thesis demonstrate that it is possible to accommodate two high-affinity binding sites on the small and

stable ABD molecule, but how these properties translate in vivo has not yet been investigated.

stable ABD molecule, but how these properties translate in vivo has not yet been investigated.
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Figure 29. Hypothetical and speculative properties and use of bispecific ABD molecules for cancer therapy. A.

Figure 29. Hypothetical and speculative properties and use of bispecific ABD molecules for cancer therapy. A.

Small ABD molecules are expected to penetrate tumor tissue more efficiently than much larger antibody molecules. B.

Small ABD molecules are expected to penetrate tumor tissue more efficiently than much larger antibody molecules. B.

Non-covalent association to albumin is known to decrease renal elimination of small proteins. In the illustration, the

Non-covalent association to albumin is known to decrease renal elimination of small proteins. In the illustration, the

bispecific domains also utilize this ability of ABD. C. Albumin-binding can also be employed for FcRn-mediated

bispecific domains also utilize this ability of ABD. C. Albumin-binding can also be employed for FcRn-mediated

rescue from endosomal degradation, provided binding is retained at lowered pH and does not interfere with FcRn-

rescue from endosomal degradation, provided binding is retained at lowered pH and does not interfere with FcRn-

function. D. As a result of decreased renal elimination and FcRn-mediated recycling, a bispecific ABD molecule could

function. D. As a result of decreased renal elimination and FcRn-mediated recycling, a bispecific ABD molecule could

possibly achieve a prolonged half-life in vivo. E. If armed with a suitable mechanism of action or payload, a small

possibly achieve a prolonged half-life in vivo. E. If armed with a suitable mechanism of action or payload, a small

targeting agent in the form of a bispecific ABD molecule may provide a new tool for investigation in tumor therapy.

targeting agent in the form of a bispecific ABD molecule may provide a new tool for investigation in tumor therapy.

Albumin binding is a topic that has attracted much attention lately (section 4.1). Promising data for half-

Albumin binding is a topic that has attracted much attention lately (section 4.1). Promising data for half-

life extension of several proteins by association to albumin have been reported. A comparison of the new

life extension of several proteins by association to albumin have been reported. A comparison of the new

ABD-based affinity proteins to other available formats would be very interesting. One important question

ABD-based affinity proteins to other available formats would be very interesting. One important question

to answer is whether simultaneous binding is a prerequisite for efficacy in vivo. Considering the extremely

to answer is whether simultaneous binding is a prerequisite for efficacy in vivo. Considering the extremely

high concentration of albumin, a very uneven competition for target binding may occur for a protein

high concentration of albumin, a very uneven competition for target binding may occur for a protein

without ability for simultaneous binding. Local differences in target concentration may potentially shift

without ability for simultaneous binding. Local differences in target concentration may potentially shift

the equilibrium in favor of target binding at particular locations, but manipulation of albumin-binding

the equilibrium in favor of target binding at particular locations, but manipulation of albumin-binding

affinity would be a more straightforward means to optimize a molecule for specific targeting. Previous

affinity would be a more straightforward means to optimize a molecule for specific targeting. Previous

studies have demonstrated that even a weak albumin-binding affinity has a considerable effect on protein

studies have demonstrated that even a weak albumin-binding affinity has a considerable effect on protein

half-life in vivo. This could be investigated further by using a panel of ABD-variants where one binding

half-life in vivo. This could be investigated further by using a panel of ABD-variants where one binding

surface is unaltered, for example for ErbB2 or ErbB3, while variants with different affinities for albumin

surface is unaltered, for example for ErbB2 or ErbB3, while variants with different affinities for albumin

are generated by site-directed mutagenesis. ABD could provide a useful model for such studies since the

are generated by site-directed mutagenesis. ABD could provide a useful model for such studies since the
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effects of many substitutions may be predicted based on existing data and because several variants can be

effects of many substitutions may be predicted based on existing data and because several variants can be

conveniently produced, purified and characterized using the methods developed in this thesis.

conveniently produced, purified and characterized using the methods developed in this thesis.

However, a higher affinity for albumin may potentially decrease undesired kidney accumulation and may

However, a higher affinity for albumin may potentially decrease undesired kidney accumulation and may

also reduce the proteolysis of non-FcRn-associated protein in the endosomes, which could possibly cause

also reduce the proteolysis of non-FcRn-associated protein in the endosomes, which could possibly cause

immunogenicity mediated through presentation of ABD-derived peptides to the immune system.

immunogenicity mediated through presentation of ABD-derived peptides to the immune system.

Moreover, experiences from the affinity matured- as well as the de-immunized variant of ABD may be

Moreover, experiences from the affinity matured- as well as the de-immunized variant of ABD may be

incorporated into the bispecific format, especially if a higher albumin-binding affinity is desired.

incorporated into the bispecific format, especially if a higher albumin-binding affinity is desired.

However, for applications demanding a strong albumin binding, simultaneous target binding may be

However, for applications demanding a strong albumin binding, simultaneous target binding may be

necessary. Based on the orientation of the novel binding surface of ABD in relation to albumin in the

necessary. Based on the orientation of the novel binding surface of ABD in relation to albumin in the

available crystal complexes of ALB8-GA and HSA, simultaneous binding might still be possible. Perhaps

available crystal complexes of ALB8-GA and HSA, simultaneous binding might still be possible. Perhaps

this property mainly depends on the binding geometry that is allowed by the epitope recognized on the

this property mainly depends on the binding geometry that is allowed by the epitope recognized on the

target molecule. Consequently, a system to preferentially select against epitopes that are compatible with

target molecule. Consequently, a system to preferentially select against epitopes that are compatible with

simultaneous binding would be intriguing. In essence, a selection system for simultaneous binding has

simultaneous binding would be intriguing. In essence, a selection system for simultaneous binding has

already been developed for other affinity proteins, i.e. the anchored periplasmic expression system where

already been developed for other affinity proteins, i.e. the anchored periplasmic expression system where

a binding protein is non-covalently captured on the cell surface via one of the desired binding capabilities

a binding protein is non-covalently captured on the cell surface via one of the desired binding capabilities

for subsequent encounter with its target during selection. However, anchoring on cell-displayed albumin

for subsequent encounter with its target during selection. However, anchoring on cell-displayed albumin

would be relatively complex and less complicated techniques would be more attractive. For example,

would be relatively complex and less complicated techniques would be more attractive. For example,

capture of phages that monovalently express an ABD-library on albumin coupled to magnetic beads could

capture of phages that monovalently express an ABD-library on albumin coupled to magnetic beads could

be utilized. These beads may then be incubated with a fluorescently labeled target protein followed by

be utilized. These beads may then be incubated with a fluorescently labeled target protein followed by

FACS-sorting of the beads with associated fluorescence. This strategy has an attractive conceptual

FACS-sorting of the beads with associated fluorescence. This strategy has an attractive conceptual

simplicity, but may require pre-enrichment of target-binding clones or signal amplification to achieve

simplicity, but may require pre-enrichment of target-binding clones or signal amplification to achieve

sufficient fluorescent signals for sorting. Naturally, use of multivalent display formats would be more

sufficient fluorescent signals for sorting. Naturally, use of multivalent display formats would be more

complicated for selection of simultaneous binders since they may cause undesired additive effects from

complicated for selection of simultaneous binders since they may cause undesired additive effects from

neighboring (identical) molecules that each carries out either one of the desired binding events. Several

neighboring (identical) molecules that each carries out either one of the desired binding events. Several

solutions should be possible for this kind of selection, but to be meaningful they request a therapeutically

solutions should be possible for this kind of selection, but to be meaningful they request a therapeutically

relevant target protein that is easily accessible in the circulatory system and has a small size or molecular

relevant target protein that is easily accessible in the circulatory system and has a small size or molecular

geometry that may allow binding to a bispecific ABD already in complex with albumin. Small

geometry that may allow binding to a bispecific ABD already in complex with albumin. Small

interleukins or cytokines could potentially provide one such group of target proteins.

interleukins or cytokines could potentially provide one such group of target proteins.

An alternative future direction to technically improve the pipeline for generation of ABD molecules

An alternative future direction to technically improve the pipeline for generation of ABD molecules

would be to generate a new, larger ABD-library. Library transformation and display level could perhaps

would be to generate a new, larger ABD-library. Library transformation and display level could perhaps

be improved further by using another phagemid (Velappan 2010) in combination with a co-translational,

be improved further by using another phagemid (Velappan 2010) in combination with a co-translational,
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rather than a post-translational, display route. Possibly, a fully monovalent system could also be useful.

rather than a post-translational, display route. Possibly, a fully monovalent system could also be useful.

For example, the signal recognition particle (SRP)-display system (Steiner 2008; Steiner 2006) was

For example, the signal recognition particle (SRP)-display system (Steiner 2008; Steiner 2006) was

shown to improve the display level of the structurally similar measles protein derived scaffold mentioned

shown to improve the display level of the structurally similar measles protein derived scaffold mentioned

before as compared to a more conventional system (Cyranka-Czaja 2012). The SRP-system was

before as compared to a more conventional system (Cyranka-Czaja 2012). The SRP-system was

developed for fast-folding proteins and has, for example, successfully been used for display of DARPins

developed for fast-folding proteins and has, for example, successfully been used for display of DARPins

(Steiner 2008; Steiner 2006) and Adnectins (Koide 2007). Another possibility to enable a higher

(Steiner 2008; Steiner 2006) and Adnectins (Koide 2007). Another possibility to enable a higher

flexibility and simplify the phage display selection protocols would be to explore the phage display

flexibility and simplify the phage display selection protocols would be to explore the phage display

systems that do not require helper phages (Chasteen 2006).

systems that do not require helper phages (Chasteen 2006).

A hypothetical alteration of the bispecific approach would be to generate a library where the surface

A hypothetical alteration of the bispecific approach would be to generate a library where the surface

formed by helices one and two is randomized. In the albumin-bound ABD, this area appears to be more

formed by helices one and two is randomized. In the albumin-bound ABD, this area appears to be more

accessible than the current binding surface. However, since the second helix is shorter and known to be

accessible than the current binding surface. However, since the second helix is shorter and known to be

highly important for albumin binding, the current strategy may be more tolerable. A similarly

highly important for albumin binding, the current strategy may be more tolerable. A similarly

unconventional option would be to incorporate the monospecific- library design (Ahmad 2012) in a high

unconventional option would be to incorporate the monospecific- library design (Ahmad 2012) in a high

affinity bispecific ABD molecule. Since engineering of bispecific affinity proteins is an active area of

affinity bispecific ABD molecule. Since engineering of bispecific affinity proteins is an active area of

research (Kontermann 2011a), the ABD molecule could potentially provide new combinations of binding

research (Kontermann 2011a), the ABD molecule could potentially provide new combinations of binding

specificities that do not necessarily include albumin. Moreover, since Fab-fragments fused to albumin-

specificities that do not necessarily include albumin. Moreover, since Fab-fragments fused to albumin-

binding peptides have shown promising results as imaging agents (Dennis 2007), perhaps such

binding peptides have shown promising results as imaging agents (Dennis 2007), perhaps such

applications should not immediately be ruled out. A similar format of bispecific proteins is the so-called

applications should not immediately be ruled out. A similar format of bispecific proteins is the so-called

Fcabs, which are Fc-fragments that incorporate an engineered binding site (Wozniak-Knopp 2010).

Fcabs, which are Fc-fragments that incorporate an engineered binding site (Wozniak-Knopp 2010).

However, both these immunoglobulin-derived formats are roughly 10-fold larger than the bispecific ABD

However, both these immunoglobulin-derived formats are roughly 10-fold larger than the bispecific ABD

molecules and also based on more complex molecular architectures.

molecules and also based on more complex molecular architectures.

ABD has been used as a half-life extending fusion partner to several other proteins. Perhaps an ABD

ABD has been used as a half-life extending fusion partner to several other proteins. Perhaps an ABD

molecule with an additional targeting ability could expand the utility of ABD in such applications. Our

molecule with an additional targeting ability could expand the utility of ABD in such applications. Our

studies (paper IV) indicated that a fusion of ABD with a C-terminal Z-domain might interfere with target

studies (paper IV) indicated that a fusion of ABD with a C-terminal Z-domain might interfere with target

binding, at least for some ErbB3-binding ABD molecules. Interestingly, data from ABD-fused Affibody

binding, at least for some ErbB3-binding ABD molecules. Interestingly, data from ABD-fused Affibody

molecules indicate that, instead, an ABD molecule at the C-terminus of the promising ErbB2-binding

molecules indicate that, instead, an ABD molecule at the C-terminus of the promising ErbB2-binding

Affibody molecule was preferred over an N-terminal position (Andersen 2011; Tolmachev 2007).

Affibody molecule was preferred over an N-terminal position (Andersen 2011; Tolmachev 2007).

Therefore, at least based on this pair of molecules, it seems like a format with a C-terminal bispecific

Therefore, at least based on this pair of molecules, it seems like a format with a C-terminal bispecific

(ErbB3-binding) ABD molecule fused to an N-terminal ErbB2-binding Affibody molecule to generate a

(ErbB3-binding) ABD molecule fused to an N-terminal ErbB2-binding Affibody molecule to generate a

very small tri-functional fusion protein may be feasible. A comparison of such fusion proteins, assembled

very small tri-functional fusion protein may be feasible. A comparison of such fusion proteins, assembled

from available ABD and Affibody molecules, with Affibody molecules fused to wild-type ABD, the

from available ABD and Affibody molecules, with Affibody molecules fused to wild-type ABD, the
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affinity matured ABD (ABD035) or single ABD or Affibody domains, would be exciting. Maybe an

affinity matured ABD (ABD035) or single ABD or Affibody domains, would be exciting. Maybe an

added functionality incorporated into the ABD-unit can provide improved homing or tumor retention of

added functionality incorporated into the ABD-unit can provide improved homing or tumor retention of

the fusion protein, but the risk of causing undesired agonistic effects mediated through receptor

the fusion protein, but the risk of causing undesired agonistic effects mediated through receptor

dimerization needs to be considered.

dimerization needs to be considered.

Several characteristics of the bispecific ABD molecules isolated so far raise interesting structural

Several characteristics of the bispecific ABD molecules isolated so far raise interesting structural

questions. For example, how can the binding geometry of ABDz1 depend on homodimerization through a

questions. For example, how can the binding geometry of ABDz1 depend on homodimerization through a

disulfide-bridge? How does a flexible TNF-α-binding ABD molecule interact with the two target proteins

disulfide-bridge? How does a flexible TNF-α-binding ABD molecule interact with the two target proteins

and are there any differences between the molecules that were enriched partly based on HSA-binding as

and are there any differences between the molecules that were enriched partly based on HSA-binding as

compared to candidates enriched only based on TNF-α-binding? Perhaps these proteins undergo a fold

compared to candidates enriched only based on TNF-α-binding? Perhaps these proteins undergo a fold

switching similar to the designed proteins shown in figure 3. They definitely share some characteristics

switching similar to the designed proteins shown in figure 3. They definitely share some characteristics

with these proteins since they seem to be flexible and have a diminished stability that could potentially

with these proteins since they seem to be flexible and have a diminished stability that could potentially
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